TELEVISION MONOCLE
See page 50

SIMPLE ELECTRONIC METAL LOCATOR
If you find buried treasure (or locate a submerged marine motor) this device pays for itself on its first day of use. Readily built—uses a standard transistor radio for its detector unit.

ALL-TRANSISTOR FM TUNER
Easy to construct and adjust, selective and sensitive, this 9-transistor tuner gives results comparable to superior commercial units.
ELECTRON TUBES are you replacing for quality tubes with identical top quality tubes?

You can, now! You can carry the identical tubes that you find in most of the quality TV sets you’re servicing. Chances are, you were not aware that these sets were designed around special “Ampliframe” tubes originated by Amperex.

For some time now, designers have been using many Ampliframe tubes in their quality TV receivers and we can tell you now that even more Amperex tubes are being designed into the sets you’ll be handling in the future.

Compare, if you will, the performance of Amperex Ampliframes with conventional IF tubes: They provide 55% higher gain-bandwidth, increase TV set reliability by simplifying circuits and they make your servicing easier, faster and more profitable because their extraordinary uniformity virtually eliminates time-consuming realignment when you replace tubes.

About the only way, then, that you can be sure of optimum satisfaction for your customers and maximum profit operation for yourself is to make room in your caddy right now for the identical, matchless-quality tubes that are being designed into the original sets...now available to you from your local distributor with the brand of the originator — the Amperex brand.

Next time you visit your distributor, look for the green and yellow box and ask about Ampliframe tubes for TV and other entertainment replacement applications. Amperex Electronic Corporation, 230 Duffy Avenue, Hicksville, L. I., N. Y.

Here's why Audio Magazine says Scott Kits are "Simplest to build..." and have "Engineering of the highest calibre" *

The exclusive Scott full color instruction book shows every part and every wire in natural color and in proper position. To make the instruction book even clearer, each of the full color illustrations shows only a few assembly steps. There are no oversized sheets to confuse you.

Each full color illustration is accompanied by its own Part Chart, another Scottex exclusive. The actual parts described in the illustration are placed in the exact sequence in which they appeared. You can't possibly make a mistake.

Many of the uninteresting mechanical assembly is completed when you open your Scott Kit Pak. All the terminal strips and fuse sockets are already permanently riveted to the chassis. To insure accuracy, all wires are pre-cut and pre-stripped to proper length.

There are certain areas in every professional high fidelity component where wiring is critical and difficult. FM front ends and multiplex sections are an example. In Scott Kits these sections are wired at the factory, and thoroughly tested by Scott experts, assuring you a completed kit meeting stringent factory standards.

Tuners are aligned with the unique Scott Ez-A-Lire method, using the meter or the Liner itself. This assures perfect alignment without expensive signal generators. Amplifier kits require no laboratory instruments for perfect balancing.

The new Scott Warranty Performance Plan guarantees that your kit will work perfectly when completed. If you have followed all recommended procedures and your kit fails to work, Scott guarantees to put your kit in working order at the factory at minimum cost.

*Audio — February 1961, Pages 54-56

SCOTT

H. H. Scott Inc., Dept. 570-09

Please rush me without charge your full color brochure on the complete line of Scott FM stereo tuner, stereo amplifier and speaker kits. A sample 36 page full-color Scott Kit instruction book will be included if you enclose 50¢ in coin or stamps.

Name...................................................
Address..............................................
City..................................................State

If any of your friends would like a copy of the new Scott Kit brochure send us their names and addresses.

Export: Morgan Exporting Corp., 458 Broadway, N.Y.C.
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold Ave., Toronto
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GET YOUR ELECTRONICS-TV-RADIO
HOME TRAINING FROM N.T.S. RESIDENT SCHOOL

Over 1 City Block of Modern School Facilities, Laboratories and Shops Housing Over 1,000 Students.

50,000 Graduates - all over the World - since 1905

NATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
WORLD-WIDE TRAINING SINCE 1905

THE SCHOOL BEHIND YOUR HOME-STUDY TRAINING

In these modern School Headquarters your Home Training is:
Classroom-Developed, Lab-Stud o Planned, Shop-Tested, Industry-Approved, Home Study-Designed.

N.T.S. IS NOT JUST A MAILING ADDRESS ON A COUPON
N.T.S. is a real school... a world famous training center since 1905. Thousands of men from all over the world come to train in our shops, labs, studios and classrooms.

You learn quickly and easily the N.T.S. Shop-Tested way. You get lessons, manuals, job projects, personal consultation from instructors, plus progress. You build a Short-Wave, Long-Wave Superhet Receiver plus a large screen TV set from the ground up with parts we send you at no additional cost. You also get a Professional Multitester for your practical job projects. The Multitester will become one of your most valuable instruments in spare time work while training, and afterwards, too. Many students pay for their entire tuition with spare time work. You can, too... we show you how.

MAIL COUPON NOW FOR FREE BOOK & ACTUAL LESSON
No obligation. No salesman will call.

RESIDENT TRAINING AT LOS ANGELES
If you wish to take your Electronics-TV-Radio training in our famous Resident School in Los Angeles — the oldest and largest school of its kind in the world — write for special Resident School catalog and Information, or check special box in coupon.

NATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
WORLD-WIDE TRAINING SINCE 1905
4000 S. Figueroa St., Los Angeles 37, Calif.

RADIO-ELECTRONICS published monthly at Concord, N. H. by Gernsback Publications Inc. Second-class postage paid at Concord, N. H. Copyright © 1963, by Gernsback Publications Inc. All rights reserved under Universal, International and Pan-American Copyright Conventions. SUBSCRIPTION RATES: US, and possessions: Canada: $4.00 per year, $7.20 for 2 years. Foreign: $6 per year, $11 for 2 years. Other countries: $6.50 for 1, $11 for 2, $16.50 for 3 years. Postmaster send form 3579 to 154 W. 16th St., New York 11, N. Y.

NATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
WORLD-WIDE TRAINING SINCE 1905
4000 S. Figueroa St., Los Angeles 37, Calif.

Mail Now To
National Technical Schools, Dept. RG-92
4000 S. Figueroa St., Los Angeles 37, Calif.
Please rush FREE Electronics-TV-Radio "Opportunity" Book and Actual Lesson.

Name________________________Age________
City________________________Zone________State________

□ Check here if interested ONLY in Resident Training at Los Angeles

VETERANS: Give date of discharge.
News Briefs

UHF on All TV's Now Law

President Kennedy has signed into law a bill that requires all manufacturers of television receivers to equip their sets with a UHF tuner. This will mean that all TV sets will be capable of receiving the UHF channels 14 through 82 as well as the VHF 2 through 13.

The bill gives the FCC authority to require that all sets sold across state lines be equipped for both VHF and UHF and to set minimum performance specs for the UHF tuners. The commission says it will allow a reasonable transition period to give manufacturers time to get the necessary changes incorporated into their forthcoming sets.

New Art Form Uses 10-Track Tape

A combination of sound and light, electronically controlled, is being used to re-create the stirring scenes of the dawn of American liberty at Independence Hall in Philadelphia. Using some 64 loudspeakers and numerous banks of light, the "voices" of Washington, Jefferson, Franklin and Paine, as well as sounds representing meetings of the Assembly of the Province of Pennsylvania and the Continental Congress, are reproduced on various parts of the grounds and from the Assembly Chamber. Variations in illumination increase the dramatic effect. The whole production is on 10-track tape. Five of the tracks carry voice programs, four triggering and intensity controls for light and one triggers the sound. The equipment was developed by North American Philips.

The "Sound and Light" production, under the name Lamidrama, opened on July 4, and it is expected that two performances will be given each night, seven nights a week, through October.

Used here for the first time in this country, the technique, known as "Son et Lumiere" has been used on several important buildings in Europe.

H-Bomb Communications Interruption Slight

Despite a lot of talk to the contrary, the miles-high megaton H-bomb blast by the US in the skies over the Pacific blotted out radio reception for only a period of minutes. Scientists feared a long disruption caused by the explosion temporarily destroying the reflecting layer in the ionosphere that makes long distance communications over the miles of the Pacific possible.

Magnetometer Now Aids Archeological Research

A proton magnetometer (Radio-Electronics April, 1960, p. 38) has been used to locate ancient Sybaris, a city so wealthy that the word "sybarite" is still used to denote a person of extremely expensive and luxurious taste. Buried cities like Sybaris can be found with a magnetometer, because topsoil, garbage and even dungheaps are more magnetic than ordinary soil. So when a cellar, for example, has been filled with material washed from the surface, it can be detected by the magnetometer through several yards of material washed over it. Stone walls, which differ from the material around them, can also be detected. Empty spaces are immediately noted by the magnetometer. So are the magnetic metals, like iron or steel.

Electron Microscope Sees Individual Atoms

Magnification 5 to 10 times greater than that which can be obtained with standard electron microscopes is obtained by the improved ion-emission microscope, now in operation at Columbia University. Each spot in the photograph is the image of one atom. The top of the emitter from which the ions are projected is a fine tungsten wire. The center of the tip can be seen as the solid dark spot surrounded by dark, concentric circles in the center of the photo.

While the emission microscope is not new (Radio-Electronics, September 1951, page 43), this is the first one ever to be commercially produced.

Pay TV Experiment Begins in Hartford, Conn.

The world's first large-scale over-the-air pay-TV trial was initiated late in June over station WHCT, channel 18, Hartford, Conn. The system used was Zenith's Phonevision (Radio-Electronics, February 1951, "Box Office TV." Dorf and February 1954, "Pay As You Go," Kamen). Some 300 homes have been wired, and subscribers are given the opportunity to view first-run movies for payment averaging $1 for a high-class show. Other viewers simply see a jittery picture which is actually four images displaced horizontally on the screen.

Engstrom Awarded EIA Medal

Dr. Elmer Engstrom, president of RCA, was given the Electronic Industries Association Medal of Honor for "distinguished service contributing to the advancement of the electronics industry." In presenting the medal, EIA president L. Berkley Davis pointed out that the appearance of an engineer-scientist like Dr. Engstrom as head of a large corporation, was something that could have happened "only recently."

Dr. Engstrom has been with RCA for some 32 years, working before that in the Radio Engineering Department of G-E. He organized RCA's Research Department and was especially active in the development of television. In 1943, he became director of general research when all of RCA's research activities were brought together at Princeton, N. J. He became executive vice president of research and engineering in 1954.
NOW... PREPARE FOR A CAREER IN...

Radio • Television • Radar • Space & Missile
or other branch of ELECTRONICS

FASTER!

Prepare in Spare Time at Home, or in Chicago or Toronto Laboratories

Home Movies...
are a DeVry exclusive. They save you hours of reading, help you grasp basic ideas faster.

MEN 17-55
No advanced education or previous technical experience required.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
There is no extra charge for help from DeVry's efficient Employment Service.

MEN FACING MILITARY SERVICE
We have important facts for the man about to enter the armed forces. SEND COUPON NOW.

Would you like to become a well-paid technician with a missile firm? Or, perhaps you'd rather work in Radio-
Television... Broadcasting... Automation... Communications... Radar... Microwaves... Industrial
Electronics... or other exciting field.

Any of these careers is possible SOONER THAN YOU MAY THINK when you have a skill to offer — the kind you get
by training the DeVry Way.

If you prepare at home, you use time-saving, up-to-date TEXTS, training FILMS and PROJECTOR, plus valuable
electronic EQUIPMENT. You get practical experience with DeVry's Electro-Lab system that lets you perform many
learn-by-doing projects quickly with practically no soldering. Little wonder DeVry men get ready IN A MINIMUM
OF TIME with such tested methods to rely on!

Thousands of men today hold good-paying jobs as a result of this program that is designed to get you to the job
opportunities sooner. SEND COUPON TODAY for full facts.

YOU MAY OWN YOUR OWN SHOP
DeVry-trained men face many opportunities, including their own profitable service shops. This is an ideal way to go
into business for yourself.

SEND FOR 2 FREE BOOKLETS
MAIL COUPON TODAY!
DeVRY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
4111 Belmont Ave, Chicago 41, Ill., Dept. RE-9-S
Please give me your two free booklets, "Pocket Guide to Real Earnings" and "Electronics in Space Travel"; also include details
on how to prepare for a career in Electronics. I am interested in the following opportunity fields (check one or more):

[] Space & Missle Electronics  [] Communications
[] Television and Radio  [] Computers
[] Microwaves  [] Broadcasting
[] Radar  [] Industrial Electronics
[] Automation Electronics  [] Special "Short Courses"

Name: ________________________________ Age: ______
Address: ________________________________ Apt. ______
City: __________________ Zone: ______ State: ______

Check here if you face military service.
Canadian residents: Write DeVry Tech of Canada, Ltd., 208-970 Lawrence Avenue West, Toronto 19, Ontario

SEND COUPON TODAY.
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Kerchunk! new sound of safety

Kerchunk is the sound made by the heavy duty magnet on the back of a Sonotone CB Cerami kie as it mounts firmly, securely to your car's dashboard.

Kerchunk says: "Message to home base completed easily, safely."

Kerchunk means no more groping when you return your mike to its dashboard mounting bracket, no need to take your eyes off the road.

Responsible for this boon to those who rely on CB or mobile communication, from car or truck, is an important Sonotone development called "Magnet Mount." A heavy duty magnet on the back of Sonotone Ceramic mobile communications Models "CM-30M" and "CM-31M" lets you place the mike almost anywhere on or around the dashboard. Further, Magnet Mount eliminates the need to drill holes for dashboard mounting brackets.

The Cerami kies have far more to recommend them than just this amazing mounting device. The quality-engineered mobile communications models, "CM-30M" and "CM-31M," provide loud and clear reception. Inherently immune to extremes of temperature and humidity, they will operate even if immersed in water. The ceramic transducer is neoprene encased, rendering it shock and impact-proof.

**SONOTONE CERAMIKE "CM-30M"** — Intelligibility unsurpassed. Sensitivity curve favors voice frequency range. High sensitivity from -49 db from 60 to 7000 cps. Ruggedly built to take the punishment of mobile use. Lightweight, shatterproof plastic case. So easy to handle and control with convenient "Push-To-Talk." button. Supplied with spring-spiraled, 4-conductor shielded cable — list $16.50

With dashboard mounting bracket instead of Magnet Mount, Model "CM-30"—list $14.00

**SONOTONE CERAMIKE "CM-31M"** — Budget-priced communications model in shatterproof plastic case features excellent intelligibility in 60 to 7000 cps frequency range at -49 db sensitivity. Mike has a 2-conductor coil cable, no switch—$16.00

Available with dashboard mounting bracket instead of Magnet Mount. Model "CM-31"—list $13.50

Fixed communications or mobile, Sonotone Cerami kies provide topflight long-term, maintenance-free performance.

---

**New Approaches to Safety Shields**

General Electric recently announced their new "Lamilitie" tube shielding—a thin, two-layer plastic face plate, bonded directly to the face of the tube. Introduced in the new G-E 16-inch portable, it will also be manufactured in sizes up to 23 inches. The inside layer of the Lamilitie shield is an exceedingly tough material—the other layer, hard and scratch-resistant. Total thickness is about 3/64 inch. The new shield is anti-static, and should mean a considerable reduction in the weight of portable TV's that use it.

Almost at the same time, the Kimberly Glass Co. announced final approval of the "Kimcode" tube, which uses a special face plate bound by two metal rings, and has a fiber-glass cloth cemented around the funnel to prevent shattering in case of implosion. The Kimcode tube has no

---

**SEE SONOTONE CB CERAMIKES WITH MAGNET MOUNT**

Now! Here's everything you need to master mathematics and "write your own ticket" to a higher-paying job.

Learn at Home — In Only 10 Minutes a Day — With This Complete 5-Volume Self-Instruction Course

Industry today is "crying" for men who know mathematics ... to take advantage of the wonderful job opportunities in our fast-moving age of electronics, automation, and nuclear science.

Demand far exceeds supply for top-salaried superintendents, foremen, technicians, lab workers, designers, draftsmen, mathematicians, and engineers.

For example, the NASA recently announced 135 key jobs paying up to $21,000 per year. Hundreds of comparable jobs go begging every day. Here is your chance to learn mathematics and get the basic training for this type of job ... to help your country maintain its world leadership, and to earn the kind of money you deserve.

You can learn in 10 minutes a day

That's all it takes, with the aid of this simplified five-volume home-study course, to gain a complete knowledge of mathematics — which can lead to security, higher pay, self-confidence, and a better, more important job.

COMPLETELY REVISED AND UPDATED

This completely revised and updated course, based on easy-to-follow methods developed by Professor Thompson at Pratt Institute, shows you how to master every type of mathematical problem quickly and easily, right from the beginning. You start with a review of arithmetic (including dozens of new, time-saving short-cuts)... and a special brand new section on Boolean Algebra — the algebra of logic and of machine-oriented problems... step-by-step, lesson-by-lesson, into every practical phase of higher mathematics.

Every minute pays big dividends

Without a working knowledge of algebra, trigonometry, and geometry, even the most capable man can be left behind... while men who know mathematics are quickly recognized, and forged ahead to bigger, higher-paying jobs.

The few minutes a day you spend learning this vital tool for most modern business and manufacturing and development processes can pay off in hard cash — bigger paychecks than you ever dreamed of.

So don't delay.

The five volumes that can change your entire life would cost you $2.95 each if purchased individually, a total of $14.75. But if you order them now as a set, you will receive the entire course — all five volumes — for only $2.85 down and $3 a month for three months — a substantial saving! And then you will have all volumes on hand, should you need to look ahead for advance work that comes up on your job.

Send NO Money — Try Complete Course FREE

You don't have to send any money to find out how valuable this course can be! Just mail the coupon and we will rush you all five of these handy, study books to examine free, in your own home, for 10 days. Unless you are absolutely convinced you need this course in book form, you can return it. And you will have no obligation to keep the books or to buy anything. Otherwise keep them and send the easy payments indicated in the coupon.

Take advantage of this opportunity today. Mail coupon now to D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., Dept. 189X, 120 Alexander St., Princeton, N. J. (Est. 1848.)

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., Dept. 189X, 120 Alexander Street, Princeton, New Jersey

Send me THOMPSON'S MATHEMATICS FOR SELF STUDY in 5 volumes. Within 10 days 1 will either return the books or send you $1.85 as first payment and $3.00 per month for three months until the total price of $11.85, plus shipping cost of $1.00, is paid.

You are also to send me the book Simplified Accounting — and I may keep it free — whether or not I keep the other 5 Mathematics volumes.

Name__________________________

Address__________________________

City__________________________State________________________

FREE IF YOU WILL SEND COUPON NOW

Simplified Accounting — A 58-page book describes an easy way to start and to keep books: balance, adjustments, profit and loss, collecting accounts, debts, depreciation, interest, inventory, cost accounting, credit appraisal... and more.

Mail the coupon now and you keep MATHEMATICS for SELF STUDY.

FREE 10-DAY EXAMINATION

Completely Revised and Updated

MATHEMATICS FOR SELF STUDY

A complete course and reference library, by Prof. C. F. Thompson, B.S., in E.E., A.M., Pratt Institute, New York, N. Y.

ARITHMETIC. Clear, complete explanation of all basic principles. How to quickly judge fractions and decimals, ratio and proportion, powers, roots, series and progressions, percentages, dimensions, temperature, latitude and longitude. Many time-saving "short cuts" for calculating insurance premiums, loan rates, taxes, bank interest, charts and graphs. 292 pages.

ALGEBRA. Now algebra can save you time and money with common everyday problems. Covers equations, inequalities, probabilities, slide rules, powers, roots, etc. Explains hundreds of applications involving machines, auto, engines, ships and planes. Boolean Algebra — now used in switching circuits and logic of computers. Vector Algebra, both 2 and 3 dimensional. New used in science and engineering. 320 pages.

GEOMETRY. Common-sense instructions on working with points, cubes, spheres, planes, solids, circular measure and circumference, estimating materials needed for areas and solids, future volume, capacity, hundreds of other practical problems. 323 pages.

TRIGONOMETRY. How to solve virtually any problem in surveying, mechanics, astronomy, navigation. Trigonometric identities and relations between trigonometric functions. Finding heights of buildings, exact course of ship or plane: calculations involving construction of buildings. Bridges, dams: costing of other uses that can improve your earning power. 239 pages.

CALCULUS. Computing speed, velocity, rate of increase or decrease, minimum and maximum limits, integral formulas, functions, derivatives, differentials, vector calculus. How to find the most efficient design for any mechanism, engine, moving vehicle: analysis of sales figures, production charts. Future problems in statistics, insurance, physics, electricity, radio, much more. 335 pages.

COMPLETELY REVISED AND UPDATED

For the first time Binary Arithmetic — Boolean Algebra — Non-Euclidean Geometry — entire new section on trigonometric identities ... expanded section on partial derivatives and partial differentials. Completely revised and updated throughout.
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new double duty nutdriver set

Ten professional nutdrivers in this compact, convertible set become twenty with use of a remarkable piggyback "torque amplifier" handle. Slipped over pocket nutdriver handles, it gives the grip, reach, and driving power of standard drivers. Does more jobs with fewer tools, saves bench space, lightens the service kit.

10 color coded pocket size nutdrivers (3/16" thru 3/4")

1" x 3/4" hollow torque amplifier handle

Slim, trim see-through plastic case can be carried in pocket

Flat base turns case into bench stand

Lid provides storage for handle

WRITE FOR BULLETIN A762

XCELITE INC. · ORCHARD PARK, N. Y.
Canada: Charles W. Pointon, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Canada: Charles W. Pointon, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

select the best possible combinations of signals—progressive uptown, progressive downtown, short period on cross streets, etc.—then radio signals to each traffic light to adjust the cycle accordingly.

Not only will the new traffic control system speed traffic, but it is believed that the radio-control system is cheaper than the present interconnecting cable system.

Satellite Broadcasts Not for the Home

Space-satellite television broadcasts direct to the homes of peoples of the world, are not practical at this time, FCC Commissioner Craven told University of Washington's School of Communications.

"There are many problems to be solved," said Commissioner Craven, "before such a space-satellite broadcast system can be established on a permanent basis." Among the things the commissioner mentioned were the problems of language, time differences, technical difficulties in lifting and maintaining the high-powered transmitters required, economics, spectrum allocation standards and, most important, cost. He also pointed out that important events which people all over the world would wish to see do not occur too often. Space flights occur only occasionally, the Olympic Games once every 4 years, and British coronations even less frequently than that.

"Mixed-Up" Crooks Identified by Closed-Circuit TV

The uhf TV station, WUHF-TV, channel 31, operated by the FCC and New York City's Municipal Broadcasting System in cooperation, has been transmitting an experimental program which may well be a major weapon against crime. The transmission is a police lineup program. Suspected criminals, lined up for identification at police headquarters, are televised and the "program" broadcast to New York City's five boroughs. Thus, policeman at various points can see the lineup without traveling to headquarters. This results in a considerable saving of officers' travel time and the taxpayers' money, and results in the lineup being viewed by a greater number of police officers.

To protect the rights of the persons arrested, the broadcast is scrambled in such a manner that it cannot be received by any but the special TV receivers adapted to the purpose. The scrambling system, developed by Tel eglobe Cosmotronics Corp., uses telephone lines to carry the scrambling signal, thus making it impossible for anyone to decode.

The "Scrambled Yeggs" program is expected to reduce crime by making it possible for a larger number of officers to identify wanted individuals, and by increasing their familiarity with the appearance of known criminals.

Russians Plan Sputnik TV Relay

On the heels of an actual operating Telstar satellite launched successfully by the US, word comes from the Soviet Union of its intention to launch TV relay satellites of its own in the near future. The Russians say the Sputniks will be used instead of coaxial cable to link Moscow TV broadcasts with other parts of the country.

Brief Briefs

Patent No. 3,033,714 has been issued to the Sony Corp. for a semiconductor device called the "Esaki diode," or tunnel diode.
how to get
a Commercial
FCC LICENSE

An FCC License, Or Your Money Back!

Completion of the Master Course (both Sections) will prepare you for a First Class Commercial Radio Telephone License with a Radar Endorsement. Should you fail to pass the FCC examination for this license after successfully completing the Master Course, you will receive a full refund of all tuition payments. This guarantee is valid for the entire period of your enrollment agreement.

FREE!
find out how

1. You can get job security. Specialized education is the road to higher salary and important jobs in the growing field of electronics.
2. You can solve the problems that stump other technicians. Problems in electronics are becoming more complex. Your ability to solve problems will help you get ahead in your field.
3. You can handle new electronic devices. Every day, advances are being made in electronics. Only through education can you find out how to keep up with these developments and how to use the new devices.

Get All 3 Booklets and This Handy Pocket Electronics Data Guide Free

Put all the commonly used conversion factors, formulas, tables, and color codes at your fingertips. Yours absolutely free if you mail the coupon today. No further obligation.

Sorry — Not For Beginners

Please inquire only if you really want to get ahead and to add to what you have already learned in school, in the service, or on the job. Some previous schooling or experience in electronics, electricity, or related fields is necessary for success in Cleveland Institute programs.

Accredited by the National Home Study Council

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
Desk RE64A, 1776 E. 17th St., Cleveland 14.

Please send Free Career Information prepared to help me get ahead in Electronics. I have had training or experience in Electronics as indicated below.

- [ ] Military
- [ ] Radio-TV Servicing
- [ ] Manufacturing
- [ ] Amateur Radio
- [ ] Broadcasting
- [ ] Home Experimenting
- [ ] Telephone Company
- [ ] Other

In what kind of work are you now engaged?

- [ ] Broadcasting
- [ ] Home Experimenting
- [ ] Telephone Company
- [ ] Other

In what branch of Electronics are you interested?

- [ ] Broadcasting
- [ ] Home Experimenting
- [ ] Telephone Company
- [ ] Other

Name
Age

Address

City, Zone, State
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Now in breakproof plastic utility case!

Case can be used for carrying or storing tools, parts and equipment—or as a lunch box. Made of rugged polypropylene with self-hinge that won't rust.

Weller adds greater value to the Heavy Duty Soldering Kit with a new utility case of miracle plastic that won't break. Kit features the Weller 275-watt Soldering Gun used by electronic service technicians the world over. Instant heat. Twin spot-lights. Long life, long reach tip—made of copper for superior heat transfer and iron plated for long life. Also included in this kit are smoothing tip, cutting tip, tip interchange wrench and supply of solder. Model 8250AK.

$14.95 list

Weller Hi-Speed Sabre Saw
For smooth, super-fast cutting of all kinds on speaker and record player mounting boards, cabinets, walls, etc. Makes its own starting hole for inside cuts. Never splinters or tears wood. Heavy duty, 4.8 amps. Model 88. $22.95 list

On sale at your Electronic Parts Distributor

WELLER ELECTRIC CORP. • EASTON, PA.

Univac III, new large-scale computer, uses several input and output channels to keep the high-speed main unit busy. An interleaving system makes it possible for the main unit to process the various programs simultaneously, feeding the results out in bits.

Improved thin-film resistors are made by sputtering tantalum films on glass or ceramic bases in a partial nitrogen atmosphere, report Bell Lab scientists.

A hearing aid with automatic volume limiting is announced by Zenith. Called Controlled Dynamic Range (CDR) by the company, the instrument automatically protects the user from painful or uncomfortably loud sounds, permits hearing of words immediately after the sound, which otherwise would be lost in a "black-out period." It makes hearing better in noisy surroundings, while amplifying faint or muffled voices in a quiet environment.

FM radio's expansion does not extend to the passenger plan. The ban on FM radios on civilian aircraft has been extended for another year by the FAA. Reason: radiating FM receivers can interfere with the aircraft's electronic equipment.

Kits for color TV receivers are expected to be on the market this Fall. Two companies, Transvision and Conar, plan to produce such kits.

New electronic piano recently placed on the market by Wurlitzer is an all-transistor type that works off the line or with its own supply. A 36-volt battery makes it completely portable. The company suggests that it might be taken along on a picnic or to the beach.

Transistorized ignition will be optional on Ford Motor Co.'s trucks in 1963, if present plans are carried out. The new system is expected to increase spark plug life from 10,000 to 50,000 miles and point life to 100,000 miles.

A metal locator for detecting concealed weapons has been developed by Med Electronics, Alexandria, Va. The search coil is in a flat pad worn under the sleeve of the operator, so a suspect can be searched without even knowing he is an object of suspicion.

Two new gas optical masers, one using a mixture of neon and oxygen and one of argon and oxygen, have been announced by Bell Telephone Labs. In both these masers, the noble (inert) gas raises the oxygen to an excited state, from which it can be triggered to radiate infrared light at 8446 Angstroms.

RADIO-ELECTRONICS
incomparable KG-60 all-transistor 50 watt stereo amplifier kit

ONLY $79.95 (less case)

SEND NO MONEY

only $5 per month

Here is the amplifier of the future—yours today...years-ahead all-transistor stereo hi-fi circuitry featuring 50 watts of music power directly coupled to your speakers. There is no other amplifier kit like it. Know the enjoyment brought you by every advance in up-to-the-minute audio technology. The precision circuit, using 20 transistors and six diodes, develops a full 50 watts of IHFM music power. No transformers or DC blocking capacitors are used. This engineering breakthrough gives you unbelievably clear, true and pure reproduction, even in the extreme low-frequency range. Plays instantly—no warm-up time; no microphonic; virtually no hum or noise; minimum current-drain; cool operation. Check the incomparable specifications (box at left). See why there's nothing like the KG-60 for quality and value. Order it today—no money down (just check coupon). An unbelievable buy at only: $79.95 (less case)

(Metal Case for KG-60, only $4.95)
(Wood Case for KG-60—illustrated—only $9.95)

Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back

Allied Radio
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 60, Ill.

Ship me the following:
- Knight-Kit KG-60 All-Transistor Amplifier Kit 83Y659BG
- Metal Case 5 lbs. 83Y644.
- Wood Case 5 lbs. 83Y645
- Ship No Money Down on Allied's Credit Fund Plan
- $................enclosed (check) (money order)

Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
City: ___________Zone: ______State: ____________

SEND NO MONEY order today

Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back

Allied Radio
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 60, Ill.

Ship me the following:
- Knight-Kit KG-60 All-Transistor Amplifier Kit 83Y659BG
- Metal Case 5 lbs. 83Y644.
- Wood Case 5 lbs. 83Y645
- Ship No Money Down on Allied's Credit Fund Plan
- $................enclosed (check) (money order)

Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
City: ___________Zone: ______State: ____________
Two outstanding products by the HIDDEN 500* who plan for your future:

![Diagram of Sprague capacitors]

**TWO GREAT TUBULARS . . . TAKE YOUR CHOICE!**

(±10% Capacitance Tolerance is standard at no extra cost)

- **Sprague Difilm Capacitors** can’t be beat! Dual-dielectric construction combines the best features of both Mylar® polyester film and special capacitor tissue. And for additional reliability, Difilm capacitors are impregnated with Sprague’s HCX®, a solid impregnant which produces a rock-hard capacitor section—there’s no wax to drip, no oil to leak!

- **BLACK BEAUTY Molded Tubulars** are actually low-cost versions of the famous Sprague high-reliability capacitors used in modern military missiles. They’re engineered to withstand 105°C (221°F) temperatures . . . even in the most humid climates! And their tough, molded phenolic cases can’t be damaged in handling or soldering.

- **ORANGE DROP Dipped Tubulars** are the perfect replacement for radial-lead capacitors now used by leading manufacturers of TV sets. Leads are crimped for neat mounting on printed wiring boards. Extremely small in size, they’ll fit anywhere, work anywhere. And they’re double-dipped in epoxy resin for extra protection against moisture.

*The "Hidden 500" are Sprague's 500 experienced researchers who staff the largest research organization in the electronic component industry and who back up the efforts of some 7,000 Sprague employees working in 14 manufacturing operations—four at North Adams, Mass.; Bennington and Barre, Vt.; Concord and Nashua, N. H.; Lansing, N. C.; Grafton, Wis.; Visalia, Calif.; two at Ponce, Puerto Rico; and Milan, Italy.

Get your copy of Catalog C-614 from any Sprague distributor, or write Sprague Products Co., 81 Marshall St., North Adams, Massachusetts.
The Same School That Originated The RTS BUSINESS PLAN

NOW Proudly Presents...

A SPECIAL COMPACT COURSE
COVERING ALL THREE PHASES OF
ELECTRONICS

The Entire Course Is Made Up Of The Following:
- 35 LESSONS COVERING BASIC AND INTERMEDIATE ELECTRONICS
- 9 EQUIPMENT KITS COMPLETE WITH TUBES AND BATTERIES
- SOLDERING IRON
- 25 LESSONS COVERING THESE ADVANCED ELECTRONIC SUBJECTS:
  - Thyrratron Tubes - Semiconductors
  - Electronic Symbols and Drawings
  - Voltage-Regulators - Electronic Timers
  - Control Systems - X-Rays
  - Photoelectric Devices - Dielectric Heating
  - Geiger Counters - Pulse Circuitry
  - Clipper and Limiters
  - Multivibrators - Electronic Counters
  - Radar - Magnetic Amplifiers
  - Analog Computers - DC Amplifiers
  - Digital Computers - Storage Systems
  - Input and Output Devices
  - Servomechanisms
  - Telemetering
- 60 EXAMINATIONS
- UNLIMITED CONSULTATION SERVICE
- KIT MANUALS
- DIPLOMA UPON GRADUATION

AND MUCH MORE...

RTS' Membership in The Association of Home Study Schools is your assurance of Reliability, Integrity and Quality of Training.

RTS ELECTRONICS DIVISION
815 E. ROSECRANS AVENUE
LOS ANGELES 59, CALIFORNIA
Est. 1922

September, 1962

RUSH COUPON
NO SALESMAN WILL CALL!

Sample Lesson

Your Career in 
ELECTRONICS

Don't Lose Out — Find Out!

RTS ELECTRONICS DIVISION RE-92
815 E. ROSECRANS AVENUE LOS ANGELES 59, CALIFORNIA

Rush me full information by return mail. (Please Print)

Name ___________________________ Age _____
Address __________________________
City __________________ Zone ______ State ______

ENROLL ME NOW □ SEND MORE FACTS

* TERMS ALSO AVAILABLE AS LITTLE AS
  $500 DOWN $500 PER MONTH

S P A V E T I M E — S E N D
$5.00 WITH COUPON
YOUR FIRST LESSONS AND KIT WILL BE RUSHED TO YOU THE SAME DAY THEY ARE RECEIVED!
Every unit is O.E.Q.*

*(Original Equipment Quality)*

Because...

Quality comes first with

The same careful craftsmanship, materials and designs are used in every Clarostat control—whether for the most critical original equipment manufacturer or for replacement needs. There is only a single standard at Clarostat—the best quality possible.

It's a fact—replacement controls are run on the same production line, receive the same inspection and are the same quality as original equipment at Clarostat. This fact assures you of top performance every time you use a Clarostat control...so, always ask for Clarostat quality in that well-known green box...

- A complete line of wire-wound controls meeting all replacement needs.
- The right single or dual carbon control for every radio and TV need.
- Factory-assembled RTV replacement controls to save you time and troubles.
- Uni-Tite field assembled duals—first to provide easy, fast assembly.
- Push-pull switches, sound system controls—and a host of others to fill every servicing need.

Clarostat

CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., INC. DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE

Radio-Electronics
F.C.C. LICENSE - KEY TO BETTER JOBS

An F.C.C. commercial (not amateur) license is your ticket to higher pay and more interesting employment. This license is Federal Government evidence of your qualifications in electronics. Employers are eager to hire licensed technicians.

WHICH LICENSE FOR WHICH JOB?

The THIRD CLASS radiotelephone license is of value primarily in that it qualifies you to take the second class examination. The scope of authority covered by this license is extremely limited.

The SECOND CLASS radiotelephone license qualifies you to install, maintain and operate certain radiotelephone equipment but not commercial broadcast station equipment.

The FIRST CLASS radiotelephone license qualifies you to install, maintain and operate every type of commercial radiotelephone equipment including all radio and television stations in the United States, its territories and possessions. This is the highest class of radiotelephone license available. Many companies which employ industrial electronics technicians require this license.

GRANTHAM TRAINING PREPARES YOU

The Grantham Communications Electronics Course prepares you for a FIRST CLASS F.C.C. license, and it does this by TEACHING you electronics. Each point is covered simply and in detail, with emphasis on making the subject easy to understand. The organization of the subject matter is such that you progress, step-by-step, to your specific objective—a first class F.C.C. license.

CORRESPONDENCE OR RESIDENCE CLASSES

Grantham training is available by correspondence or in resident classes. Either way, you are trained quickly and well. Write, or mail the coupon below, to any division of Grantham School of Electronics. Our free booklet will be sent to you immediately.

FOUR SCHOOLS TO SERVE YOU

To better serve our many students throughout the entire country, Grantham School of Electronics maintains four Divisions—located in Hollywood, California; Kansas City, Mo.; Seattle, Wash.; and Washington, D.C.

Accredited by the National Home Study Council

MAIL COUPON TO SCHOOL NEAREST YOU

(Mail in envelope or paste on postal card)

To: Grantham School of Electronics
1505 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, Calif.
408 Marion St., Seattle, Wash.
3123 Gillham Rd., Kansas City, Mo.
821 19th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

Name:
Address:
City State:

I am interested in: [ ] Home Study, [ ] Resident Classes 24-P
Dear Editor:

Reading the July issue, I became most interested in the article "Our Patent Problem" by Ben Miessner. Since I live in Washington, D.C., I frequently rub elbows with Patent Office employees and hear personal comments that are dropped. One of the frequent things mentioned is the "modest salary" Mr. Miessner discusses. I agree that the men should have special training or schooling before coming on the job, but if they are to stay they must receive a salary equal to what they could get elsewhere.

About computer techniques. A group at the Patent Office is already doing research on devices to speed up office procedures.

I got a laugh from Mr. Miessner's way of saying the French patent system is no good and ours is just like it.

I was most impressed by the method the Germans have of issuing a patent that's free from legal prosecution. It is a national shame when the law permits outstanding inventors to be forced into poverty through legal prosecution.

Thomas L. Bartholomew
Washington, D.C.

Error in "Servicing"

Dear Editor:

Horrible mistake I made in my article "Servicing CB Transistor Receivers"! It's in Fig. 5 on page 50 of the April issue. Switch the connections to the B-minus line and the collector. The way the circuit is drawn, it's an oscillator, the neutralizing network appearing as positive feedback.

Leonard E. Geisler
Tokyo, Japan

You're the Best

Dear Editor:

As a subscriber and reader of your fine magazine since it first started publication in the 1920's, let me congratulate you on doing such a fine job and keeping all of us informed on the vastly expanding electronics field. We are one of the leading color dealers and salesmen in the Midwest (we have now sold over 400 color receivers and service everything with tubes and transistors in it), so you can see what a help your fine publication is. I have built several of your smaller instruments, many of which can't be bought anywhere. Probably best and most useful was the horizontal sweep analyzer. (Radio-Electronics, February 1961). I built it right after it was published and have used it almost every day since. I also appreciate your writeups on new test equipment.

Chester M. Benson, W9IFB
Richmond's Television Center
Richmond, Ind.

You Don't Change the Temperature

Dear Editor:

In "Soldering Shortcuts" (page 34 of the June issue) you mention that hammering out solder will reduce its melting temperature.

I believe this statement is incorrect, since melting temperature is independent of the quantity of a material, being a molecular binding property. Rather, the thinner solder will conduct less heat away and allow a smaller portion to be melted. Thus the amount of heat required is less, but the temperature is the same.

Gerard Lietz
Physics Department
University of Notre Dame
Notre Dame, Ind.

[Mr. Lietz is 100% correct. Thinning out the solder makes it easier to melt, but it certainly does not change the melting point.—Ed.]

Pressure Pad and the Capstan

Dear Editor:

I purchased a capstanless tape recorder not too long ago—the type described on page 47 of your May issue. I have found it a reasonably good performer, with one exception—the pressure pad that holds the tape against the head applies a much greater pressure during playback than during record. This added friction upsets the playback quality somewhat. A little experimenting showed that, under normal conditions, no pressure is needed during playback to keep the tape against the head. So now I usually disable the pressure system during playback by inserting a wedge to keep it open.

Stephen A. Kallis, Jr.
Dunedin, Fla.

Author Replies

Dear Editor:

Mr. Jaski's vituperative comments in the June Correspondence column can hardly be classified as constructive criticism. I am quite sure that, to the average reader, the radiation meter article (February, page 39) was not construed to be a treatise on the physiological effects of radiation. For the sake of brevity, the chart correlating dosage and effect was quoted almost verbatim from an AEC report, and its context was such
Learn RADIO TELEVISION ELECTRONICS
by Practicing at Home in Your Spare Time

Electronics is the outstanding career field of the 1960's. There are more better-than-average opportunities in Electronics than in any other field—openings for which you could qualify through NRI training. Thousands of men like yourself have stepped up to good money in Industrial Electronics, Radio and TV Broadcasting and Radio and TV Servicing with NRI training.

Make More Money Soon
If you decide to be a Radio-TV Service technician, NRI training can help you step up your income soon after you enroll. We show you how to apply your knowledge to make extra cash in spare time doing Electronic repairs or servicing radios and TV sets for friends and neighbors. If desired NRI assists you in job placement when you're ready. In short, whatever branch of Electronics you select, NRI is well qualified to help you grow in your new career...in usefulness, in prestige, in monetary gain.

Train With The Leader

NRI is America's oldest and largest home-study Radio-TV, Electronics training school. For nearly half a century NRI has maintained the confidence and respect of students, graduates and the Electronics Industry by constantly supplying practical, complete, up-to-date home-study training at a cost most everyone can afford. Read the capsule descriptions of NRI courses on the other side of this page. Then, mail the postage-free card today for the FREE NRI CATALOG. National Radio Institute, Washington 16, D. C.
PICK THE CAREER YOU WANT IN THE WONDERFUL FIELD OF ELECTRONICS
TRAIN AT HOME WITH THE LEADER

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
Prepare for a career as an Electronic Technician in industry, business, government, the military, with this NRI course in Electronics—Principles, Practices, Maintenance. Computers, telemetry, automation, missiles, rockets all employ the same basic principles . . . and that is what this NRI course stresses with illustrated lessons, special training equipment.

TELEVISION-RADIO SERVICING
NRI’s time-tested course in Servicing not only trains you to fix radios, TV sets, hi-fi, etc., but also shows you how to earn spare-time money starting soon after enrolling. Fast growth in number of sets, color-TV, stereo, means money-making opportunities in your own spare-time or full-time business or working for someone else. Special training equipment included.

TV-RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
In the NRI Communications course you get actual experience as NRI prepares you for your choice of Communications fields and an FCC License. Commercial methods and techniques of Radio and TV Broadcasting; teletype; facsimile; microwave; radar; mobile and marine radio; navigation devices; FM stereo multiplexing are some of the subjects covered. You work with special training equipment.

FCC COMMERCIAL LICENSE
For men with Radio-TV experience who want to operate or service transmitting equipment used in broadcasting, aviation, marine, microwave, facsimile or mobile communications. A Service Technician is required by law to have an FCC License to work on C-Band, other transmitting equipment. From Simple Circuits to Broadcast Operation, this new NRI course trains you quickly for your Government exams.

Job Counselors Recommend
Today, a career in Electronics offers unlimited opportunity. Job counselors advise, “For an interesting career, get into Electronics.” The National Association of Manufacturers says, “There is no more interesting and challenging occupation in American industry.”

When you train for a career in Electronics through NRI home-study methods your home becomes your classroom, and you the only student. You pick your own study hours, study when you want, as long as you want. No need to give up your job or go away to school. And there are no special requirements of previous Electronics experience or education. Train with the leader. Your NRI training is backed by nearly 50 years of success. Mail the postage-free card. National Radio Institute, Washington 16, D.C.
that the reader would realize its use was confined to radioactive fallout primarily.

Besides all that, Mr. Jaski is dubious about the continued insulation resistance properties of the ceramic socket and proposes to use a mica-filled socket instead. He then brilliantly suggests that a notch be cut for pin 4. It seems to me that the nonexistent phenolic of a phenolic wafer socket prepared in this manner would have an insulation resistance fully as high as the nonexistent mica of Jaski's mica-filled socket. And a darn sight cheaper to boot.

Elliott A. McCready
Colorado Springs, Colo.

Cut Electronic Ignition Cost
Dear Editor:
We were highly impressed with the ingenuity shown by Harry W. Lawson in overcoming the many practical problems encountered in "Putting Electronic Ignition in Your Car" (Radio-Electronics, July). Also with Harry's polished penmanship.

There are two points worthy of mention, however, that can save your readers considerable expense:
1. The C5C silicon-controlled rectifier listed in the article is now available from any authorized G-E distributor at less than $25—a more than 50% price reduction.
2. The recently introduced 300-volt C15C—which we would recommend for this application—is obtainable from the same source for under $9.

D. R. Grafham
General Electric
Application Engineering Center
Athens, N. Y.

They're Not Interchangeable
Dear Editor:
We've bought about three dozen of the little tape recorders you mentioned on page 47 of your May issue, under a different label, that we take with us on trips. Believe me, the tapes cannot be interchanged between machines...unless one understands Japanese!!!

Jean C. Nielsen
Sales Promotion Manager
Triad Distributor Div.
Huntington, Ind.

Write Me a Letter
Dear Editor:
I am a reader of Radio-Electronics in Japan and I run a radio-TV service business here. I am most eager to exchange letters with American technicians.

Would some electronic technician correspond with me?

Taichi Isa
30 Okubo-cho Tanaka
Sakyo-ku
Kyoto
Japan
Get Extra Value at No Extra Cost
with this RCA WV-38A (K)
VOLT-OHM-MILLIAMMETER KIT

Now you can get a professional-caliber V-O-M in kit form. Enjoy the self-satisfaction and sensible savings that kit assembly offers you. No professional know-how required. Clear step-by-step directions to follow. The result: years of precision on service at low cost.

Whatever your reason for choosing a V-O-M kit, there's one basic reason for making that choice an RCA WV-38A (K)... extra value at no extra cost. Want examples?

- Extra 0.25 volt and 1-volt ranges
- Frequency response of low a-c ranges is flat within 1 db to 300 000 cycles
- Spring clips on handle for extra carrying convenience
- Jacks below switches keep leads out of way
- DB scale clearly marked; no squinting
- Easy-to-read meter measures 5" wide
- Non-breakable, sealed plastic window
- Red test lead has probe and slip-on alligator clip for added versatility

[Image of the kit]

RCA WV-38A available factory-wired and calibrated: $43.95

ONLY $29.95

[Image of the kit]

RCA WV-98C (K)
SENIOR VOLTOHMYST® KIT

A new 0.5 volt full-scale DC range permits accurate measurement of low voltages used in transistor circuits. AC/DC-ohms probe comes completely assembled at no additional cost. Separate color-coded scales measure DC voltages, 0 to 1500 volts; AC voltages, 0 to 1500 volts rms or 4200 volts peak-to-peak. Resistance from 0.2 ohm to 1000 megohms. 200-microampere meter movement with less than 1% tracking error. Precision multiplier resistors accurate to ± 1%

NEW LOW PRICE $57.95

*User Price (Optional)

RCA WV-98C available factory-wired and calibrated: $78.50

OTHER OUTSTANDING RCA KIT VALUES

RCA WV-77E (K)
VOLTOHMYST® KIT

Famous Voltohyst® quality and performance at a low price! Special test features include: separate 1.5-volt rms and 0-1 peak-to-peak scales for accurate low AC measurements. Tests AC and DC voltages to 1500 volts, resistance from 0.2 ohm to 1000 megohms. Complete with ultra-slim probes, long flexible leads, special holder on handle to store leads.

ONLY $29.95

RCA WV-77E available factory-wired and calibrated: $34.95

RCA WO-33A (K)
SUPER-PORTABLE OSCILLOSCOPE KIT

Here is a rugged, compact oscilloscope that weighs only 14 pounds. Easily portable for in-the-home or shop troubleshooting. Ideal for servicing black-and-white and color TV, radio, hi-fi components, tape recorders, etc. Ample gain and bandwidth for the toughest jobs. 3" graph-scale screen and internal calibrating voltage source for direct reading of peak-to-peak voltage.

ONLY $79.95

RCA WO-33A available factory-wired and calibrated: $129.95

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics

RCA Electron Tube Division Harrison, N. J.
If you're considering the purchase of a portable Citizens Band transceiver system, there are several good reasons why you should look to SONY. Not in the least is that, while FCC regulations strictly limit maximum output, they put no limit on intelligence of design and manufacture. In the SONY CB-901 transceiver, you will find a separate microphone and speaker, rather than the all-in-one unit commonly found on other models. Naturally, since each is designed to do a specific job, rather than double in brass, you are assured of clearer transmission, and much better reception.

Then again, you should consider the fact that SONY uses only components of its own manufacture, including all 9 transistors. Powered by 8 penlight cells, the CB-901 has a range of up to 6 miles depending on terrain, telescoping whip antenna, press-to-talk button. Complete with private earphone, batteries, and leather carrying case.

$149.95 per pair

SONY
RESEARCH MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

Please send me more information on the remarkable SONY CB-901.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City ______ Zone ______ State ______

Sony Corp. of America, Dept. R-8
514 Broadway, New York 12, N.Y.
C-25. IN-CIRCUIT CAPACITOR TESTER KIT. Reveals shorted or open capacitors in the circuit, including electrolytics. Also reveals dried-out electrolytics through the Electrolytic Capacitance Dial. Kit: $19.95; Factory Wired, ready to operate: $29.95.

V-70. VACUUM TUBE VOMETER KIT. Uses stabilized bridge circuit to provide measurements on 7 DC and 12 AC voltage ranges, plus 7 decibel and 7 wide-spread electronic ohmmeter ranges. Kit: $31.95; Factory Wired, ready to operate: $49.95.

G-30. RF SIGNAL GENERATOR KIT. Highly accurate, stable. Also designed for use as a Marker Generator in sweep alignment procedures. Eight frequency ranges: 160 kc to 240 mc. Kit: $32.95; Factory Wired, ready to operate: $44.95.

MX-100. STEREO MULTIPLEX ADAPTER KIT. All critical circuitry factory adjusted and prealigned. Maximum stereo separation between 20-15,000 cps, with low distortion. Stereo switch permits either front-panel separation control or maximum separation adjusted at factory. Kit: $49.95; Factory Wired, ready to operate: $69.95.

ST-26. FM TUNER/AMPLIFIER KIT. Low-cost combination hi-fi FM music system. Requires only the addition of external speaker (see L-3) to complete system. Pre-Built Front End fully adjusted and prealigned at factory. Kit: $59.95; Factory Wired, ready to operate: $69.95.


PACO KITS
THE KITS YOU BUILD IN 1/3 LESS TIME

FROM BOX...

TO BEETHOVEN IN 1/3 LESS TIME!

In timed, competitive tests, twin brothers — with twin backgrounds and skills — proved that Paco kits are faster, easier and more fun to build than almost-identical kits sold by other kit makers. They discovered that there's no guessing with Paco: parts are neatly packaged and precisely labeled; instruction books are complete and easy to follow. Accurate drawings to actual scale and fold-out diagrams are printed right next to step-by-step directions. The twins also proved that Paco pleasure doesn't end with the wiring. The ST-25 MX FM Stereo Multiplex Tuner*, for example, looks and performs like twice the price: frequency response is 30 to 20,000 cps within 2 db; sensitivity is 1.5 μv for 20 db quieting. It features self-contained, prealigned and fully shielded front end, FM Stereo multiplex circuitry, dual limiters, AFC with panel switch for AFC defeat and "eye" type tuning indicator. Why not put Paco to your test. Kit: $69.95 net, (factory wired, ready to operate: $99.95). See your dealer or write today for details to Paco Electronics Co., Inc., 70-31 84th Street, Glendale 27, New York, a division of Precision Apparatus Company, Inc. Export: Morhan Corporation, 458 Broadway, New York 13, New York. In Canada: Atlas Radio Corporation, 50 Wingold Avenue, Toronto, Canada.

*AS PICTURED ABOVE

PACO KITS
THE KITS YOU BUILD IN 1/3 LESS TIME
TIME . . . your most valuable asset! The people at Philco and at the Philco Distributor nearby know this all too well! For 30 years we've made it our business to understand your business . . . and to know your problems as well as our own.

TIME means money to you . . . and the TIME saved or wasted on a service call can mean a big difference in your earnings. To help you save TIME, we sponsor the Philco Factory-Supervised Service Association; the industry's finest, most complete program of technical information. Your membership in "PFSS" helps you service Philco products faster, easier . . . and at a greater profit. We know that callbacks cost you TIME—and reputation . . . that's why we confidently recommend the use of Philco parts, tubes and accessories. All of them have passed the most rigorous tests of quality and performance. Products repaired with Philco parts stay repaired. Yes, indeed—TIME can be Friend or Foe. We can help you call it "Friend."

We can save you buying-time, too. Your Philco Distributor has a complete selection of Philco tubes, Philco and Universal parts, capacitors, batteries and accessories . . . for easy, one-stop buying.

WANT TECHNICAL INFORMATION TO HELP SAVE MORE TIME?
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

Philco Parts & Service Operations, Dept. E-9
"C" and Westmoreland Sts., Phila. 34, Pa.

Please send me the latest free technical information and my complimentary copy of the Philco Service-Businessman magazine.

Name________________________
Address_______________________
City___________________________State_____________________

Service Only Retailer with Service Dept.
Harman-Kardon offers more operating features, more application versatility, more value than any other mobile or portable public address amplifier ever made... and they're transistorized!

With the new Troubador Series, Harman-Kardon introduces exciting new potentials for mobile and portable p.a. amplifiers. Never before has there been equipment offering the extra value, the operating facilities and the flexibility of these advanced new units. For rentals, for regular and unusual applications, the TR-1 and TR-2 provide dramatic performance and economy benefits. The TR-1 will find use in police, fire, marine, military, construction and other mobile commercial applications where battery or ignition power is available but AC is not. The TR-2, in addition, includes on-chassis provision for optional AC-to-DC converter to give it limitless applications in schools, hospitals, stores... anywhere an amplifier is needed regardless of power source. Automatic switch-over to DC in event of AC power failure makes this the only amplifier to offer uninterrupted service. It is also the long-awaited answer for emergency control work.

**TR-1** • Simultaneous 2-channel operation: 1 mic, 1 music • Plug-In preamplifier module with equalization for tape head and mag phono • Universal mounting—TR-1 is free standing, also mounts flush on dashboards, panels, etc. Mounting brackets permit installation on all surfaces in all positions. Removable without disturbing brackets • Provision to turn amplifier on or off from remote location or microphone • Constant voltage output in addition to voice coil impedances • Can’t damage amplifier by grounding chassis or incorrect polarity • 4-position filter for maximum tone and acoustical control • And many other flexible operating features.

**TR-2** • Simultaneous 4 channel operation—2 mic, 2 music • Provision for on-chassis AC-to-DC solid state converter • On-chassis facilities for operation from AC with optional plug-in converter • Plug-in accessory provides automatic switchover to DC in event of AC power failure • Plug-in preamplifier module with built-in equalization for tape head and mag phono • Facility to turn amplifier on or off from microphone or remote location • Master Volume Control • Separate Bass and Treble Controls • Constant voltage output (25v & 70v balanced & unbalanced) and variety of voice coil impedances • Can’t damage amplifier by groundng chassis or incorrect polarity • De Luxe Carrying Cover • Many other valuable operating and installation features.

why take hours to troubleshoot when
PHOTOFACT® does it for you in minutes!

IF YOU'RE NOT NOW A PHOTOFACT LIBRARY OWNER, YOU'RE
MORE THAN PAYING FOR IT IN THE TIME YOU LOSE

HERE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE DOZENS OF WAYS PHOTOFACT SAVES YOU TIME

CircuitTrace® saves countless hours of foil tracing time. This exclusive Sams system pinpoints junctions and test points on schematic and printed board.

Field Servicing Notes spell out locations of adjustments for speedy "in home" servicing. Saves time spent in hunting for hidden adjustments.

Clear Parts Symbols with values and associated information are shown on schematic—no time wasted in cross-reference "look-up."

Full Photo Coverage of the actual equipment makes identification of all components and wiring easy—you can see everything.

Disassembly Instructions, step-by-step, help you remove difficult chassis, sub-chassis, and assemblies in minutes.

Famous Standard Notation Schematic saves valuable hours—always uniform, accurate, complete for every model.

Tube Location Guide enables you to locate and replace proper tubes in seconds—a big time-saver on most repair jobs.

Waveform actual photos are shown on schematic for quick comparison of patterns on your scope. No time wasted in guesswork.

Terminal Identification saves you time; transformer and coil terminals quickly identified by color code or basing diagram shown on schematic.

Dial Cord Stringing instructions save you up to an hour or more of time and headaches on a single job.

Exact Terminal Connections are indicated—no need for trial-and-error methods—a real time-saving feature.

Tube Failure Check Charts spell out probable tubes responsible for failure—no need to waste time studying circuitry.

Unique Alignment System eliminates guessing; you get complete instructions with response curves, how to connect test equipment, proper adjustment sequence.

Auto Radio Removal instructions show you step-by-step procedure for removal of even the most complicated models—a big time-saver.

Alternate Tuner Data—separate schematics, alignment data and parts lists are provided—no time wasted interpreting various tuner versions.
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New Eico Stereo FM Multiplex Tuner ST 97

Semi-Kit $99.95
Wired $149.95 Includes Metal Cover and FET

BUILDING THE SEMI-KIT:
The two most critical sections, the front end and 4 IF's through to the detector, are entirely pre-wired and pre-aligned for best performance on weak signals (fringe area reception).

For the third most critical section, the heart of the stereo demodulator, you simply mount and solder the components on a high quality circuit board. Pre-aligned coil sets eliminate all adjustments. The rest is non-critical and easily accomplished with the clearest pictorial drawings and most thorough going step-by-step procedure in the industry.

THE CIRCUIT
The front end: Consistent and reliable printed circuit, Ultra-sensitive, stable, and low-noise. Wide band design. Rugged cased steel housing for protection and shielding. Meets FCC radiation requirements. Precise temperature-compensation for freedom from drift without AFC, AFC provided with defeat for convenience. Indirect gear drive is backlash-free and eliminates possibility of microphony.

The IF strip: Four IF amplifier-limiter stages (all that will do any good) and an ultra-wide-band ratio detector, all pre-wired and pre-aligned. Designed with the utmost practicality so the simplest alignment is also the alignment for highest sensitivity and practically lowest distortion. Important to note if a service alignment is ever required, output is flat to the limit of the composite stereo signal frequency spectrum to eliminate any need for roll-off compensation in the stereo demodulator.

The stereo demodulator: Ten stages for unequalled performance capabilities. EICO's brilliantly-engineered zero phase-shift, filterless detection circuit (patents pending) eliminates loss of separation due to phase-shift in the stereo sub-channel before recovery. Complete rejection of VHF crystal interference. Cathode follower driven, sharp cut-off 15kc low pass filters in each output channel.

THE OPERATION
Two side-rule diodes in a line-one: a station frequency dial with the famous EICO "eye-tronic" tuning-eye travelling along it to indicate the exact center of each broadcast channel; the other a logging dial with an automatic stereo indicator lamp travelling along it in tandem with the tuning eye to indicate when the station tuned in is broadcasting stereo.

THE LOOK
Massive extruded aluminum panel and side rails, extruded alloy and anodized pale gold, with baked epoxy brown, perforated steel cover.

Performance
Pre-production field tests brought back the report "Definitely a fringe-area stereo tuner," which is simply the meaning of our laboratory measurements. We know, for example, that full limiting is achieved at 10uV input signal, meaning that the low distortion and noise specifications (the full benefits of FM) will apply to all but the most distant and difficult-to-receive stations. The sharp selectivity you need when a tuner is that sensitive is here also (a strong local station and a low-power station 120 miles distant separated by only 0.3 mc, each had its own sharp tuning in place on the dial). While signal levels as low as 2uV will produce phase-locking for full stereo separation, very strong local signals will produce no higher output from the FM detector than a 10uV signal and will not be degraded in quality by overloading the stereo demodulator. Distortion is very low, both in mono and stereo, so that the sound you hear has that sweetness, clarity, and freedom from grating harshness that results from absence of distortion. The stereo output signals are so clean that there is not a sign of the 38kc pilot carrier or the re-inserted 38kc sub-carrier visible on a scope presentation.

SPECIFICATIONS

*Actual distortion meter reading of derived left or right channel output with a stereo FM signal fed to the antenna input terminals.

Listen to the EICO Hour, WABC-FM, N. Y. 95.5 MC, Mon.-Fri., 7:15-8 P.M. • Export Dept., Roburn Agencies Inc., 431 Greenwich St., New York 13, N. Y.

LETHAL ENERGY BEAMS

... The "Death Ray" Is No Longer Science Fiction ...

Last March Gen. Curtis E. LeMay, Chief of Staff of the Air Force, lectured at Assumption College, Worcester, Mass. Long before that, it had become known that the Air Force was interested in developing super-power light beams to divert or destroy satellites in flight, or to explode at a great height incoming intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBM's). LeMay spoke of these new lethal armaments as "beam-directed energy weapons." He did not elaborate.

The so-called "death rays" have had a long history in fact and fiction. They became an actuality in the 1890's when the great Nikola Tesla, in his historic high-frequency experiments in Colorado, used electric energy beams—without wires—over distances of several miles. He was the first to transmit electric power—wirelessly—over appreciable distances. In his War of the Worlds (1898), H. G. Wells had his earth-invading Martians use a lethal heat ray to keep human armies at bay. Hardly any science-fiction author could do without his pet death ray after the early 20's. These lethal rays were usually electric, such as "condensed lightning," à la Buck Rogers' ray guns, and many others.

The writer, in his article "Warfare of the Future," in The Electrical Experimenter for November 1915, was probably the first to speak of an atom ray. Here is a verbatim quote, 30 years before the actual atom bomb:

Suppose that by that time our scientists have solved the puzzle of the atom and have succeeded in liberating its prodigious forces. Imagine that at that time one atom can be disintegrated at will, instantly into another, what will happen? The results will simply be overwhelmingly astounding and almost incomprehensible to our present mind. . . .

Within a few hours the first atomic gun, popularly known as the "Radium Destroyer," has crossed the enemy's frontier. . . .

A solid green "Radium-K" emanation ray bursts from the top of the Destroyer and hits the concreted steel trench. Our front cover gives but a faint idea of what happens. . . .

Within five minutes the entire city (of 300,000 souls), houses, churches, bridges, parks and everything else have gone up in a titanic vapor cloud; only a vast crater in the ground where the thriving city once stood, remains. . . .

Prophectic fiction has a long record of metamorphosing into actualities in shorter and shorter time intervals. Thus, in the spring of 1961, Raytheon disclosed its new Amplotron tube, less than 6 inches in diameter, that produces over 1,000 kilowatts of radio-frequency power beams. In 1953, Sidney I. Brody, Commander (MC) US Navy, reported that "present-day Radar beams of a million watts or over become dangerous. . . . Rabbits exposed to a 3,000-watt field for 75 seconds were killed."†

As far back as the early '50's, the great power of radar beams was demonstrated:

A spectacular illustration of the power output of radar equipment was conducted by Lockheed Aircraft Corp. Dry steel wool in the radar beam was ignited at a distance of 100 feet. At 70 feet an explosion was produced by aluminum chips in a gasoline-vapor-air mixture. Photoflash bulbs were fired at a distance of 323 feet. At 330 feet, audible and visible sparking was apparent when metallic chips were shaken in a paper bag. With high-power radar, these and other spectacular effects can be duplicated at even greater distances.§

Let us now investigate the most modern "beam-directed energy weapons," hinted at by General LeMay. It is known that both Americans and Russians are working feverishly on these new weapons, which may well prove to become our only effective future countermeasures to the ICBM's. Recently, Khrushchev even brahdy boasted of a "fantastic new weapon." This probably will turn out to be General LeMay's "beam-directed energy weapon," or something very closely related to it.

Air Force and other technicians have recently experimented with the fabulous Maser (microwave amplification by stimulated emission of radiation) and Laser (light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation). A recent breakthrough in both can turn radio into light energy (or power), or light into radio energy.

In other experiments, a light (Laser) beam cut a steel razor blade in two. Last March, Raytheon scientists burned holes through stainless-steel sheets and burst a balloon 10 feet beyond. The Laser action lasted only 1/2,000 second. But that is only a micro-beginning. Because Laser beams are non-spreading and "tight," it became possible last May to project a series of beams on the moon with comparatively small energy (2,000 Joules). This was comparable to the power of a 2,000,000 watt lamp.

Moreover, the "tight" Laser beam spreads very little during its 236,000 mile trip, only about 1,000 miles on the surface of the moon. With ordinary light the beam would have spread over 25,000 miles! Because the coherent Laser beam packs a tremendous amount of energy into a very small diameter, it delivers a vast concentrated power, exactly where you want it. It is as if you had a soda straw thousands of miles long, through which you pumped a vast amount of energy at the speed of light. Furthermore, you would lose very little power over the whole distance. Militarily it is an ideal weapon. Once it is fully developed, we can scrap our comparatively slow-moving—17,000 miles an hour—ICBM's, our Nikes and other present-day defense gear.

Laser- or Maser-beam weapons move with the speed of light—186,000 miles a second. When perfected, a Laser or Maser battery will make short shrift of incoming enemy ICBM's, which are 40,000 times slower than Laser or Maser beams. Laser or Maser batteries will locate the enemy missiles 600 to 800 miles up by radar, and explode the warheads in the vacuum of space, far above the earth's atmosphere. Damage to the defender will be minimal—even the fallout will probably be disseminated into new Van Allen belts, hundreds of miles above our vital—and vulnerable—atmosphere.

—H. G.

§ "Radar Hazards," RADIO-ELECTRONICS, August 1953.
By LARRY STECKLER
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

EIGHTY-SIX YEARS HAVE PASSED SINCE Alexander Graham Bell received his patent for that marvelous invention, the telephone. And right now, 600 miles over our heads, a man-made star, the Telstar satellite, is circling the earth once every 2 hours and 40 minutes. It is the first experimental link in a forthcoming chain of satellites which will one day give the world a net of transcontinental communications Alexander Graham Bell probably never dreamed possible.

Now only a few short days since its successful launch on July 10, 1962, successful transmission of TV programs from the US to Europe and from France and England to the US have already been completed. Also successful has been a test of trans-Atlantic satellite telephone calls. The TV programs were seen on TV screens across the US and Europe. Telstar definitely works.

TV or any other wide-band communications channel is normally restricted to vhf or higher. This is mandatory because of the required 3- to 6-mc bandwidth required. At lower frequencies, this much space is just not available. As soon as we go to vhf, however, we run into the “line-of-sight” problem. Radio signals at these frequencies go straight through the ionosphere and are not reflected to earth as are lower-frequency radio signals. This restricts TV to about a 50-mile range—the distance to the horizon as seen from the top of a TV tower. By the same token—extreme bandwidth—standard telephone cables are not satisfactory for TV either. The lines will not pass the entire signal without noticeably injuring its quality. With Telstar in the sky, we get a 600-mile-tall TV relay tower that has enough line of sight to cover a distance measured in thousands of miles, making intercontinental TV a practicality.

The particular frequency used was selected as the one that presented the fewest problems in the construction of the satellite.

Telstar’s basic capability is to handle either one TV channel, 600 one-way simultaneous telephone conversations, or an equivalent bandwidth of facsimile or other radio-frequency transmission over a wide-band FM channel.

The system sounds simple. Telstar receives radio signals beamed at it from a station on the ground, amplifies them some 10 billion times, and immediately rebroadcasts them on another frequency to a ground station on another continent. Sounds simple, but it takes a heap of electronics packed into a comparatively tiny package to make it all possible.

Overall, the satellite appears spherical. Actually it has 72 flat faces, like facets cut on a diamond. It is 34½ inches in diameter and weighs 170 pounds. Two rows of antennas encircle Telstar’s waist, like the equator encircles a globe of the earth. One set is for picking up signals beamed at the satellite, the other is for retransmitting these signals.

In the instrument package carefully tucked away in Telstar’s center are 1 electron tube, 1,064 transistors and 1,464 diodes. Also, all the associated circuitry that goes with these components. Power is supplied by 3,600 solar cells distributed over the satellite’s outer skin. These cells convert sunlight into electricity at a rate of 15 watts while Telstar is on the sunny side of the earth, but this is expected to drop to around 11 watts by the end of one year in orbit.

Block diagram of the Telstar broadband communications circuit.
The drop will be caused by radiation and tiny micrometeoroids reducing the efficiency of the cells.

Their output would drop much more rapidly if they had not been protected with a thin tough layer of synthetic sapphire.

The 15 watts delivered by the solar cells goes to charge 10 nickel-cadmium batteries. These batteries supply the power to Telstar's electronic circuits to keep them working.

The communications network

Ground stations send signals to Telstar on 6390 mc. Telstar retransmits them on a lower frequency—4170 mc. While the bandwidth is 50 mc for Telstar and 100 mc for the ground stations, effective bandwidth is only 3 or 4 mc. The rest of the space is taken up by tracking, telemetering and control signals.

Aboard the satellite, the incoming 6390-mc signal is mixed with the 6300-mc output of a crystal oscillator to produce a 90-mc i.f. signal. This is done to put the signal in a low enough frequency range so it can be easily handled by the transistor circuits. Fourteen germanium diffused-base transistors amplify the i.f. signal about 1,000,000 times. An automatic gain control holds the amplification within preset limits, so that no matter how strong a signal Telstar receives, its retransmitted signal has a strength of about 21/4 watts.

The amplified i.f. signal is then mixed with the output of another crystal-controlled oscillator to produce the 4170-mc signal the satellite transmits.

Just before transmission, the signal is fed to the only vacuum tube Telstar carries for final amplification. This special short-long traveling-wave tube amplifies the broad-band signal an additional 5,000 times. The traveling-wave tube has a double purpose. Along with the communications signal, it transmits a single-frequency 4080-mc signal. This low-power transmission, a mere 1/200 watt, acts as a beacon for the tracking antennas and devices to home on.

Telemetering and control

Telstar is an experimental prototype and as such carries a number of research experiments. Among the 115 conditions checked are density and energies of free protons and electrons, effects of radiation on semiconductors, temperature of the electronic chassis, how much sunlight is hitting the satellites skin at various points, and currents and voltages on many of the electronic components.

Getting these measurements to the ground station is the task of a separate 136-mc transmitter that has a 1/4-watt output. It transmits constantly, and since it does, acts as a secondary beacon to help the ground stations track the satellite.

When a radio command (over still another circuit) is sent to the satellite

from the ground, Telstar adds a group of coded telemetry signals to the 136-mc beacon. It continues sending this combination signal until it is told to stop. In each 1-minute period of transmission, every one of the 115 measurements is sent once.

Because of the need for constantly transmitting the 136-mc carrier to act as a beacon, an unusual modulation system is used to add the telemetry data. The telemetry pulses (PCM) frequency-modulate (FM) a 3-ke subcarrier, plus or minus 225 cycles. This signal is then used to amplitude-modulate (AM) the 136-mc carrier. This gives a total complex transmitted signal called a PCM-FM-AM transmission.

If all of the electronic systems aboard Telstar were operated simultaneously, they would draw current from the batteries faster than the solar cells can deliver it to the batteries, and in a short time the satellite would be silent. So to conserve power, the communications section of the satellite can be turned on and off by remote commands from the ground stations. This requires
Receiving end of communications link is this tremendous horn antenna. Still another radio channel.

Telstar's command system is made up of two identical channels of equipment so if one should fail, the other will take over. There are two radio receivers set to pick up 120-mc commands and two decoders that change these commands into usable instructions. Of course, there are also the relays that actually do the work.

The control system can turn the traveling-wave tube on and off. Similarly it can switch on and off the various measurements being made inside the satellite, telemetry receivers and transmitters, and of course, the communications equipment. The last piece of gear aboard Telstar is an automatic cutoff device that turns off all satellite systems after two years. This makes the channels being used by Telstar available for other satellites.

Down on the ground

Nestled in the middle of a ring of mountains near Andover, Me., is the United States' "Earth Station for Communicating by Satellites." It comprises two major buildings—a huge dome housing the trans- and, a quarter mile away, the control building where all the computers and major control equipment are located. This Earth Station is tied in to the US telephone network and is this country's end of the satellite link.

Inside the radome is the largest horn antenna ever built. Its opening has an area of 3,600 square feet and is designed to scoop up the billionth of watt from Telstar that is available to it. The entire antenna structure weighs about 340 tons, has an overall length of 177 feet and carries along with it two houses full of transmitter and receiver gear.

As Telstar rises above the horizon the ground station goes to work. A quad-helix (spiral) common-tracking antenna picks up Telstar's 136-mc beacon and locks in on the satellite. As it follows the satellite, the big horn acts as a slave and also starts tracking Telstar. This is handled by a bank of computers in the control building.

Once the tracking antenna has locked in, a 120-mc control signal is sent to Telstar to turn on its communications equipment and the 4080-mc precision tracking signal. As soon as Telstar responds by starting transmission, another tracking antenna, this one an 8-foot dish, tracks the satellite with even greater precision. Again as this antenna tracks, so does the big horn.

The horn itself takes care of final tracking accuracy, for, should the horn be off just a fraction to any side of the satellite signal, the 4080-mc tracking frequency is propagated in a slightly different manner through the waveguide connected to the throat of the horn. This produces an error signal that corrects the tracking. The system is called the vernier auto-track.

While the tremendous size of the receiving antenna makes it extremely sensitive, this alone is not enough. For even greater sensitivity, a maser receiver using a synthetic ruby crystal cooled by liquid helium to -456°F is located in the throat of the horn.

To improve the sensitivity of the maser, a special frequency-modulation feedback circuit is also used. Developed in 1930, it acts as an automatic tuning device. It tunes a narrow-band receiver to the particular frequency being transmitted by Telstar at a particular instant, even though the signal can vary over a 25-mc wide band of frequencies. By doing this, background noise is drastically reduced because, instead of getting all the noise of a 25-mc wide channel, only the noise in the particular narrow band being received is picked up.

In this manner, communications continue as long as Telstar is above the horizon. Just before the satellite disappears over the horizon, a command signal is sent to turn off the communications gear and conserve power.

In future years, when a series of these satellites are in orbit, multiple antennas will be used at the ground station and before one satellite sets another will rise. The transmitted signal will be switched automatically from one to the other as necessary to ensure continuous communications.

The Telstar satellite was conceived, designed and built by the American Telephone and Telegraph Company as was the ground station at Andover, Maine. The firm also paid NASA for the cost of the rocket and launching from Cape Canaveral that put the satellite into orbit. While trans-Atlantic TV is not entirely new, this is its first practical application. On Feb. 8, 1928, John Baird sent the first TV picture from England to the US on 45 meters. Also, during the last sunspot maximum, there were reports of European TV signals crossing the Atlantic on 50 mc (Radio-Electronics, September 1958, page 52).
Simplified Metal Locator

Use your transistor radio to find buried treasure and other metal objects the easy way.

By B. F. Miessner

This Metal Locator is quite simple. It uses an rf magnetic-field transmitter and a conventional pocket-size transistor radio as the receiver. This keeps construction to a minimum.

The transmitter consists of a 12-inch diameter coil made up of seven turns of No. 14 insulated wire. The coil is shunted by a .0015-uf mica capacitor and connected in series with a 6 to 8-volt battery. A switch and an electric buzzer complete the unit.

The transmitter generates a very broad 550-kc signal and is suitable for searching for and locating metallic objects with dimensions of a few inches to a few feet. If you plan to look for larger objects at distances beyond a few feet, you could use a larger coil wound with heavier wire for more power and lower frequency. You would also have to modify your receiver and use a larger air-core shielded loop or a longer ferrite-core antenna.

There are two possible ways to wire the transmitter (Fig. 1). The circuit of Fig. 1-a is more effective. In operation the inductive (spark) voltage at the buzzer's contact charges the capacitor periodically and the capacitor discharges through the loop at the buzzer's audio-frequency rate. Since the loop and capacitor form a closed oscillator circuit with no antenna, there is little radiation of electrostatic fields. However, there is a magnetic field around the loop. This can be detected indoors to a distance of about 25 feet. The loop is electrostatically shielded by wrapping insulated wire around it (torroidally), spacing the turns about an inch apart. One end of this wire connects to one terminal of the coil and battery; the other end is left open.

The receiver is an eight-transistor set. I have used several sets with good results. However, wedge the antenna firmly in place to avoid slight movements which could upset the null-signal adjustment.

Transmitter and receiver are mounted on a wood frame—a 30-inch length of 2 x 4 with 1-inch thick boards at its ends as mounting bases (Fig. 2).

Receiver shielding

The receiver must also be shielded. My shield consists of a wooden cigar box, cut down to fit snugly around the receiver. It has a cellophane-tape-hinged lid, and a hooked clasp screwed to the side of the box makes receiver adjustments possible. The entire outer surface of the box is painted with a thick, water solution of (Acheson) colloidal graphite (Aquadag). After it dries, measure the resistance between opposite ends of the box. It should be between 500 and 1,000 ohms. If it is higher, apply additional coats, one at a time, until the proper resistance is reached.

This coating shields the receiver from stray electrostatic components from the transmitter, but allows the electromagnetic component through unhindered. Without it, you could not adjust for an inaudible null.

Cut a hole in the box over the receiver speaker so you can hear the tone—1½ inches in diameter is large enough. Solder a wire to the screw holding the clasp hook on the box. Connect the other end of this wire to the receiver chassis. Make sure it is long enough to

Fig. 1—Two transmitter circuits that can be used. One on left is preferable, as it gives best results.

September, 1962
allow you to remove the radio and replace batteries when necessary.

Mount on the box lid an aluminum or brass vane about .005-inch thick and 1 inch square with a 1/2-inch-wide arm, 2 inches long, extending from one side. At the free end of the arm, drill a hole for a small wood screw. Screw the arm down to the middle of the box lid near the speaker hole, and between two washers. Now the free end of the vane can be swiveled over the internal ferrite-core antenna for vernier adjustment of the signal null point, after the receiver box has been very carefully oriented for minimum signal strength in a locale known to be free of metal.

When the receiver is correctly oriented, hold the box firmly in that position, remove the receiver and fasten the box to the wood base with two small screws. You may have to raise one side or end of the box, or both, with thin wooden wedges, to get the necessarily critical orientation adjustments, particularly if either of the two base boards or the 2 x 4 between them has warped. Once oriented, the vernier vane should permit reducing the speaker's null tone to inaudibility in an outdoor location known to be free of metallic objects. This adjustment is very critical, so much so that it may be difficult to find, and a minute fraction of an inch of displacement will upset it.

Attach a nonmetallic carrying handle to the 2 x 4 at the longitudinal and lateral balance point when all components are finally mounted. A leather strap or a short length of rubber or soft plastic tubing does very well for this. The complete device weighs approximately 12 pounds, so make sure your carrying handle can support that weight.

Four regular flashlight D-cells power the transmitter. They are enclosed end to end, in series, in an insulating tube. A wooden plug with a central contact element connected to the lead wire is held in place in one end by several radial brads. Another plug with a spring (like those in flashlights) and a lead wire was made for the other end. A wood screw in its side holds it in place. The assembly is fastened to the loop base, somewhat off center, with two leather straps, the ends of which are clamped down under thin wood plates.

**Buzzer details**

I used a buzzer made by the Ericsson Telephone Manufacturing Co. of Sweden. It may not be readily obtainable. Its pitch can be adjusted to 1 or 2 kc and its tone is clean and pure, unlike the ragged tones of household buzzers. If no such buzzer is procurable, an ordinary type with lower pitch must be substituted.

Since the direct, air-transmitted sound of the buzzer can blanket the very weak null-point reproduction by the radio receiver, it must be silenced as much as possible. Short of a thick-walled, massive, felt-lined metallic enclosure, with an equally stiff and massive airtight closure, such soundproofing can be difficult. And since such a massive metal container must be mounted within the transmitter loop on its wood base, its position couples it to the loop, with resulting induced currents which interfere with loop operation.

I used a small glass jelly jar (Fig. 3), stiffening its flat bottom with a 1/8-inch thick aluminum disc set in melted sealing wax. On top of this, for vibration isolation, I laid a 3/8-inch-thick disc of felt (rug padding). Around the inside wall of the jar I cemented another layer of 1/8-inch felt. The buzzer nests loosely in this felt-lined jar. The top tin lid was discarded. In its place I used another 3/8-inch-thick aluminum disc with a 1/16-inch wrapping of rubber tape as a side-wall gasket. When this disc was pressed tightly into the jar mouth, it sealed in the buzzer, airtight. Two lead-in holes were bored in the disc for connections to the buzzer. The wires were rubber-insulated with their rubber ends

**Fig. 2—Details of carrying platform construction.**

**Fig. 3—Buzzer sound-proofing is important, so follow this diagram carefully.**

**Transmitter end of locator. Buzzer is in middle, battery holder alongside it, and transmitter coil around whole section.**

**Receiver end of locator. Receiver box is open, showing transistor radio inside.**
The closed receiver box, note the vane for nulling.

tapered so they could be pulled through the holes for an airtight fit.

In spite of all these precautions, some residual sound came from the buzzer. It was traced with a mechanical stethoscope to diaphragm action of the ⅜-inch-thick closure disc, driven by the internal air waves. I melted a ⅜-inch layer of sealing wax onto the disc and around the lead-in wires to stiffen and damp it. While this did not completely silence the internal buzzer, it did reduce the sound to a tolerable minimum.

The lower outside surface of the glass jar was then wrapped with ⅛-inch of rubber tape to fit into a hole bored in the center of the wood base and its loop, with the jar bottom flush with the bottom of the loop’s base board.

The battery switch could, of course, be any type, but I made one with a ½-inch-wide strip of spring brass about ⅜ inch thick. A screw hole was bored in one end and the strip bent into a curved shape. Mounted between a washer and a top-side terminal lug with a screw on the loop board, its free end curves upward about ½ inch.

Over this free end was similarly mounted a doubly 90° bent, shorter strip of the same brass so that its free end overhung the free end of the other curved strip. By depressing the curved contact arm and swiveling it under the overhanging fixed contact strip, the battery circuit can be closed.

For use in bad weather, the transmitter and the receiver may be protected with plastic food bags of appropriate size with their open ends tied around the 2 x 4.

For underwater use, watertight, preferably transparent, (acrylic plastic) enclosures are necessary. These should also be stiff enough to withstand the expected water pressure. Watertight switching controls and headphones instead of the receiver’s speaker would be used. If towed along the sea’s bottom by boat, only the lead-in wires for conventional headphones would be needed by an operator in the boat. That fully efficient underwater operation is possible, even in salt water, has been proved by enclosing the receiver in a waterproof plastic bag and immersing it in a plastic bucket full of salt water.

**Operation**

Between the transmitter and the receiver, and around both, are four very broad high-sensitivity radial lobes, separated by four very narrow low-sensitivity zones. The sharply defined zones lie in vertical and horizontal planes through the transmitter and receiver loops and somewhat beyond both.

The broad, high-sensitivity lobes extend diagonally upward and downward between the sharply defined low-sensitivity zones. If any plane section 90° to a straight line joining the transmitter and receiver loop centers is considered, the radial sensitivity curve will have the appearance of a more or less symmetrical four-leafed clover (Fig. 4). The sensitive areas around the device are centered around diagonal planes angled 45° to the horizontal and vertical planes. While either the transmitter or the receiver end is sensitive to external conductive objects, the receiver end is the more sensitive.

Since it is about twice as far from the carrying handle, this end of the device can more easily be swept about near the ground in a search area. In this searching operation, as the receiver is swung in a horizontal circle over the ground, first one of the diagonally downward sensitive lobes will pick up the object beneath it. Then there will be a sharply defined null-signal point. Finally, the other sensitive lobe will signal the object’s presence. The sharply defined null-signal point indicates that the object is directly beneath the receiver or along a line through that point to the transmitter. Another sweep along a line at right angles to the first will pinpoint location.

Of course, sensitivity falls off with distance, and depends on the size and conductivity of the searched-for object, as well as on the perfection of the null-signal adjustment in a metal-free locale.

For the latter, the signal must be well nigh inaudible.

Sensitivity is greatest near the receiver end, lower in the mid-area and medium near the transmitter end. You must think of the clover-leaf polar curve of sensitivity as a solid, having a thickness somewhat greater than the 3 feet of separation between transmitter and receiver loops, and that signal loudness, as measured from the center to any point on the curve of Fig. 4, is for a given object at a fixed distance from, say, the receiver loop as the object is moved in a circle around it in a vertical plane at 90° to a line joining the receiver and transmitter loop’s centers.

Actually, the four lobes are not as symmetrical as shown. They are somewhat distorted by the transmitter’s and receiver’s metallic components. The receiver’s tuning capacitor, for example, is immediately adjacent to one end of the ferrite antenna, and rdy eddy currents induced in it by the transmitter’s magnetic field are accompanied by a magnetic field which opposes the transmitter field near it. That end of the ferrite antenna is, therefore, less sensitive.

These electrically conductive components of the receiver, so closely adjacent to the antenna, act somewhat like ferromagnetic objects located near a ship’s magnetic compass, and for which compensatory adjustments are made.

**Detector sensitivity**

Tests have shown that this device will detect and locate a galvanized iron bucket at about 3 feet, an insecticide spray can at about 1 foot, a cigarette lighter at a few inches. Lawn sprinkler-system pipes a foot underground can be found with the device several feet above ground. Larger objects can, of course, be located at greater distances. Water and electrical conduit pipes can be located inside walls, floors, etc. of a house. Nonconductive intervening objects have no effect upon it. Earth, rock, salt or fresh water over concealed metallic objects do not lessen the sensitivity.

Since the rf magnetic fields penetrate very little into solid conductive objects, these give little more signal indication than do thin sheets or shell-like objects. For example, the galvanized iron bucket will give about as much signal as a solid-metal object of like size. Objects having higher rf skin-effect conductivity are more readily detectable. Since ordinary iron objects have low magnetic permeability for rf magnetic fields, they are detected mainly by their electrical conductivity. But special ferromagnetic alloys, suitable for rf applications, are detectable, although they act oppositely from conductive materials in that they strengthen the transmitter’s magnetic field in their vicinity whereas purely conductive, nonmagnetic objects weaken it. END

---

*Fig. 4—Sensitivity pattern of metal locator. H–H is horizontal plane and V–V the vertical plane through transmitter loop (Lt–Lt).*
Tube changing in the color receiver

By ART MARGOLIS

RECENTLY I HAD TO HIRE A NEW OUTSIDE TECHNICIAN. I was shocked to find that many experienced roadmen have never changed a tube in a color set. Often their instructions on previous color jobs had been to walk right out without touching the set.

Tube changing in a color TV takes care of at least 75% of troubles—just like black-and-white.

The only differences are the five odd new combination tubes that act as bandpass amplifier, color killer, burst keyer, burst amplifier, 3.58-Mc oscillator, reactance tube, phase detector and demodulators. The tubes themselves are not new. 6CL6, 12AT7, 6AL5, 6AW8, 6AN8 are familiar numbers. You must learn what symptoms these tubes can cause. Then tube changing a color TV is no harder than B&W, only more colorful. Once you realize that these repairs are approached in the same way, the few extra symptoms and tubes are handled easily. These four recent case histories are par for the course.

The case of the bored bartender

"How's that look Frank?" I called down from my perch behind the tavern's color TV. My old school chum who is a snappy but jovial bartender shot back, "I couldn't care less."

I understood his disenchanted and laughed in the dim bar 15 feet above the floor: "You'll care when I write up the bill."

Frank shrugged. When I arrived at the bar a 1/2 hour before, a color program was just going on. (I knew it was going to be just that way on all color calls if possible.) But there wasn't any color in the picture, just ordinary black-and-white. (I try to think of color as another element in a black-and-white picture.) As I analyze symptoms, they are either conventional or a color type. Ordinary troubles get the same treatment I give any TV. Color troubles point me to the color circuits. The type of color trouble determines which color circuit I check out.

The symptom here at the bar was "no color." The black-and-white picture was good. Compatible color TV produces a color picture by putting together a black-and-white picture (Y-signal) and a color picture (color-difference signal). That way a black and white set can produce a picture during a color show by responding to the monochrome transmission. A color TV, with its extra few circuits and special picture tube, responds to both monochrome and color segments to produce a color picture.

In a color TV, during a black-and-white show, the color picture tube receives no special activation from the color circuits. The red, green and blue phosphors and add to produce black and white.

During a color show, the color circuits do activate the picture tube. Each color phosphor is lighted up in accordance with the TV studio color camera and the colors add to produce a color picture.

In Frank's TV there was a color show but the color circuits were not actuating the picture tube. The first stage of the color circuits is an amplifier. It is simply amplifies the signal preparatory to color processing, similar to an i.f. If this tube dies, the rest of the color circuits don't receive any signal and the monochrome picture will continue.

It followed—the 6AW8 bandpass amplifier was out cold. I replaced it. The...
colors snapped in. That's when I called down to Frank. I crawled down from the roof platform, and began writing up the bill. To further the idea I was going to charge him high, I began writing a lot of technical talk in the bill even though the charge was routine.

He picked up the bill and shook his head. He said dolefully, "I don't know what I'm paying you for. I can't understand the bill and I can't see any difference in the picture."

I answered, "It's a blind item, buddy." You see, Frank never could distinguish one color from another.

The easy convergence cure

My kid cousin Pete is very upset about color TV. Since he's still logging experience on black-and-white sets, I haven't given him full rein on color. This overanxiety to work on color gets him in trouble—like the telephone call I received from him the other day. He was calling from a customer's house. "Art," he said excitedly, "I got a convergence job."

"You have?" I asked. The only ones Pete has performed were practice jobs when I taught him how. He never ran into a job on the street before.

There are three groups of color phosphor dots on the color CRT face to produce the elements of light—a green, blue and red. In the CRT electron gun, there are three guns: a green, blue and red. The green gun is aimed at the green phosphor, and the blue and red at their respective phosphors. Each gun must bull's-eye on its respective phosphor. When they do not, they impinge on the wrong color dot. Under those circumstances, they are "out of convergence".

I said to Pete, "Describe the symptoms."

He answered quickly, "There's a green border around all the figures during a black-and-white program. Makes you dizzy if you watch it for a while."

I said, "Go on."

He snorted, "That's enough."

I said emphatically, "How is the black-and-white picture?"

He hesitated in answering. "Well, now that you mention it, the people have pointed heads and there's a wee bit of width loss."

I said, "Before you touch convergence, fix the people. I'll hold on."

First rule of thumb before touching any convergence controls: have a perfectly linear and spread-out picture. This means replacing all weak sweep tubes, then making appropriate linearity adjustments.

Shortly, Pete spoke softly into the phone, "OK, exalted one, I put in a new 6AQ5 vertical output, 6CB5 horizontal output, 6AU4 damper and 5U4 rectifier. The picture spread out and the convergence problem is gone. I didn't have to touch a control."

I gloated a bit, "What would have happened if you went for the convergence controls first?"

"Never to be out-talked, he retorted, "Then I'd have had a convergence job, like I wanted in the first place."

Mystery of the crystal-ball colors

Madame Terazzo tells fortunes in a restaurant on our main highway. She must do well, 'cause she owns a color TV. The last time I serviced her set, she intoned as I went in her door, "It occurred this afternoon as the thunder-shower ceased. A rainbow appeared in the sky and shimmering cascades of color began going through the picture."

I turned her TV on. She was right—a shimmering cascade of colors was flowing from top to bottom. In our language, she had lost color sync.

When you lose black-and-white sync, the picture flops all over. When you lose color sync, the picture remains in place but the colors shimmer all over.

After the color signal leaves the bandpass amplifiers, a portion of it is tapped off and sent to a circuit called the burst amplifier. Here, with the aid of a couple other circuits called burst keyer, retrace control, color phase detector and color oscillator, the colors are looked into place as the oscillator runs at its prescribed 3.58 mc.

When you lose color sync, though you still have color, it indicates that the oscillator is running but at the wrong frequency. Any of the aforementioned tube types could be at fault.

I began replacing these tubes. As I changed the 6AN8 burst keyer, the running rainbow cleared into a color picture. The tube was defective.

Usually people are happy when you repair their TV's, but so Madame Terazzo. As I placed the defective tube on top of her TV, she moaned, "It's only a bad tube. I thought the TV was trying to tell me something."

The cat and the colors

I walked into the house of a new color TV customer, went through routine introductions and began asking him about the troubles.

I asked, "What seems to be the trouble?"

He shrugged, "Red light, man."

I turned on the TV. A blue-and-white picture came on instead of a black-and-white or color picture. I asked, "Is the blue tinting the trouble?"

"Green light all the way, man," he smiled.

I tried to keep a straight face and figure out what in the world he was talking about. The picture was blue and stayed that way no matter what I turned.

I immediately began testing the demodulator tubes. After the color is amplified, part of it goes to the demodulator tubes. The output of the color sync also goes to the demodulator tubes.

The demods have letters (G—Y), (R — Y), (B — Y). The G, R and B stand for the primary colors and the Y for the black-and-white picture. In the tubes, the respective color signal is mixed with black and white. This mixture modulates the individual color guns. If one of the demods fails, that color gun will emit wide open, putting that tint onto the screen.

I tested the (B — Y) demodulator, a 12AT7. It was out cold. I replaced it and the blue tinting disappeared.

"Green light, man. green light," the cat yelled excitedly. I looked at the picture again. No green, it was perfect.

I began packing up and making small talk. I asked what he did for a living. Then I understood him. "I install traffic lights, man."
9 transistors give excellent sensitivity and selectivity

This nine-transistor FM tuner has a tuned rf stage for higher gain and lower noise. The local oscillator and mixer are each separate transistors for better stability. The i.f. strip has five stages tuned to 10.7 mc (the last two serve as limiters). Each i.f. transformer is double-tuned, which gives the unit a very high degree of selectivity. Afc compensates for changes in voltage or temperature.

As the transistors are quite stable, afe could be omitted. However, if the unit is to be used for recording "off the air" (especially long selections), afe is good to have.

About the circuit

The tuned rf stage (Fig. 1) is a common-emitter amplifier, using a 2N1742. While the high-frequency performance of a common-base amplifier is superior to that of a common-emitter, the latter will give considerably more gain. These transistors are all special high-frequency units with alpha cutoffs well above the frequencies used so common-emitter amplification is used throughout. Neutralization was not used in the r.f. stage; it was not necessary. Base-to-collector capacitance is very low in these units.

The local oscillator is a common-base stage. Feedback is from collector to emitter via a 5-µuf capacitor. It should be a high-quality ceramic, as it affects the oscillator's stability. The 5-50-µuf trimmer should also be a quality unit or the same dial settings will not hold for any length of time. Remove the built-in trimmer from across C1-c. It is replaced by C8.

Afc is fed to oscillator coil L4 via D1, a Varicap diode. This diode is connected to the collector of a 2N207 dc amplifier, so it will increase the plus-zero-minus voltage developed by the ratio detector.

The barrier between the diodes p-n junction is made to move (electronically, not physically) with different applied voltages. As it shifts, the capacitance between the junctions changes slightly. This means that this particular diode is a voltage-sensitive capacitor. Hence, if the station to which you are tuned drifts slightly, a correction voltage is applied to the diode, changing its capacitance and bringing your station back in tune.

The first three i.f. stages are voltage amplifiers. By the time the signal has reached the base of the fourth i.f. stage, the voltage swing is great enough to drive this stage to saturation. This also holds for the fifth i.f. By this method we get limiting. The output is a square wave, which is the output of any limiter. This "limiting by saturation" works very well with transistors, and has performed as well as four stages of limiting on conventional tube FM receivers.

I used a wide-band ratio detector

---

Fig. 1—Circuit of 9-transistor tuner.
and did not include any de-emphasis, as this depends upon the load impedance the tuner output sees. While a vacuum-tube amplifier has high enough input impedance to ignore this, this is not true of a transistor amplifier. One value of de-emphasis would work with vacuum-tube but not with transistor amplifiers. Fig. 2 shows the circuit to use with vacuum-tube amplifiers. Also there should be no de load or shunt from the output of the ratio detector to ground; this would short the ac voltage (weaken or destroy a.f. action). For a high-impedance amplifier, a coupling capacitor should be used—about 0.1-f will work. If the output is too tight. Use quality transist-or sockets, especially for the front end. Also, when soldering to the socket pins, be sure to remember to remove the transistors. They are very delicate and easily damaged by excess heat. Although heat may not destroy them, it will ruin their performance.

Start with the detector stage, then wire up the last i.f. stage. Proceed backward one stage at a time. You can test each stage as it is wired in, if desired. After three or four stages have been wired, you should be able to hear the output when you turn on the power. The mixer, oscillator and r.f. transistors are located as close to the variable capacitor as possible. This helps keep leads short. The coils are located directly under these transistors, which makes leads extremely short (probably one reason for the exceptional sensitivity of the unit). The front panel is a 6 x 3 1/2 x 3/4-inch piece of aluminum. The choice of dial (2-inch vernier) was based upon ease of operation, compactness (try to find a directly cali-brated dial for this tuner), neat appearance, and ease of making up a logging scale for the stations desired (omitting undesired ones). The newspapers in your locality will give a list of the stations, so, with one known station, the others can be found easily. I made up a small chart and pasted it directly on the front panel. Furthermore, this dial has an 8-to-1 tuning ratio and there is no backlash.

You may notice that other than tuning there are no controls on the front panel. The unit is not in its final form (it will be a part of a larger sys-tem). The controls will be "remoted." For the time being, the 9-volt battery is taped to the rear of the front panel. I connect it when I want to use the set.

**Sit back and listen**

After the unit is completed, plug in all the transistors, except V1 and V2 (r.f. amplifier and oscillator). Having made sure there are no serious errors in the wiring, connect the battery and feed the output of the unit to a high-gain audio amplifier. Tune up the five i.f. stages with a signal generator tuned to 10.7 mc.

After this is done (peaking each stage from the last one to the first), loosely couple a 100-mc signal to the mixer base (use 10-pf capacitors in series with the leads), and feed the output from another signal generator to the same base. Tune the latter signal source to 89.3 mc (almost a difference of 10.7 mc). Now adjust the mixer coil (for maximum output by squeezing or compressing its turns to change its inductance. Remove the 89.3-mc generator and adjust the oscillator coil, again squeezing or compressing the turns (after plugging in the oscillator transistor) until the output from the 100-mc generator can be heard. The local os-

tillator is now at 89.3 mc. If it is tuned to the high side, it will be on 110.7 mc instead of 89.3. Either is satisfactory.

Now plug in the r.f. transistor and apply the 100-mc signal to its base via L1. Adjust the coupling between L1 and L2 for maximum output. You will have to experiment with this coil arrangement, as coupling may be critical. If there is not enough coupling, weak stations may be "hissy" or down in the noise. If there is overcoupling, local stations may cross-talk.

I had trouble with one FM station beating with the sound of TV channel 5, the net result being a 10.7-mc beat which could not be tuned out when I increased the coupling. I installed a wavetrap tuned to channel 5 sound in series with my lead-in, thus curing the trouble.

In strong-signal areas L1 can be dispensed with and L2 can be tapped one or two turns from ground and run to a lead 1 or 2 feet long.

All resistors 1/2-watt 10%.

C1-100µµf.
C2-5-µµf. Each section: trimmer resistor, 1.5-8 µµf, each section (Miller 1460 or equivalent).
C2-2, C3, C6, C7, C11, C13, C15, C16, C18, C19, C21, C23, C33, C34, C36, C28, C29, C30, C32, C33, C36, C37-0.003 µµf, disc ceramic.
C4-5 µµf, tubular ceramic.
C8-5-µµf. Ceramic capacitor.
C9-0.0015 µµf, tubular ceramic.
C10-0.05 µµf, ceramic.
C14, C40-0.05 µµf, disc ceramic.
C17, C29, C35, C37-3-56 µµf, ceramic.
C34, C35-680 µµf, tubular ceramic.
C38, C39-15 µµf, 30 Vts. miniature electrolytic.
BATT.-9 volts.
D1-Variap (International Rectifier 6.85C0 or equivalent).
J-1phone jack.
L1-turns hookup wire coupled to cold end of L2
L2-3 1/2 turns No. 12 bare copper wire, 1/8-inch inside diameter and 3/8-inch long. Tapped 1 turn from cold end
L3-turns No. 12 bare copper wire, 1/8-inch inside diameter and 3/8-inch long. Tapped 1 turn from cold end.
L4-2 1/8 turns No. 12 bare copper wire, 1/8-inch inside diameter, and 3/8-inch long. Tapped 3/4 turn from cold end.
S-10 turn switch.
T1-12, 10-10.7 mc first i.f. transformer (Miller 1463-11 or equivalent).
T4-10.7 mc second i.f. transformer (Miller 1463-12, or equivalent).
T5-10.7 mc third i.f. transformer (Miller 1463-13, or equivalent).
T6-Varicap transformer (Miller 1465-TRD or equivalent). Don't forget to reverse the diodes in the can.

Miscellaneous hardware:

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Part</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1, R15, R25, R33, R36-3.300 ohms</td>
<td>R2, R47-20,000 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3, R7, R12-1,000 ohms</td>
<td>R5, R33-3,900 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6, R19-1,500 ohms</td>
<td>R8-150 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9, R21, R29, R33, R38-2,200 ohms</td>
<td>R10-15,000 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R11, R39, R40-4,700 ohms</td>
<td>R13-470 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R14, R37-22,000 ohms</td>
<td>R16, R26-2,700 ohms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SEPTMBER, 1962**

**www.americanradiohistory.com**
The transistors are all made by Philco who referred me to a local distributor. The reader may have to contact Philco Co. in his area to find out where they may be obtained.

Tune in a station. If it jumps out of tune and cannot be tuned in again, afc polarity is wrong. Reverse it by reversing both diodes in the detector transformer (easily accessible from the top). Now, with a weak station tuned in, adjust the secondary of the ratio detector for clearest reception. This is done with the afc on.

While the afc cannot be turned off, its amplitude can be changed. As the circuit is now, afc is very strong. A variable resistor can be put in series with R37 (Fig. 3). This pot becomes the afc control. If desired, and if you can find the room, you can mount it on the back of the tuner.

Although the receiver was built only a short time ago, it has already given a great deal of pleasure. It is wonderful to tune the unit and listen to the clean reproduction. The selectivity makes dxing a possibility, as weak stations can be separated from locals quite readily. The unit has been shown to be remarkably sensitive. Stations have been heard which were impossible before. Stations which the average FM tuner would either miss altogether or produce in the background under the babel of locals have been brought out in the clear.

Distant stations tune just like the locals, with stations up to 200 miles causing complete limiting (this with a folded dipole on the roof).

Transistors and FM seem to be here to stay. So, reach deep into your spare-parts box, roam the local radio stores, and dig in. Good luck!

END

Lead lengths are kept short and neat under the chassis.

Parts layout on the chassis top. V9 may be hard to see; it's quite a tiny thing.
By DELLROYE D. DARLING*

Automation was made possible largely by the introduction of automatic control circuits that take the place of human operators. Some "see", some "hear", some "feel". Some also count.

The Dekatron is a cathode-glow type of counter. It is a special cold-cathode tube that adds or subtracts according to the voltage pulses fed into it.

This timer is a basic "building-block" unit—several can be put together to make up a control which can count as high as the job requires. Each tube can count to 9, and then resets to 0. Two will count to 99, three to 999, and so forth. Each basic unit also has a count selector switch that causes the unit to supply an output signal when a predetermined count is reached.

A complete control also contains circuits for power supply, sensing equipment, and thyratrons and relays to operate the load when a count is reached. One popular use of this counter is shown in Fig. 1, where it is controlling the cutting of strip material into correct lengths.

This measurement operation is carried out by a measuring disc and a photocell arrangement. The disc rests against the moving strip of material, and rotates as the material passes under it. Holes in the disc allow light from a light source to reach the photocell. A fixed number of times for each revolution. (If the disc is 1 foot in circumference and has three holes, three output pulses from the photocell will indicate 1 foot of material has passed by.)

Output pulses from the photocell are counted by the Dekatron counter, which has been set to a count that corresponds to the desired length of material. When the proper count is reached, the circuit to the flying shear closes, and the material is cut off.

This is just one of many possible applications for this control. Others include packaging, sequencing of automatic machines, etc.

The heart of this timer is the Dekatron tube. It is a cold-cathode gas-filled type that has 10 cathodes, arranged around the end or face of the tube. Be-

Fig. 1—Decade counter used to control a measuring and cutting operation.

Fig. 2—Arrangement of cathodes and guide in the Dekatron tube.

Counting with the Dekatron

between each two cathodes are two guides. These guides are actually cathodes too, but their purpose is to cause the ionized glow spot to jump from cathode to cathode in the correct sequence for counting.

We can trace the tube's operation by referring to Fig. 2. Suppose there is conduction between the common anode and cathode 0. A glow spot of ionized gas appears around this cathode. Although all the other cathodes are also negative with respect to the anode, only one cathode can conduct at a time. This happens because in a gas-filled tube the "arc-drop" potential that appears between cathode and anode when the tube is firing is lower than the potential required to fire the tube. In the Dekatron counter circuit, a resistance is placed in series with the anode. As long as any one cathode is conducting, the anode voltage is pulled down too low to allow any other cathode to fire.

The glow spot is transferred from cathode to cathode by applying negative-going pulses to the guides in proper sequence. If a negative pulse is applied to the guide 1 terminal, all the No. 1 guides become more negative than the cathodes. However, the glow spot jumps to the nearest guide, since it is closest to the area of ionized gas that surrounds the conducting cathode. This causes the spot to move one jump clockwise from cathode "zero." If the pulse is now removed from guide 1 and immediately applied to the No. 2 guides, the spot jumps to the nearest guide 2, the one just before cathode 1. When the pulse is removed from the guide 2 terminal, the spot transfers to the nearest cathode, in this case cathode 1. The tube has now reached the count of 1.

This same sequence of pulses must be followed for each successive count—first a negative pulse applied to the No. 1 guides, then removed and applied to the No. 2 guides, then again removed to allow the spot to appear on the next higher cathode. If the pulse is applied to the No. 2 guides first and then 1, the spot moves counterclockwise, and the tube subtracts.

Because these tubes require two pulses for each count, a simple pulse generator circuit is necessary. This circuit simply takes each incoming pulse and converts it to two negative-going pulses that are applied to the guides in proper order.

This pulse generator can be seen in Fig. 3, which shows the circuit of a two-decade counter with load-control thyatron, relay, count selector, power supply and other necessary circuitry.

At rest, V2-b conducts because there is a positive voltage on its grid. It develops a high value of voltage across the common-cathode resistor, which keeps V2-a cut off. When a positive pulse from the sensing circuit (photocell, etc.) arrives at V2-a's grid, the triode conducts. The voltage at V2-a's plate drops, causing a negative pulse to be coupled to the No. 1 guides through C2. This negative-going pulse is also sent to V2-b's grid through C1, and it
A basic counter unit, the Robotron model 547B008, decreases conduction of that triode. When the sensing pulse is gone, and V2-a is conducting normally, V2-b's conduction increases momentarily, producing a negative pulse which is fed to the guide 2 connection on the Dekatron. The same things happen for each positive-going pulse the sensing circuit produces, causing the Dekatron to count those pulses.

Each cathode in the Dekatron has a resistor in series with it. There is a voltage drop across the resistor of the cathode that is conducting at the moment. The COUNT-SELECTOR switch selects the cathodes that must be conducting to get an output voltage.

Cathode voltage from the count selector is used as positive conducting bias for V6. This thyratron is normally blocked by a negative bias on its shielded grid. In this two-Dekatron counter, the bias on V6 is made large enough so the combined voltages from one cathode of the "units" tube and one cathode of the "tens" tube are both necessary to make the thyratron fire.

The "tens" count circuit is identical to the "units" circuit, except that the pulses that trigger the pulse generator V4 come from the 0 cathode of the units tube. Thus, each time the units tube counts 10, the 0 cathode conducts, causing the tens tube to count one 10.

When the preset count is reached, V6 fires, energizing the relay in its plate circuit, and closes the load circuit to operate the cutoff shear or whatever apparatus the counter is controlling.

If the control must count higher than 99, additional Dekatron units can be added, taking their trigger pulses from the 0 cathode of the previous Dekatron.

**Service hints**

Keeping these units working is not difficult if you understand the operation of the circuits involved. A scope is a big help, since correct Dekatron operation depends on the correct polarity and order of pulses applied to the guides. Incorrect counting is sometimes caused by a lack of "reset". This is done by a switch that opens the circuits for all cathodes except 0 in each tube. Naturally, if the control starts a count with the tubes not reset to zero, an incorrect count will cause the thyratron to fire. This reset is sometimes done automatically by tripping the switch with the load relay at the end of each count.

Like much other industrial equipment, these counting controls look pretty unfamiliar to most radio and television service technicians. However, remember that capacitors, resistors, tubes and so on operate on the same basic principles here as they do in any other electronic gear. Troubleshooting and service are still just a matter of logic, coupled with a knowledge of basic electronics.

---

**Fig. 3—Circuit of a two-stage counter.**
measure atomic radiation

Part II—Ion-chamber meters and a G-M counter you can build

By CARL L. HENRY

Last month we discussed devices that read the absorbed dose rate of nuclear radiation. Undoubtedly such equipment is very useful, since it tells you exactly how much radiation you have absorbed. But surveying an area for radiation is slow and difficult work with such equipment. A much better approach is an actual survey meter that uses an ion chamber as the basis of its indication. Such instruments that cover ranges of from 0.1 to 500 roentgens are available at a reasonable price. (Both Lafayette Radio and Radio Shack list one in their catalogs.)

They are sensitive to atmospheric moisture and shock, and in general have low-reliability circuits. However, to balance these drawbacks, they are accurate, highly portable and easy to use. Ion chambers measure the exposure dose rate. They are normally calibrated in roentgens per hour. In other words, if you walked into an area and the meter indicated 500 roentgens, you could walk out again and the absorbed dose you received would be on the order of 10 roentgens had you been in the field for approximately 1 minute.

Fig. 5 is the schematic of a typical ion-chamber instrument. The measurement basis is a sealed chamber filled with gas or dry air. The chamber is "saturated" by a 22.5-volt battery, and any ions generated in the chamber are collected by the center electrode. The current from this chamber may be on the order of $10^{-10}$ to $10^{-15}$ amperes. Measuring such a small current accurately is a tough job. The 5886 electro-meter tube is the only possible simple solution. The extremely high-impedance grid circuit accounts for the basic trouble with this type meter. Moisture has a great effect on the reading. The meter must be frequently balanced and corrected. In the past year I have repaired six of these instruments. In each case, the 5886 had to be replaced. This does not mean that the circuit is poorly designed—rather that the circuit is delicate, and when more reliability is designed in, cost increases appreciably.

---

Fig. 5—Typical ion-chamber type radiation detector.
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Fig. 6—An accurate, battery-powered Geiger counter.
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Fig. 7—Details of G-M tube housing.

Notwithstanding all these arguments, the ion chamber is the best high-level radiation surveying instrument now available. Servicing this type instrument is a problem. You cannot check the 5886 except by replacing it with a known good tube. You can make a careful check of batteries and circuit to discover any obvious defects. Be extremely careful when checking the meter, since it is usually very sensitive. One manufacturer markets an instrument with a 5-μa meter as the indicator. If there is no apparent trouble and the chamber appears sealed, your best bet is to substitute a good 5886.

At present, ion-chamber instruments are available that measure radiation from .01 milliroentgen to 10,000 Roentgens per hour. Although the present concern over fallout has served to drop prices on these instruments, they are still overpriced for the average person.

Pulse counting

So far in this article we have discussed methods of measuring the absorbed dose and the exposure dose rate, both methods being based directly on the ionization produced by the radiation being measured. Now we are going to discuss the third method of measuring radiation, pulse counting. All of us are familiar with Geiger-Muller counters. They work because gamma radiation excites the walls of the G-M tube, causing the gas within to be ionized by particles given out by the tube walls. Theoretically only 1% to 10% of the gamma radiation present is actually measured by a conventional G-M tube. Also, since the G-M tube measures particles or events, and the definition of a roentgen refers to the amount of ionization in a given volume of gas, the G-M tube cannot measure roentgens.

There is a way around this problem. If we pick a monochromatic radiation source (a source that radiates gamma radiation on one frequency) such as cobalt (60) or radium, and adjust the G-M counter to read correctly the proper roentgen value of the radiation, it will be correct on any other monochromatic source of similar strength. It will be accurate enough on other sources to give an approximate indication within 20% to 30%. Further inaccuracies are caused by particles that leave the source at different velocities (measured in electron volts, ev, or million electron volts, mev). The accuracy of a G-M counter is usually good enough for survey work, however.

In dealing with high-level radiation, such as in a radiography laboratory or with fallout from an atomic bomb blast, the G-M counter has a further big disadvantage. All G-M tubes have a dead time of from 80 to 300 microseconds. This “dead time” means that, as in all gas tubes, a certain length of time is required for the gas to deionize before it can begin another ionization period. With a dead time of 100 microseconds, any pulses occurring quicker than 100 microseconds apart will be lost. This limits the counting rate to 10,000 pulses per second, which roughly corresponds to 50 milliroentgens per hour. The bad thing about a G-M counter is that when the radiation field exceeds the maximum value, the G-M tube is continuously ionized, and the counter will go dead. There are several ways around this problem as we shall see shortly.

Home-built counter

Fig. 6 shows a precision home-built counter that is very accurate and stable. Fig. 7 shows details of the G-M tube
mounting. The tube and instrument are connected with a 3-foot length of shielded two-conductor coil cord terminated in an Amphenol AN3106A-14S-6S connector. A matching connector is on the probe. The counter is rather elaborate. However, it has two advantages. The circuit is very reliable and basically very accurate. It is large and heavy, making it difficult to carry and use for any length of time.

The instrument is built in two sections. The first is the high-voltage supply and the Geiger tube circuit. The high-voltage section is built in a separate small box between the counting-rate meter and the battery space. It consists of a neon-bulb oscillator that feeds a power amplifier. The amplifier output is stepped up by a plate-to-grid audio interstage transformer, and rectified by a cold-cathode rectifier tube. After filtering, the high voltage (variable from 600 to 1,100 volts) is applied through a limiting resistor to the Geiger tube. Pulses in the neighborhood of 1 volt peak to peak are obtained from the Geiger tube in normal operation.

The counting-rate meter comprises the second section of the circuit. Referring to Fig. 6, you can see that the counting-rate meter uses two tubes. The first is normally conducting and, due to common-cathode resistor R10, keeps the second tube, V2, biased off. When a pulse from the Geiger tube arrives at V1’s grid, it cuts off this tube, V2 conducts and the meter indicates a count. Values for C6, C7, C8 and C9 are chosen to damp the meter properly by lengthening the pulse. Resistors R5, R6, R7, and R8 serve to calibrate each range of the meter. The counting-rate circuit can be calibrated with a pulse generator if you have one available. Using the values shown, your accuracy should be within 20%.

R2 determines the height of the negative pulse required to cut off V1. Normally, after construction is completed, you would turn on the instrument and have a potentiometer in place of R2. Vary the potentiometer until the meter reads background (about 40 to 60 counts per minute). Too much resistance here will cause V2 to draw a steady current and pin the meter. Too little resistance will prevent the radiation pulses from the G-M tube from cutting off V1. After determining the proper value for your meter, remove the potentiometer and replace it with a 5% fixed resistor.

Headphones or a small loudspeaker (with a matching transformer) can be plugged into J to give an audible indication of an increase in radiation.

If we keep in mind the limitations of the Geiger counter, it is very valuable in radiation survey work. It indicates beta as well as gamma radiation. It would be valuable inside a fallout shelter for checking radiation in food and water. Also the level of radiation outside the shelter could be approximated from inside. Most high-level survey instruments will not respond to low electron-volt or "soft" radiation. This radiation is lethal, and the G-M counter is the ideal instrument with which to measure it. Although the instrument cannot be calibrated in roentgens, an approximate calibration on cobalt 60 can be made.

The counter can also be used to check a projection TV set for soft radiation.

As I said before, a G-M counter is usually limited to 50 milliroentgens before it goes dead. There are two ways of extending the range of these counters, however. The first is by operating the Geiger tube in its proportional range. On the home-built instrument described here, the usable proportional range is between 750 and 800 volts. The Geiger range starts at 850 volts. In the Geiger range, the radiation pulses are amplified by gas action in the tube itself. In the proportional range, this amplification does not exist. The pulses from the tube must be amplified about 100 times in proportional operation before they are large enough to operate the counting rate meter. By using such an amplifier, a high range of 500 milliroentgens can be established on the counter. The equivalent counts per minute would be approximately 2.5 million. Both C2 and C9 would have to be reduced.

The second method of extending the range is by shielding the G-M tube with lead sheeting. The drawback in this is that different isotopes radiate particles and gamma rays at different strengths. An isotope of iodine, for instance, radiates on many wavelengths at several strengths. Lead shielding will apparently reduce the G-M counter reading since much of this radiation is stopped by the lead. A tube of lead 1/8 inch thick will reduce the reading by a factor of 20. When cobalt (60) is used in the same manner, the reading is reduced only by a factor of 0.9. Thus, two inches of lead would be required to reduce the reading by a factor of 10. In general, Geiger counters must be considered of little use in radiation areas above 50 milliroentgens. They are, however, ideal for low-level surveying.

A person working with radiation or concerned about possible fallout detection would have a good combination of detecting instruments in a dosimeter and a Geiger counter—the dosimeter to read the high-level radiation of absorbed dose, and the G-M counter to survey low-level areas or possible food contamination. Home-built ion-chamber instruments are not generally considered practical, since from the average person’s standpoint, they cannot be calibrated and are useless.
More on reverberation units

These delay line and mixer circuits are inserted at the preamp output

By ROBERT F. SCOTT
TECHNICAL EDITOR

In the December issue we discussed reverberation and saw how it can be created artificially with electromechanical delay lines. We also covered circuits of addition units that connect across the speaker terminals of an audio system and include a separate amplifier and speaker to reproduce the delayed (reverberation) signal. Now, let's take a look at the delay-line and mixer circuits inserted in series with the signal path at a low-level point in an audio system. A portion of the signal voltage is tapped off, delayed and then mixed with the undelayed signal in a following stage.

Sargent-Rayment SR-202

The circuit of the SR-202 Reverbatron is shown in Fig. 1. This unit, designed for use with late-model Sargent-Rayment composite stereo amplifiers and FM tuner-amplifier combinations, is easily adapted to other high-quality audio systems. B-plus and heater voltages can be taken from power supply sockets on such amplifiers as the Acro, Marantz and McIntosh. The SR-900 power supply is recommended when the Reverbatron is used with amplifiers that do not have enough reserve power-supply capacity.

In systems consisting of preamplifiers and basic amplifiers on separate chassis, the SR-202 is connected between the preamp output and amplifier input. In composite preamp-amplifier systems, the reverb unit should be inserted in the circuit at a point where the signal is as high as possible, without being included in a feedback loop. Usually, this point is between the last preamp stage and the volume control.

The SR-202 has two controls. The SELECTOR determines the mode of operation. In the NORMAL position, the input and output jacks for each channel are tied together so the reverb circuits are removed from the amplifier chain. The REVERB position inserts reverberation into both channels. ECHO L switches the full delayed signal into the left channel. This develops a monophonic reverb sound that is delayed when compared to

---

Fig. 1—Circuit of the SR-202 Reverbatron by Sargent-Rayment.
the right channel. This single-channel delay produces an echo effect when listening to stereo. In the ECHO R position the echo comes from the right side of the system. The ACOUSTIC DIMENSION control sets the amount of delayed signal fed to the output.

Stereo signals fed to the preamp grids appear in the plate and cathode circuits. The signals from the plates are fed through 1-megohm resistors and mixed (A + B) at the grid of the delay-line driver. This sum signal is delayed in the delay line and then fed from the reverb amplifier to the paralleled output grids through the ACOUSTIC DIMENSION control. The output tubes are operated as mixers. The signals from the preamp cathodes are fed to the output cathodes through 22,000-ohm decoupling resistors. The delayed signals at the output grids and the undelayed signals on the cathodes combine in the plate circuits to provide reverberation in each channel. Thus, we have a fixed amount of direct or undelayed signal fed straight through from the preamp to output through cathode coupling while a controllable amount of delayed sum signal is fed to the right and left channels.

**Knight KN-701**

This reverb unit (Fig. 2) is similar in circuitry and operation to the Reverbatron in Fig. 1 but does not include a function selector. Although it is basically a stereo unit, it can be used in a monophonic circuit by using only the A or B input and output jacks. It can be used without circuit modifications on any composite preamp-amplifier that has a front-panel TAPE MONITOR switch and in systems consisting of separate preamps and amplifiers. The only limitation is that the preamp or tape recording output jack must not deliver more than about 1.25 volts.

When the system has tape-monitor facilities, the leads from the TAPE RECORDING OUTPUT jacks are plugged into the input jacks on the KN-701 and leads from the output jacks are plugged into the TAPE MONITOR jacks. In composite amplifiers without tape-monitor facilities, the circuit can be modified as in Fig. 3 so the KN-701 can be inserted in series with the hot lead to the volume control. The conventional volume-control circuit (for one channel) is shown in Fig. 3-a. Fig. 3-b shows how phono jacks are inserted in series with the hot lead to the volume control. If the signal at the high end of the volume control exceeds 1.25 volts, connect the jacks between the arm of the control and the following stage as shown in dashed lines.

**The KN-701 with tape recorders**

Reverberation added to tape playback leaves the original tape unaffected. In this case, you simply plug the tape through a system with reverberation added. You have two alternatives when adding reverberation while making a recording. The simplest is to use a separate mike preamp with the reverb unit in series with the high-level radio input jack on the recorder (Fig. 4).

The other alternative is to modify the wiring in the recorder so the reverb unit can be connected between the output of the mike preamp and the rest of the recording circuit. The dashed lines in Fig. 5 show how a dpdt switch and jacks (two for each channel in a stereo setup) can be added for connecting the KN-701.

**Fisher K-10 Spaceexpander**

This is perhaps the most versatile of the add-on reverberation units that we have seen. It can be used in a number of ways in monophonic and two- and three-channel stereo hookups and can be used to convert a stereo system...
Fig. 4—Use a separate mike preamp with reverb unit in series with the high-level radio input jack on the recorder.

Fig. 5—An alternate is to modify the wiring in the recording preamp of the tape recorder and add a switch and extra jacks to allow for connecting the KN-701.

Fig. 6—The Fisher K-10 Spacexpander. The Spacexpander control plugs into the remote-control jack.

for three-channel operation.

Having zero circuit gain, this unit operates satisfactorily with voltage inputs ranging from 0.2 to 5 volts so it can be inserted at almost any convenient point in an amplifier chain. Input impedance is 250,000 and output impedance 2,000 ohms. Delay time is 33 milliseconds and maximum decay time is 2 seconds at 300 cycles.

The circuit is shown in Fig. 6. Signals from channels A and B are matrixed in R1, R2 and R3 to produce a sum signal on the grid of amplifier V1-a. Cathode follower V1-b is transformer-coupled to the input of the Hammond delay line. The time constants of coupling networks C1–R3 and C3–R7 roll off frequencies below 250 cycles. The output of the delay line goes to a two-stage amplifier (V2). The upper frequency response is restricted to around 6,000 cycles by a 12-db-per-octave low-pass filter between V2-a and V2-b and feedback from V2-b's plate to V2-a's cathode.

The SPACEXPANDER control that plugs into the plate circuit of V2-b varies the amount of reverberation signal applied to the grids of V3-a and V3-b. A part of the original signal from each channel is fed directly to the output grids through decoupling resistors R20 and R23. The MODE SELECTOR (S2) permits the K-10 reverb unit to be used for three types of operation.

In the NORMAL position the delayed signal from each channel is mixed with the delayed A + B sum signal to provide reverberation in both outputs. (A monophonic signal in channel A or B produces a reverberated signal in the corresponding output.) The SPACEXPANDER control varies the amount of reverberation added from zero in the minimum position to a maximum of 50%.

The REVERB ONLY and CENTER positions of S2 are used only for three-channel operation or for special recording effects. If the stereo setup includes a preamp or control amplifier with center-channel output, the K-10 can be connected as in Fig. 7 with the MODE SELECTOR in the REVERB ONLY position. In this case, reverberation is added only to the center channel. The signal is fed to one of the channel-A inputs, is delayed, then passed to the channel A output without being matrixed. The volume control on the center-channel power amplifier sets the lever of the delayed reverberation.

Another method of operating a three-channel system is to leave the switch in the NORMAL position. This adds a variable amount of reverberation to the center channel and provides an unreverberated center channel output when the SPACEXPANDER control is turned fully counterclockwise or its knob pulled out to close S1.

A stereo system that does not have center-channel output facilities can be converted to three-channel operation by using the setup in Fig. 8 and placing the MODE SELECTOR in the CENTER position. This method of operation provides a reverberated A + B signal at J8.

CBS reverberation unit

The delay line in this unit is a...
Fig. 7—Reverberated center channel with separate 3-channel preamp. 

CBS Electronics development. It consists of a single coil spring with barium titanate pickup transducers at each end and an electromagnetic driver vibrating the spring at a point about 30% in from the center (Fig. 9). Audio vibrations from this point reach the pickups at different times. Some of the mechanical signal energy reaching each pickup is reflected back to the other end and excites the other pickup. The pickup signals are combined with the original signal to produce reverberation.

The basic monaural circuit of the CBS Electronics RV1-3M reverberation unit is shown in Fig. 10. The signal is tapped off the audio system at a point where signal voltage is about 0.5. The amplified signal at the plate of V1-a is transformer-coupled to the input of the delay line. The delayed signal goes to the grid of V1-b through the Reverb Gain control. When the control's arm is at the ground end, no delayed signal is fed to V1-b and only undelayed straight-through signal appears in the output. The straight-through signal is taken off the ungrounded screen grid of V1-a and fed to the cathode of V1-b through 100,000 ohms. Thus the mixer, V1-b, is a grounded-grid amplifier for the undelayed signal and a grounded-cathode amplifier for the delayed signal. The amount of reverberation is controlled by advancing the Reverb Gain control. (CBS-designed audio equipment is now being manufactured and sold by Audiophonics, 95 Ranpool St., Beverly, Mass.)

Installing reverb units

The reverberation units described in this article consist of the electronic circuitry (control unit) and the electromechanical delay line. The control unit is generally mounted in a convenient spot close to the controls of the rest of the system. The delay line must be mounted horizontally with the flanges in a vertical plane. It can be fastened to the back of the equipment cabinet, or any convenient spot within reach of the interconnecting cables. Just be sure to keep it as far as possible from the speakers or you will have trouble with acoustic feedback.
**TV Monocle gives Extra Eye to wearer**

This 30-ounce device gives the wearer "eyes in the back of his head" or even at far-distant points. **Electrocular** is an actual TV picture tube, worn on the head, with an eyepiece made of such material and so angled that the wearer can view the image on the television screen or look right through it at the scene beyond. The eyepiece is a dichroic (light-splitting) lens, set at an angle of 45° to the viewer's eye. This lens is at the end of a short tube, at the other end of which is another angled mirror which picks up the image from the face of the TV tube (the longer tube) and deflects it to the viewing lens at the side of the viewer's head.

The TV tube itself is 7 inches long and 1½ inches outside diameter. It produces a much bigger picture than might be supposed, due to its closeness to the eye. The image has the standard 525 lines and the tube has 3,000 volts on its accelerating anode.

Only a few of the possible applications are shown here. At upper left, an airplane pilot is supposed to be viewing a picture of air traffic information televised to him from the ground while watching the instrument panel and carrying on his normal flying duties.

In the photo at lower right, adjustments are being made at the rear of a digital computer, while the TV camera is photographing the results on the display screen in front. (This would seem to open some interesting opportunities for the TV repair man.)

Lower left shows a possibly vital operation in airport control tower work, in which the problem of too many things to look at simultaneously is being solved with the help of the little head-mounted TV set. Without it, one would have to walk back to the fixed central display console for the information now transmitted to the Electrocular.

Electrocular can also be used in wartime. Officers on the bridge could view the board of a central information center many decks below, adding radar information to that being obtained with their own eyes. Operators and gunners on combat land vehicles could see a view of the field ahead as televised from a plane above, as well as their own eye-level view. In industry, workers could use Electrocular to keep instructions on wiring and installation of complex components directly ahead of the eye while working, making it unnecessary to turn away from the job to consult blueprints or printed instructions. A surgeon wearing an Electrocular could continuously scan data on the patient's pulse rate and breathing, without pausing in the operation.

END
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HOW TO FOLD
Fold the top down and back, keeping the cover facing you. Then trim the right and left edges. Now staple the booklet along the vertical center fold, about 3/4 inch from the top and bottom. Now fold from left to right, keeping the cover facing you. Trim a fraction of an inch off the top and trim the bottom to size and you're finished. You now have another useful piece of service data, exclusive with RADIO-ELECTRONICS.
TV CLASSROOM originates closed-circuit TV lesson in Plainedge, N. Y., high school. Program can be transmitted on the air to other schools in the district over 2,000-mile system, forming an ETV net. System, developed by Aller Electronics, can be expanded to provide 10 channels simultaneously.

SPACE RADAR SYSTEM uses this helium-neon laser (the glowing tube at the right). The unit emits an intense narrow beam of infrared light. Sperry is now evaluating the new radar system, which is intended to give an accurate reading of target speed.

HYDROPHONE PREAMPLIFIERS use transistors and nuvistors for low-noise wide-band underwater amplification. They can operate at great depths for many years while transmitting precise acoustic data over miles of connecting cable. The preamps are made by Lockheed Electronics.

INSTANT RADIO STATION can be on the air minutes after its arrival in the field. Completely self-sufficient, it was developed by the National Company and is being used by the Air Force Systems Command in a Trans-European communications link.
There’s more to calibrating the signal gen...

If you want your sig gen “on the nose,” you have to do some things even before buying it!

By GEORGE D. PHILPOTT

There is more to calibrating the well-designed marker or other signal generator than following step-by-step instructions given by the manufacturer, or even the more detailed information in my article in the August, 1961, issue of this magazine. Each generator presents its individual problems—has its own limitations and offers its special opportunities for better-than-average calibration. The know-how required to meet this challenge is one thing the manufacturer did not include with the instrument.

The first thing to be sure of when buying an rf signal generator—kit or assembled—is that it will satisfy your particular needs. Some signal generators are fine for tuning up a crystal set, others—once properly aligned—make excellent bench aids. But certain important features are found only in more expensive kits, or the higher-priced assembled sets.

Important features
Just about the most outstanding part any decent generator can have is an anti-backlash gear-drive tuning mechanism. The planetary-drive vernier is next best, but will not permit adding a calibration type knob for close reset accuracy. Without a precision dial-drive arrangement, it is virtually impossible to chart the instrument at those often-used frequencies. Close calibration is meaningless due to backlash or alppage.

Second is proper shielding. For an rf generator to be useful as a marker for TV work, it must supply accurate pips on the scope trace and the technician must be able to attenuate these marks low enough so they will not swamp the bandpass setup of the sweep generator. Poorly shielded rf generators often radiate enough energy with the attenuator set at zero to distort a normal bandpass pattern on the oscilloscope screen.

Features usually stressed by reliable and experienced kit manufacturers, such as voltage regulation, fully shielded copper-plated chassis and a line filter are all-worth considering when selecting an rf signal generator.

For a constructor to expert and get pin-point accuracy, the finished instrument must be carefully and patiently calibrated. However, before attempting such a task, study the schematic furnished with the kit to determine the type of basic oscillator used (Hartley or Colpitts). The constructor should also familiarize himself with the tuning (L-C) network; coils, tuning capacitor and range-switch arrangement.

If an rf signal generator lacks the luxury of alignment trimmers, installing them is not too difficult. Ordinary mica trimmers are not recommended—temperature variations affect their capacitance. Centralab 822-EZ (1.5 to 7 µf) ceramic dielectrics provide the necessary stability. Hammerlund MAC-10 (1.5 to 8.7 µf) miniature variables make excellent high-frequency trimmers. Regardless of the type (air-spaced, or ceramic dielectric) mount them on the rear apron of the rf generator chassis, as close to the coils as possible, but available for adjusting through holes drilled in the instrument case.

With a Hartley oscillator circuit, trimmer rotors are grounded in a common configuration to avoid body-capacitance effects during alignment. Stators are connected individually (leads kept short as possible) to the terminals on the hand switch that are connected to the individual range coils (grid ends). Fig. 1 is a schematic of a Hartley oscillator circuit, trimmers added, of a popular-brand instrument.

Fig. 2 is a Colpitts circuit split-stator type L-C network, showing a method of adding trimmers to compensate individual range bands. Since any trimmer capacitance added amounts to less than 10% of total circuit capacitance, the inherent stability of this particular oscillator will not be noticeably affected. A larger trimmer capacitor might upset the feedback ratio of the circuit and cause instability. This is particularly true at the upper frequencies where close accuracy is important.

One other kit tip before going into the rather detailed explanation of instrument calibration: Some generators do not have a dc isolation capacitor in series with the output lead. Of course, at this point the question, “Why is such a component needed—rf voltages are ac and effectively travel through the capacitor?” is raised.

The answer: Most rf signal generators have a potentiometer, 250,000 ohms or less, connected as a voltage divider to fixed-resistance decade steps of the attenuator switch. If dc isolation is not provided, the first time the alligator clip on the rf cable accidentally touches a hot line in a receiver—smoke! And most of it coming from the signal generator. When that happens, examination usually discloses attenuator resistors split at the seams like dry logs, and the potentiometer, if positioned near ground of the resistance element, burned open. So, when an isolation capacitor is not part of the circuit or kit, install a .05-µf 600-volt tubular in the instrument in series with the rf output to the coax connector and avoid a discouraging mishap.
Facts, figures and procedure:
Because harmonics are as useful during receiver alignment as fundamental frequencies, a brief review of harmonic interpretation may be helpful. As we know but sometimes forget, harmonics are always higher in frequency than a fundamental wave. They sometimes range to usable overtones 300 multiples higher than the fundamental.

Often confused with harmonic radiation are “beat signals,” which are usually the difference frequency between two fundamental frequencies or their harmonics. Beat-frequency oscillations are the result of two fundamentals re-inferring or canceling each other at wavelengths equal to the sum or difference frequencies between them. Beat frequencies also exist between harmonic frequencies or between a fundamental and a harmonic wave.

To emphasize the everyday practicability of using harmonies in ordinary electronic equipment, special FM receivers have been designed so the oscillator’s second harmonic, rather than a higher-frequency fundamental, beats with the incoming FM signal to provide the 10-7-mc frequency for the receiver’s IF’s. This minimizes oscillator problems at higher frequencies. The radiation is reduced at frequencies that might otherwise cause serious TVI problems. And circuit stability is improved because rf leakage at a fundamental “lower” frequency in the oscillator circuit is reduced.

Therefore, harmonics are important and should be tentatively investigated and the results understood. In many instances, it is necessary to use harmonics to align an rf signal generator to often-used fundamentals, as, conversely, harmonics from the generator are often used for checking and alignment purposes. The highest band on more than one VHF signal generator (especially the older ones) is the harmonic of one of the lower bands.

In conclusion a few facts on rf signal generator alignment techniques in general: Each kit or factory-assembled instrument may be expected to present an individual problem of construction and alignment. Many variables are present, probably too numerous to be completely covered in any single article.

As the experienced technician knows, the job of receiver calibration is often one of patience and skill. The finesse required to align a radio or television receiver accurately comes with experience.

The task of a constructor attempting to align an instrument which will be used to align electronic equipment must be even more exacting. Experience will be a contributing factor to success.

Therefore, do not be discouraged easily. The instrument may need new trimmers to replace those worn out from adjustment during alignment, but this is unimportant. The important thing is experience—and it never fails to come to a man determined to re-align his future.

END
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SW PROPAGATION FORECAST

Aug. 15—Sept. 15

By STANLEY LEINWOLL

Mid-August to mid-September is the transition period from summer to fall propagation conditions. In September, the trend toward higher usable daytime frequencies begins, while nighttime frequencies begin to decrease.

Noise levels begin to drop significantly, making long-distance reception in the lower portions of the high-frequency spectrum possible with increasing regularity. In addition, sporadic-E propagation, which has been notable throughout the summer months, also trails off significantly in September.

The tables show optimum frequency in mc for propagation of shortwave signals between locations shown during indicated time periods.

Select the table most suitable for your location, read down the left side to the region in which you are interested, follow the line to the right until you are under the appropriate time. (Time is given in 2-hour intervals from midnight to 10 pm, in local standard time.) This figure is the optimum working frequency, in mc. The best band is the one nearest the optimum working frequency.

For example, a resident of Los Angeles would use the Western USA tables. At noon, PST, signals to and from the Far East would be optimum in the 14-mc band. A radio amateur would, therefore, be most likely to communicate in the 20-meter band, while the listener would first try the 15-mc international broadcast band, and follow this with the 11-mc band.

These tables are designed primarily as a guide; day to day variations in receiving conditions can be considerable. At certain hours, propagation over some paths given may be extremely difficult, or impossible. This will depend on the type of service, antenna characteristics, transmitter power, etc. The curves from which data in the tables are derived are based on an effective radiated power of 10 kw. These curves are representative for the paths given. They are valid from the center of one area to the center of another. Eastern USA-Western Europe data were taken from a Washington, D.C.-Bern, Switzerland, curve. In general, for locations in the northern area of your zone, frequencies will be somewhat lower. On circuits farther south, either transmitting or receiving, frequencies 1 or 2 mc higher than those given will be best.

EASTERN USA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>West Europe</th>
<th>East Europe</th>
<th>Central America</th>
<th>South America</th>
<th>Near East</th>
<th>North Africa</th>
<th>South &amp; Central Africa</th>
<th>Far East</th>
<th>Australia &amp; New Zealand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West Europe</td>
<td>East Europe</td>
<td>Central America</td>
<td>South America</td>
<td>Near East</td>
<td>North Africa</td>
<td>South &amp; Central Africa</td>
<td>Far East</td>
<td>Australia &amp; New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 6 7 10 14 16 16 14 10 8</td>
<td>7 6 7 10 14 14 14 10 10 8</td>
<td>12 10 17 20 20 20 17 13 13 13</td>
<td>14 11 10 14 14 15 15 15 15 14</td>
<td>8 4 7 10 14 15 16 14 14 8</td>
<td>6 6 7 8 14 15 16 16 14 9</td>
<td>10 8 8 13 14 15 16 18 14 10 6</td>
<td>10 8 7 7 10 10 10 13 15 13</td>
<td>10 10 8 10 10 10 12 13 15 15 15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CENTRAL USA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>West Europe</th>
<th>East Europe</th>
<th>Central America</th>
<th>South America</th>
<th>Near East</th>
<th>North Africa</th>
<th>South &amp; Central Africa</th>
<th>Far East</th>
<th>Australia &amp; New Zealand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West Europe</td>
<td>East Europe</td>
<td>Central America</td>
<td>South America</td>
<td>Near East</td>
<td>North Africa</td>
<td>South &amp; Central Africa</td>
<td>Far East</td>
<td>Australia &amp; New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 6 8 10 13 14 15 16 14 10 8</td>
<td>8 8 8 10 14 14 15 15 10 9 9</td>
<td>13 11 10 13 20 20 20 20 15 13</td>
<td>10 9 8 14 14 15 15 15 15 14</td>
<td>8 8 10 10 15 15 15 14 10 9</td>
<td>8 6 7 10 14 14 15 16 14 10 8</td>
<td>10 9 10 14 14 14 15 14 10 10 10</td>
<td>10 8 7 7 10 10 10 14 15 16 15</td>
<td>10 10 8 10 10 10 14 14 16 16 16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WESTERN USA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>West Europe</th>
<th>East Europe</th>
<th>Central America</th>
<th>South America</th>
<th>North Africa</th>
<th>South &amp; Central Africa</th>
<th>Far East</th>
<th>Australia &amp; New Zealand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West Europe</td>
<td>East Europe</td>
<td>Central America</td>
<td>South America</td>
<td>North Africa</td>
<td>South &amp; Central Africa</td>
<td>Far East</td>
<td>Australia &amp; New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 7 10 13 14 14 16 14 10 10</td>
<td>8 7 10 13 14 14 9 9 8 9</td>
<td>10 9 15 19 20 20 20 18 14 12</td>
<td>10 8 17 15 15 15 15 15 15 15</td>
<td>8 6 7 9 15 14 14 13 10 10</td>
<td>8 6 7 13 14 15 16 14 10 10 8</td>
<td>14 10 8 7 9 14 14 14 15 15</td>
<td>8 8 7 8 10 13 14 15 16 16 16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Radio-frequency and propagation manager, Radio Free Europe.
**noise limiter for the HE-20A**

Quiet that CB receiver

By ROBERT L. PURDY

Adding one tube, three capacitors, two resistors and a switch improves the performance of the Lafayette HE-20A, a popular CB unit. The Bishop i.f. noise-limiting circuit you'll be installing will take no more than 2 or 3 hours of your time and will pay dividends of hours of clearer listening.

Most noise-limiting circuits operate on the basis that noise, auto-ignition noise in particular, is a high-amplitude short-duration pulse. If the set is cut off during the pulse, the ear cannot detect the loss of signal, except for a slight drop in volume, and the noise is not heard at all.

The schematic shows the hook-up. The added twin-diode 6AL5 is used as a full-wave shunt type diode limiter and is connected at the primary of the last i.f. transformer in the HE-20A. Heater voltage is taken off pin 3 of the power input receptacle through a 22-ohm 2-watt resistor. The plate resistance of the 6U8-A/6EA8 and the .001-µf capacitor determine the charging rate of the circuit. Bias is determined by the .001-µf capacitor and the resistors in series with it. Opening the switch disables the limited when desired.

The amount of clipping tolerable can be determined experimentally by varying the value of the 270,000-ohm resistors. Increasing their value will increase the clipping. Of course, strong nearby signals will be distorted the most, but you can switch off the limiter when receiving these stations. Where the limiter really goes to work is on weak or distant signals, and often, a signal can be copied that would otherwise be unintelligible.

While the photos show this circuit added to a particular transceiver it should also work well with other CB transceivers and amateur and short-wave receivers.

---

Underchassis view shows the added circuitry in place.

---

Circuit of the noise limiter as added to the HE 20A.
TRAFFIC JAM ahead on SHORT WAVES

Fewer sunspots and more short-wave stations spell trouble for communications men.

By STANLEY LEINWOLL*

The reliability of the high-frequency radio spectrum for long-distance communication is in serious jeopardy. A combination of expanded frequency usage and decreasing spectrum space is increasing interference rapidly in the bands between 3 and 30 mc. Within the next several years, unless remedial action is taken, interference levels will increase fourfold over those that existed several years ago.

Man and nature appear to be conspiring to bring about this deterioration of conditions in the short-wave bands. During the past decade, use of the high-frequency spectrum for international broadcasting has doubled. During the same period, the number of radio amateurs has increased from approximately 90,000 to about a quarter of a million. Use by the military and commercial interests has increased comparably. In the meantime, sunspot activity, which has a direct bearing on the range of frequencies the ionosphere will reflect, has been decreasing steadily toward the low point of the 11-year sunspot cycle.

High-frequency radio signals are propagated over long distances via the ionosphere, a region of ionized gases at a height of from 50 to 250 miles above the surface of the earth. Radio waves striking the ionosphere are reflected and returned to earth the way a mirror reflects light.

The range of frequencies the ionosphere will reflect depends on the intensity of ultraviolet radiation from the sun. The capability of the ionosphere to reflect radio waves, therefore, varies diurnally, from season to season, and geographically, these variations depending upon the relative positions of the earth and the sun.

In addition to these variations, the intensity of ultraviolet light reaching the ionosphere varies over a much longer period. This change is directly related to the number of sunspots on the surface of the sun.

Sunspots are large disturbances on the solar disc. They appear as black spots and are surrounded by whirling masses of hot gas. Although the nature and origin of sunspots are not clearly understood, it is known that they are one of the sources of ultraviolet radiation from the sun.

Sunspots were first recorded by the Chinese more than 2,000 years ago, but it wasn’t until the seventeenth century that Galileo started to make records of the sunspots he observed through his telescope. It was another 200 years before Hendrick Schwabe discovered the sunspot cycle. He had observed the sun on every clear day for close to 20 years, and found that the number of sunspots varied over a wide range. During some years he found the sun virtually covered with spots. During other years scarcely a spot was to be seen. He observed that these changes occurred in a regular manner.

Fig. 1 shows how sunspot activity has varied over the last 100 years. The number of years for a complete cycle—from minimum to maximum and back to minimum again—averages a little over 11 years, and for this reason is called the 11-year sunspot cycle. Over the past 200 years the length of sunspot cycles has varied from 9 to 14 years, the average about 11.1 years.

Influence on the ionosphere

Because the level of solar activity is in constant flux, ultraviolet radiation from the sun is also changing constantly. As a result, the 11-year sunspot cycle is probably the most important factor influencing the way the ionosphere affects long-distance high-frequency radio communication.

Fig. 2 shows a comparison between sunspot number and average noontime critical frequency in the vicinity of Washington, D. C., for the past 20 years. The critical frequency is the highest frequency for which an echo is received when a pulse of radio energy is sent straight up. Since a direct relationship exists between the critical fre-

---

*Radio frequency and propagation manager, Radio Free Europe.
frequency and the range of frequencies the ionosphere can reflect over long-distance circuits, the importance of variations in sunspot activity is further highlighted.

From 1957 through 1959 more sunspots appeared on the sun than ever before recorded. As a result, the range of frequencies the ionosphere could reflect was greater than had ever been observed, and conditions in the 10-, 11-, 13-, 15-, 18- and 16-meter bands were the best in the history of radio.

Fig. 3 shows variations in F-layer critical frequencies at Washington, D. C., in December during sunspot maximum and minimum conditions. Note that during maximum conditions the noontime critical frequency is nearly twice the minimum value. During nighttime hours the variation from high to low sunspot activity is not as influential on critical frequencies as during the day, although it certainly is significant.

Since 1958, the number of spots on the sun has been declining steadily. As a result, conditions in the bands that were best during sunspot maximum have been deteriorating. The 11-meter band is now “dead” and, except for occasional openings, will remain that way for many years to come. With sunspot activity expected to continue moving downward (Fig. 4) for the next several years, conditions in the higher bands will continue to worsen. Although there will be an improvement in the lower bands—49, 75, and 90 meters—the loss in spectrum space in the higher bands will be considerably greater than any corresponding gain in the lower bands because more spectrum space will be lost at the upper end than will be gained at the lower. Also, low-frequency bands double as local broadcasts in tropical areas. During minimums, these local signals travel to the US and cause additional interference. Fig. 5 shows how changes in sunspot activity affect a particular circuit. The New York City—London, England path is a good example. During the winter months of minimum, significant portions of the 9-, 11-, 15-, 17-, 21- and 26-mc international broadcast bands fall below the maximum frequencies usable during sunspot maximum.

Since 1954, when the last sunspot minimum occurred, international broadcasting has grown rapidly. In the European area, which was already heavily saturated with competitive broadcasts in 1954, the number of transmitters as well as total transmitter power has increased significantly, as shown on Fig. 6. This increasing trend shows no sign of abating. Additional transmitters mean more competition for available spectrum space and higher power means increased interference from co-adjacent-channel signals.

The situation becomes ever more serious when we consider Africa where many of the newly developing countries are rapidly adding high-power transmitters, most of which will be in direct competition with European allocations. To make matters even worse for the listener or the radio amateur, there is the ever present problem of Communist jamming. It is estimated that since 1954 over 1,000 jammers have been added to an already massive system which is now estimated to consist of over 2,000 transmitters.

These jammers, operating against the broadcasts of the Free World, add to the problem, not only by directly causing interference, but also by forcing the broadcasters to transmit the same programs on many frequencies simultaneously in an effort to get their message through. Note that the western administrations do not jam.

Possible solutions

In painting this rather grim picture we do not mean to imply that chaos in the high-frequency bands is inevitable, nor that engineers and broadcast technicians are not fully aware of the growing threat to short-wave communications.

Great strides in the field of spectrum conservation on a national as well as an international level have been made. Scientific research is constantly seeking
During a sunspot minimum the solar disc has an almost perfectly clear surface.

Multiple black blotches appear on the sun's surface during maximum sunspot conditions.

new means of using the ionosphere and ionospheric phenomena more efficiently and significant improvements in equipment design, as well as anticipated breakthroughs in the field of space communications, offer considerable hope. (See the author's article "Sporadic-E Opens New Horizons," Radio-Electronics, October, 1961.)

In the field of equipment design, interference has been effectively reduced by improvements in frequency and band width control, the reduction of spurious and harmonic radiation and advances in antenna design. Advances in the fields of information theory, noise filtering and compression and modulation techniques enable more information per kilobyte to be transmitted than ever before.

Some progress has been made by the International Telecommunications Union, working under the United Nations. Last fall, an 11-member panel of experts met in Geneva and made recommendations for alleviating congestion in the high-frequency bands, including replacement of double-sideband transmission systems in the fixed bands with single-sideband, use of directional antenna systems on all long-distance short-wave fixed and broadcast services, reduction of the number of frequencies used simultaneously for high-frequency broadcasting, and transfer of relatively short-range internal broadcast services to the medium-wave or vhf portions of the radio spectrum.

Communications satellites which can provide multi-channel systems in the microwave region are being developed. Such systems would be able to handle levels of communication traffic many times the present levels in the entire short-wave spectrum.

Another approach to solving the problem involves expanding multi-channel long-distance transmission cables such as the trans-Atlantic cables now in operation. The California-Hawaii cable could be extended to the Far East, new cables to Latin America could be laid and eventually US cables could be linked with other systems such as the world-wide British Commonwealth system now being constructed.

Finally, expanding vhf and microwave systems such as those being used in Western Europe would do much to alleviate congestion in the hf bands. Plans for linking the entire Western Hemisphere through such a system were discussed at an international conference held in Mexico City last year, and even the possibility of linking it with Europe and Asia is under serious consideration.

The use of frequencies in the vhf, uhf and microwave ranges, expanded cable facilities, and space communications systems would do much to free desperately needed spectrum space for services which can only utilize the hf bands. Once military and commercial interests were assured of an adequate number of channels outside the short-wave bands, spectrum space for international broadcasting and radio amateurs could be expanded to meet the needs of these rapidly growing services.

Other techniques to maximize efficient use of the hf spectrum are under investigation by those of us engaged in international broadcasting. These include sporadic-E propagation, use of backscatter techniques to determine whether a particular frequency is being heard with sufficient strength in the reception area, use of optimum radiation angles by employing vertically steerable antenna systems in conjunction with backscatter equipment to determine optimum propagation modes and, finally, paralleling transmitters to conserve spectrum space and increase transmitted power.

Radio amateurs also have been doing their part. Increased use of directional antenna systems and SSB equipment, as well as round-robin equipment in which a group of amateurs use a single channel to communicate among themselves, has helped conserve precious spectrum space.

Despite the measures that have been taken to alleviate growing congestion in the short-wave bands, interference levels continue to rise at an alarming rate. We believe that one of the greatest challenges of the 60's will be the solution of the problem of radio spectrum conservation. The problem has been thought out and many possible solutions exist. If we are to avoid communications chaos in the next 5 years, we must take action. We have the tools, but they must be used.

What's Your EQ?

Industrial Problem

This one actually happened to me. The diagram shows part of a sequencing circuit. When the relay operated, the resistor dissipated excessive power—more than 10 times its 1.5-watt rating. The capacitor, resistor and line voltage were all checked and found OK. Meters were connected to measure the current through and the voltage across the 30-ohm resistor. These read close to the expected values of 2.20 ma and 6.6 volts. What explains the excessive heating?—David T. Smith.

Audio Service Stinker

A Healthkit WA-P2 preamp came in with the complaint of lower than normal gain. Measurements showed no voltage on pins 7 and 8 of V1 (see schematic). All resistors and capacitors tested (and were later proved) OK; all voltages on other elements in the preamplifier were within tolerances; the tube was good. What was wrong?—Eric Leslie

Capacitive Cube

As shown, 12 capacitors are connected in a cubical framework. Each has a capacitance of 5 µf. Determine the equivalent capacitance between opposite corners of the network—say between A and G.—Yak Chiang Yuen  END

for answers, see page 83.
SERVICe
CLINIC
By JACK DARR
SERVICE EDITOR

This column is for your service questions. We answer them free of charge and your name and address will be kept confidential if you wish. The main purpose is to help those working in electronics with their problems.

We've changed our target a little and are no longer restricted to TV. Radio, audio and industrial electronics problems are also grist for the mill. All letters get a prompt individual answer and the more interesting ones will be printed here. So if you have a service problem, send it here. We'll do our very best to help you solve it.

ABOUT THE MOST INFORMATIVE SINGLE TEST MEASUREMENT, aside from the B-plus voltage, that can be made when you have high-voltage trouble in a TV set is the boost voltage. If it is OK, the trouble can be pinned down to the high-voltage rectifier or its associated circuitry in almost all cases.

Why? Because the horizontal-output-tube-flyback-yoke-damper combination operates in exactly the same way that the final amplifier stage in a radio transmitter does. It is a high-frequency power output stage working into a tuned load. In a radio transmitter, if the final amplifier tube, power supply and plate tank are OK, but the load—the antenna circuit—is mistuned or defective, circuit constants are upset through the whole final amplifier circuit. This is caused by the unloading of the power amplifier. Plate current drops far below normal and the voltage rises.

The yoke-damper-tube circuit is exactly like this. It forms a tuned circuit resonant around 50-70 kc, depending upon the flyback time constant used by the designer.

If this circuit is OK, the boost voltage will be normal, because the load is still resonant at the proper frequency. Off-value capacitors, shorts between turns in the yoke, lowering the Q, in fact anything that would detune the output load of the flyback, is going to affect the boost voltage. Almost always the efficiency of the circuit will be so far off that the boost will disappear, and we'll measure only the normal B-plus voltage on the damper plate and cathode.

However, and this is the more important application of this test, if boost is normal or almost so, we can say with a good chance of being right that the flyback-yoke-damper tube combination is OK. Our trouble will probably be found in incorrect CRT voltages, a dead high-voltage rectifier, low drive to the horizontal output and troubles of that nature. However, since there is boost, almost the correct amount, our flyback and yoke have a chance of being good. These components, of course, are the most difficult to test without special equipment, and most often suspect.

Therefore, when we find a TV set with almost enough boost but narrow raster, low brightness and similar symptoms, check the other operating constants. For the next most informative test, I believe the horizontal output tube's plate current would win. If it is low, either the B-plus or the tube is weak. If it's too high, either the drive is weak or the coupling capacitor is leaky, screen-grid voltage too low, horizontal linearity control set in the wrong place, and so on.

Like the radio transmitter, the horizontal linearity coil (if any) is a good indicator of conditions in the load circuit. If you can't find a dip in the plate current when adjusting this coil, either the drive signal is off frequency or the load is mistuned—a part which could affect the time constant has failed. This can be checked easily—the first with a scope, by comparison with the horizontal frequency of the video; the second with an ohmmeter and capacitance tester.

**Intermittent blue flashes**

One of my customers complains of intermittent blue flashes on her color TV. Sound and video still OK, but screen goes blue. I figured that the red or green amplifiers or demodulators were going out and changed them. No help.—T. A., New York, N. Y.

Change the blue amplifier. What happens in a black-and-white set if the video amplifier goes out? The screen stays lit up! In other words, the video signal extinguishes a bright raster to make a picture. Same in color TV. With a white raster, we've got all three guns conducting full steam. So, to make a picture, the amplifiers (demods, etc.) have to extinguish the three guns.

If you have trouble in the blue and it can't pass a signal, what's going to happen? It will be unable to cut off the blue gun, and the raster will turn blue. This is due to the blue gun running wide-open all the time. In the sets using X and Y demodulation, if the X demod goes out, you get no red. If the Y demod goes, no blue.

**Yoke adjustments and purity**

I can't get the purity right on the rim of a color tube, on this one set. I've tried all the ring adjustments but I still get contamination all around the rim.—W. L., Butler, Mo.

This sounds like rim-magnet trouble, if the set is one of the older models, or yoke adjustment on any of them. If you'll use a microscope on the dots, you'll see that the purity ring magnets move the dots at the center of the screen around in a circle (Fig. 1) while the yoke adjustment (forward and back on the neck of the tube) causes radial movement.

So, follow the purity-setup adjustment procedure given in the manual for that particular set, although it's about the same for all of them. Roughly converge some white dots in the center of the screen, then set the purity rings for best center purity. (Red screen, blue and green screen controls turned off.) Now, slide the yoke back and forth along the neck until you get the best edge purity. You may have to reset the rings slightly. Keep at it until you get a pure red. Rim magnets, if any, should be fully retracted.

**Centering is the problem**

I'm having trouble getting the picture on a Radio Craftsmen C-201 far enough to the right. If I set the horizontal oscillator far enough to move the picture, it's unstable.—T. D., Worcester, Mass.

DON'T use the horizontal hold for a picture-positioning control! This always results in instability. Set the horizontal oscillator for the most stable position, then move the picture with the positioning magnets on the back of the yoke. If there aren't any on this set, in—
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SPEAKER DISCARDED PERMANENT

to the Fig. 4 shows a curve you might get while hooking up a scope and sweep generator to align a video if strip, for example. By placing the marker alternately at A, B and C, you can tell about where you are.

Fig. 4 shows a curve you might get while hooking up a scope and sweep generator to align a video if strip, for example. By placing the marker alternately at A, B and C, you can tell about where you are.

Sweep gen query

The sweep control on my sweep generator is calibrated from 1 to 10. The manual says it can be swept from 0 to 15 mc. How can I tell what the actual amount of frequency range is? — M. M., Quebec, Canada

The best way to do this, and the way recommended by most test instrument manufacturers, is with an accurate marker signals.

For example, if you want to know how much your sweep generator is covering, connect a demodulator probe from your scope to the output of the sweep generator, displaying a pattern on the screen. Then insert markers (Fig. 3). By checking the marker-generator dial reading when the marker is at A, B and C, you can tell about where you are.

Fig. 4 shows a curve you might get while hooking up a scope and sweep generator to align a video if strip, for example. By placing the marker alternately at A, B and C, you can locate the various frequencies on this curve. Incidentally, if this were a real if strip, your sweep would be set far too narrow. You're not covering enough of the range of the if, as the trace does not return to the baseline at the left.

Fig. 5 shows a sweep generator with the sweep set wide enough to cover all of the actual bandpass of the stage (s) being aligned. (It makes no difference what frequency this sweep is, you'll do the actual identification of frequencies with the markers.) In this case, A indicates the lower limit of the bandpass, B approximately the center, and C the upper limit. To use actual figures, if this were a typical 40-mc if strip, B would be 44.15 mc, near the peak; A would be 41.25 mc, and C would be 47.25 mc. To get the correct figures for the if response curve on a TV set, consult the service data for that set.

Emergency correction magnets

I'm having trouble getting the purity right on a color set with a glass 21/CYP22-A. This set has no rim magnets or other means of making this adjustment. I've degaussed it, and run yoke and ring adjustments several times, but I've still got a couple of tiny areas of contamination near the edge. — P. R., Jersey City, N. J.

If you've tried everything else, and it seems you have, try getting some small pieces of the rubber-covered PM magnet strip used to seal refrigerator doors. You can get this at appliance dealers, etc. Cut off very small pieces of this, and stick them on the bell of the tube, or near the rim, or wherever they're needed. You can adjust the magnetic field by cutting the strip to different lengths. A drop of speaker cement will hold them in place after you find the right adjustment.

Unstable sync

When I adjust the horizontal drive control in a DuMont 340, the sync becomes unstable if I set the control to remove the drive line. Sometimes the raster collapses momentarily. — J. H., Grand Forks, N. D.

This trouble probably lies in the drive control itself. A dirty contact on the slider, or a burnt spot on the control has caused some trouble like this in the past. When you replace the control, reverse it, as shown in inset, in the box in Fig. 6. Some factory technicians claim that this gives better life to such controls. The current flows from brass to carbon instead of from carbon to brass.

Use a vtvm and set the dc grid voltage on the 6CD6 to about —65. This will check the action of the drive control, too. This voltage should rise and fall smoothly if the control is not damaged.

END
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By ROBERT W. CARR

LAST TIME WE SURVEYED THE MANY types of microphones available, split them into groups and discussed their operation, advantages and disadvantages. This time we'll go a step further and talk about some of the more important aspects of selecting a microphone for a particular job.

Over the years, particular mikes have been associated with particular duties. But a glance over the characteristics of the various types shows a lot of overlapping. Modern technology has put most of the common types on an equal footing, particularly from the viewpoint of frequency response and directivity. However, other factors may prevent you from using any microphone for any job.

Many microphones have a frequency response that might seem questionable for general use. However, in particular applications, this seemingly unsuitable characteristic can be very desirable indeed. The classic example is the microphone used for mobile communications. Here wide frequency response is definitely not wanted. Instead, we use a mike with a limited frequency response designed for high speech intelligibility.

Impedance

While this property has been mentioned with the microphone characteristics, its importance when selecting a microphone has not been emphasized. Space does not permit a detailed explanation, but it should not be left without at least a few general observations:

1. The ultimate impedance of a microphone line should always match the input impedance of the system in which the microphone is used.

2. As a general rule, low-impedance microphones should be used if cables are longer than 20-25 feet.

3. Where high-impedance microphones are to be used with long cables, or where a variable-impedance microphone is available but the amplifier is high-impedance only, most firms offer transformers to match the mike to the line.

Directional microphones

Our ears and our brain combine to form a truly remarkable computer system which allows us to hear—to interpret sound for communication, to evaluate, to enjoy sound, to measure and compare. But even more remarkable, this combination lets us select exactly what we want to hear out of a welter of other voices or sounds. As microphones were refined, it became apparent that, while the microphone system could be made to hear very well indeed, it did not have the ability to listen. One of the more common examples of this distinction is found in the use of home tape recorders. Many of us are familiar with the experience of recording the voices of friends in the living room and, upon playback, hearing various remarks on the marvelous sensitivity of the system. "That machine is wonderful. You can hear everything that's going on in the kitchen." Unfortunately, this sensitivity to extraneous sounds only means that the machine's ability to hear is much more acute than its ability to listen.

The closest substitute for this far-from-understood property of our nervous system has proved to be the directional microphone. While it cannot choose the sounds which it wishes to hear, it can choose the direction from which it will hear and be made to favor sounds coming from one or two directions and discriminate against those coming from others. This substitute for listening has been successful enough to permit the directional microphone to become the basic tool in PA systems, recording and radio and television broadcasting.

Directional microphones can be divided into two principal categories:

1. Unidirectional (Cardioid, supercardioid)

As its name implies, a unidirectional microphone picks up sounds mainly from one direction and discriminates against those coming from elsewhere. This property allows pointing the microphone at the desired source of sound so that other sounds in the locale are effectively reduced in level.

This characteristic is very familiar in PA applications for the reduction of background noise, and also of the annoying acoustical hazard known as feed-
Hints on Reducing Hum...

In high fidelity sound systems... and in many kinds of commercial and industrial electronic equipment... reduction of 60-cycle hum is one of the toughest problems that a technician has to tackle. Most hum comes from 60-cycle voltage sneaking into the signal circuit. There are, of course, many well-known precautions that should be observed... using shielded or coax cable between major components, keeping cables short especially in the low-level portion of the system, making sure connectors are tight. Here are some other thoughts that may be useful.

Power supplies in sound systems... hi-fi or commercial... generally operate at higher temperatures than those encountered in radio or TV. So it pays to be particular about filter capacitors. It pays to use electrolytics rated at 85° C. Those rated at only 65° C start to run into trouble. Then too, because of the added heat, the vent construction is important. In other words, "How good is the seal?" Our tip is to always use Mallory FP-WP electrolytics... voltage ratings are conservative and dependable... they have excellent stability at high temperature... and they all have etched cathode construction. This latter is extremely important in avoiding hum. We covered the reasons in a previous TIP (remember?).

Here's another source of hum... filament circuits. Many of the highest quality sound systems use a DC filament supply in the preamplifier. It's easy to add this refinement to any system. All you'll need is a Mallory FW-50 “packaged” silicon rectifier circuit. It's encapsulated in a tiny plastic block and takes up very little space. Simply connect the FW-50 to the circuit, add a WP-042 electrolytic and filament hum disappears permanently. If you want more specific information, write and ask us.

Another tip: call on your Mallory Franchised Distributor for prompt service, at sensible prices, on Mallory capacitors, switches, silicon rectifiers, controls, and batteries... and for any other parts you may need.
back.† Since the speakers are generally located somewhere other than the performer’s side of the microphone, unidirectional microphones tend to prevent this disturbance by reducing the volume of the signal as it re-enters the system.

In the recording and broadcasting fields, the unidirectional microphone is commonly used for separating various parts of a group or various sections of a stage, and reducing overall noise pickup—the sounds of working crews, audience noises, etc.

Unidirectional microphones are available in a wide range of prices and in such generic types as crystal, ceramic, dynamic, condenser and ribbon.

2. Bidirectional (cosine)
   This microphone type is aptly named—it accepts sound mainly from two directions. Sounds produced in the plane perpendicular to the axis of the desired sounds will be reduced just as sound is reduced at the rear of the unidirectional microphone.

Surprisingly enough, the ability to reduce overall noise is exactly the same as with the unidirectional microphone. Also, the bidirectional microphone is actually more directional in its area of pickup than the conventional unidirectional.

The unique properties of this type of microphone have made it an invaluable tool in some PA applications: for example, in a situation where the loudspeakers are located at the sides of, or above, the stage. Its properties have also been very useful in the field of recording and broadcasting for overall background noise reduction and for good isolation with a performer or group

†This disturbance occurs when sound picked up by the microphone is amplified, radiated from the speakers and somehow returned to the microphone to be re-amplified and redistributed until the resulting oscillation grows to a point where it completely dominates the sound system.

Working in each pickup area, the bidirectional microphone is primarily available in the ribbon type, although some capacitor microphones have provision for bidirectional use.

The detailed comparison between the nondirectional (omnidirectional) microphone and directional types (represented by the pick-up pattern charts and table of properties) may help to visualize better the effect of directional microphones.

Another general characteristic of directional microphones is the tendency to increased low-frequency response as the performer works closer to the microphone, particularly at distances under 2 feet. As a performer draws very near the mike, the effect is quite noticeable. Although this effect is sometimes considered useful in imparting a manly voice quality, it is more often considered undesirable and the resulting sound is classified as "boomy". To minimize this, some microphones (particularly in the higher price ranges) are equipped with a control commonly known as a "Voice-Music" switch. In the "Voice" position, the lower frequencies are rolled-off so the resulting response for very close usage is approximately the same as the normal low-frequency response. For clarity, such a control might be more appropriately named a "near-far" switch.

Before leaving the subject of directional microphones, let us consider briefly some special-purpose types available.

One such is a special case of the unidirectional microphone, featuring a more highly directive pickup pattern than any of the examples previously described. At least two basic forms of this type are available: with higher directivity occurring primarily at higher frequencies, or with a highly directional characteristic essentially uniform over the entire frequency range. These microphones fill a definite need, especially in situations involving unusually high background noise. Some limitations in costs, size and performance characteristics, however, prevent their classification as generally useful.

Another interesting and helpful type is the noise-reducing (differential) class. These microphones favor nearby
Highly directional dynamic mike for professional applications.

Choosing a microphone
If the discussion of microphone types and properties has so far seemed confusing, it is due partly to the fact that there is such a great variety. To bring some order out of the confusion, the following approach is suggested as a guide to decision.

A. Know what you expect the microphone to do
This point may sound very basic, but it is a key to selecting a microphone. Facts and premises are necessary to the solution of a problem, and a useful tool in collecting and assorting facts is the inquiring mind. Here are some questions which should be asked and answered in making a satisfactory choice:

1. What are the conditions of use? For example, is feedback likely to be a problem? Will there be a noticeable amount of background noise? What is the amplifier input? Is the amplifier near to or far from the microphone? Is the performer likely to work close to the microphone? Is the location indoors or outdoors? Is the microphone likely to receive substantial abuse?

2. What response characteristic is desired?
Does the application require extreme fidelity of reproduction? Does it require optimum speech intelligibility? Is the application specialized (amateur radio, vehicular or marine communication system)? Can some response be sacrificed to achieve another more desirable characteristic, etc.

3. What price should I pay?
This question should be both last and least. In most cases, the microphone is a small part of the cost of the system in which it is used, but it is basic to the performance of the entire system. A representative question which should be asked is, "Can I afford not to buy the microphone which I feel will do the job?"

B. Know what is available
Having read this far, you now have some idea of the types and combinations available. Manufacturers' literature will define specifications, prices and special features for each of these types and combinations, and a representative question which should be asked is, "Can I afford not to buy the microphone which I feel will do the job?"

C. Make the choice
We define the sum of 2 and 3 as 4, and 3 is obviously not enough while 5 is more than required. The same reasoning applies to the final selection of a microphone for a certain application. An inadequate choice has a poor chance for satisfactory performance. However, overbuying may be, not only economically unwise, but, in some applications, detrimental to the final result desired.

An understanding of what the microphone should do and which microphones are available to meet the particular requirement will provide a high degree of assurance for a wise and successful choice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIRECTIONAL PROPERTIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Unidirectional effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Front-to-back reduction (on axis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Random energy efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Distance factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Pickup angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. db down</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Pickup reduction of back half compared to front half. Useful in auditorium work for determining reduction of reverberant feedback or audience noise.
2. Pickup reduction at 180° compared to 0°. Used in conjunction with polar response shape gives indication of how microphone may be used for separation.
3. Reduction in pickup of overall ambient noise. Compared to omnidirectional. Indicates ability to discriminate against surrounding noise, especially in a studio or a reverberant room.
4. Increase in performer-to-microphone distance over omnidirectional due to directional properties (for same ambient noise and reverberant pickup). indicates possible advantage in performer freedom or group arrangement by using directional types when omnidirectional would just get by.
5. Included angle around microphone front for a 6 db down at ends. Used for determining group size or performer movement practical for a certain microphone, or for estimating separation properties.
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how will your success in electronics compare with this man's?

Will you have a rewarding career, like Richard S. Conway? Or will you never get beyond a routine job? It's up to you.

LET'S LOOK AT THE FACTS. There's something wonderful about understanding how a circuit works or what a filter capacitor does. If you've ever fixed a TV set, built a radio or used a voltmeter, you've tasted the thrills of electronics.

This excitement may have led you to a job in electronics. But the glamour fades if you are stuck in the same job year after year. You'll be bored with routine and unhappy about prospects for future earnings. You'll discover, as have many men, that simply working in electronics does not assure a good future.

If electronics is the "field of opportunity," how is this possible? No question about it, electronics offers many opportunities, but only to qualified men. In any career field, it is how much you know that counts. This is particularly true in the fast moving field of electronics. The man without thorough technical education doesn't advance. Even men with intensive military technical training find their careers can be limited in civilian electronics.

ADVANCED TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE IS THE KEY to success in electronics. If you have a practical knowledge of current engineering developments, if you understand "why" as well as "how," you have what employers want and pay for. With such qualifications, you can expect to move ahead.

CREI OFFERS YOU, for study at home, a complete program in electronic engineering technology designed to prepare you for a rewarding, well-paying career in electronics. CREI equips you with a practical working knowledge of advanced and up-to-date electronic developments that will put you on the level of specialization where men are most in demand.

CREI MEN LIKE RICHARD S. CONWAY hold positions as associate engineers, engineering aides, field engineers, project engineers and technical representatives. They work in every area of electronics, from manufacturing to research.

WHEN YOU ENROLL IN A CREI HOME STUDY PROGRAM, you study courses to which a number of today's leading engineers and scientists have made substantial contributions. You are guided and assisted by CREI's staff of experienced instructors. You study texts that are specifically prepared for home study use.
EMPLOYERS GIVE YOU SPECIAL CONSIDERATION for advancement with CREI Home Study preparation. Quality Control Manager Ray V. Smith of Wilcox Electric Co. explains this to CREI alumnus Conway.

INCREASE YOUR PROFESSIONAL STANDING. A CREI Home Study Program helps you gain new authority and respect. Examining a complex installation with Conway is R. M. Soldanels, a technician at Wilcox Electric Co. who is currently studying a CREI Program at home.

INCREASE YOUR PROFESSIONAL STANDING. A CREI Home Study Program helps you gain new authority and respect. Examining a complex installation with Conway is R. M. Soldanels, a technician at Wilcox Electric Co. who is currently studying a CREI Program at home.

Through CREI, you have a choice of programs covering every field of electronics:
- RADAR
- COMPUTERS
- SERVOMECHANISMS
- INSTRUMENTATION
- AERONAUTICAL AND NAVIGATIONAL
- COMMUNICATIONS
- TELEVISION
- AUTOMATION AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
- NUCLEAR ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

Programs are available for men, such as engineers, who already have extensive technical knowledge, as well as for men with limited technical training or experience.

THE HIGH CALIBRE OF A CREI HOME STUDY EDUCATION is attested to by America’s biggest corporations, where CREI students and alumni attain positions ranging from engineering technicians to engineers to top officials. Such companies are National Broadcasting Company, Pan American Airways, Federal Electric Corporation, The Martin Company, Northwest Telephone Company, Mackay Radio, Florida Power and Light and many others. They not only recognize CREI Home Study educational qualifications but often pay all or part of CREI tuition for their employees.

CREI HOME STUDY PROGRAMS are the product of 35 years of experience. Each program has been developed with the same painstaking skill and care that CREI put into its electronics courses for the Army Signal Corps, its special radio technician courses for the Navy, and its group training programs for leading aviation and electronics companies. For those who can attend classes in person, CREI maintains a Residence School in Washington, D.C.

PREPARE FOR A SECURE FUTURE in electronics with a CREI Home Study Program. Richard Conway is shown relaxing in his yard with his children. CREI helped further his career, increase his income.

YOUR WHOLE FAMILY SHARES YOUR SUCCESS. Living is better for everyone when you get promotions and advancements through CREI Home Study. Above, Mrs. Conway and their two children, Cynthia and David, share Richard Conway’s success.

You can qualify for a CREI Program, if you have basic knowledge of radio or electronics and are a high school graduate or the equivalent. If you meet these qualifications, write for FREE 58-page book describing CREI Programs and career opportunities in advanced electronic engineering technology—new edition is just off the press. Use coupon provided, or write to:

The Capitol Radio Engineering Institute
Founded 1927
Dept. 1409-K, 3224 Sixteenth St., N.W.
Washington 10, D.C.
AGC analyzer

By ROBERT F. SCOTT
TECHNICAL EDITOR

NEW TEST INSTRUMENTS ARE CONSTANTLY being developed and older basic types modified to speed up and improve the technician's service techniques. Surprisingly often, he is unaware of the latest developments in equipment and servicing procedures and does not realize how they can save him time and money.

This article describes the circuitry and application of the Winston model 825 dynamic agc analyzer and the Paco G-32 TV and FM sweep generator and marker adder.

AGC analyzer

The age system can be considered the heart of a TV receiver. When it is defective or improperly adjusted, it can produce trouble symptoms that lead the unknowing service technician into spending needless hours checking the tuner, sync, video, sound and if sections of the set.

Some of the more common symptoms that may be caused by age defects are: Poor vertical sync on strong signals. Tearing at the edges of the picture or strong signals. Sync on video buzz often accompanied by a dark picture. Poor response to weak signals. Negative picture. Picture contrast poor and washed out or gray on strong signals.

Since a defective age system can simulate troubles in other parts of a TV set, it is good practice always to check the age circuit first when the defect is not obvious. The busy technician will find that the Win-Tronics model 825 analyzer speeds age servicing by combining the various tests and special equipment into one convenient instrument. You can run through the four tests that may be required to pin point an age defect in about the time required to round up the bias box, vtvm and rf generator required to perform equivalent tests.
The circuit of the 825 is shown in Fig. 1. The analyzer consists of four sections: an rf signal generator to feed a test signal into the set's front end; a bias box for age substitution and clamping; an ohmmeter for checking the age system for shorts and continuity, and a vtm for measuring age bias, keying pulse amplitude and dc voltages up to 300.

**Circuit analysis**

The rf oscillator (VI-b) provides a wide range of rf signal voltages needed to check age operation at various signal levels. The rf attenuator (RF STANDARD SIGNAL control) varies the output from 0 to 500,000 microvolts. The generator is preset to channel 2 but can be returned to channels 3 or 4 to provide the vacant channel needed when checking age performance on weak signals.

V2-b, a 15-kc blocking oscillator, modulates VI-b and provides a keying or gating pulse for keyed age circuits. VI-a is a zero-center dc vtm with 15-0-15 volt 300-0-300 volt ranges for age monitoring and general dc circuit testing. When FUNCTION selector S2 is turned to P-P OR RMS VOLTS, peak-to-peak detector V2-a is switched in so the meter reads 800 volts peak to peak for checking keyer pulse amplitude, or 250 volts rms for general ac measurements.

With the switch in the OHMS position, the 825 becomes an ohmmeter with a range of 0 to 10 megohms for checking age circuits for leakage, shorts and opens.

**Using the analyzer**

Once you've used the 825 a few times, you can check out age circuits in a TV chassis about as fast as you can move the test prods from one point to another and read the meter. Our first step is to monitor the age test point or source while switching the set between strong and weak channels. We check the picture for tearing, overloading and poor sync on strong signals and snow and washed-out pictures on weak signals. If any of these symptoms are seen, we run the bias test lead to the age line and try to correct the trouble with the dc bias control. If external bias corrects the difficulty, the trouble is in the age circuit. We then move the voltmeter test lead along the age line, checking age voltage at each stage.

Our next step is to disconnect the bias supply, pull the line plug on the receiver and discharge the first age filter capacitor. Next, we switch the FUNCTION selector to OHMS and connect the meter test leads between ground and the age test point or source. The meter's AGC CONTINUITY scale shows whether the age line is shorted or open. Generally, the minimum resistance to ground is around 50,000 ohms. If the line is shorted or open, we check the resistance of each component in the age circuit.

The P-P OR RMS position is used when checking keyed age circuits. Tune in a picture and use the voltmeter to measure the pulses on the agc keyer plate. Normal peak-to-peak voltage is approximately twice the dc voltage on the keyer screen grid. The pulses generally run from 300 to 500 volts peak to peak.

If pulse amplitude is normal, we switch to the 300-0-300 volt range. The meter should show a small negative voltage. If the plate is positive, we check for a shorted or leaky coupling capacitor between the keyer plate and a winding on the flyback transformer. As a final step, we use the 300-volt range to check the keyer's cathode and screen-grid voltages with those listed in the set manufacturer's service data.

Our clean-up operation is to use the 825's rf generator to test age operation for a wide range of signals. We use the voltmeter's 15-0-10 range to monitor the age voltage at the source or test point. Then, with the rf generator feeding the set's antenna terminals, we set the rf attenuator to the center of its range and adjust the set's horizontal hold control to sync with the 15-kc modulation in the pattern. Varying the rf attenuator through its range shows the age action for all signal levels. When the system is working properly, age voltage rises rapidly as the attenuator is turned through its low, sector, starts to level off in the medium sector and saturates and levels off in the high sector of the control.

**Paco sweep generator**

Like most present-day FM-TV sweep generators, the Paco G-32 is designed around the Incredutor—a variable-frequency saturable inductor. The basic Incredutor consists of a two-part toroidal magnetic-core assembly with control and signal windings. The control winding is wound as two coils on the legs of a U-shaped laminated core. The signal windings—are used as the coils in a Colpitts oscillator—are wound on ferrite cores fastened across the open end of the U.

When current passes through the control winding, it varies the magnetic flux of the assembly and decreases the permeability of the ferrite cores in the signal coils. This reduces the inductance of the signal coils and increases the oscillator frequency.

The basic oscillator using the Incredutor is shown in Fig. 2. The control winding and its core are shown at right angles to the signal winding and its core to indicate zero magnetic coupling and complete freedom from transformer action between the two sets of

(Continued on page 78)
G-E SEPT TUNE-UP SPECTAC

8 G-E WORLD SERIES FEATURES

ON THE NBC TODAY SHOW

Full Lineup of 155 Local Stations
Covers 95% of U. S. Audience

Joe Garagiola hosts sports personalities on this timely show. Mel Allen, with unique "Test Pattern Commercial," sells immediate need for your service to your customers through your local station. Starts Sept. 10.

These commercials direct viewers to your name, address and phone number in your local TV Guide.

SEE AD AT RIGHT

FULL-PAGE AD PLUS YOUR NAME, ADDRESS, PHONE NUMBER IN SEPTEMBER 29 ISSUE OF YOUR LOCAL TV GUIDE

This hard-hitting ad sells your professional repair and maintenance service . . . refers to local TV Tune-Up Commercials on TODAY show . . . directs customers to you through your name and address listing in your local edition.

See ad at right
EMBER

3-part program sells immediate need for your service before & during World Series

ULAR

* COMPLETE PROMOTION AND DISPLAY KIT

TV GUIDE RECIPE BOOK
First time available—this exclusive collection of recipes as featured in TV Guide, plus professional tips for TV viewing enjoyment. Unique new premium is yours exclusively, helps you build goodwill and the need for your services.

G-E reporter, Roland Kempton, tells how September Tune-Up Spectacular

BUILDS BUSINESS FOR YOU 3 WAYS

1. Your customers prove to themselves the need for a tune-up and repair.
2. Through local television, local TV Guide and promotion materials.
3. In your city, your neighborhood, with your customers and prospects, you cash in on this TV TUNE-UP SPECTACULAR.

SEPTEMBER TUNE-UP SPECTACULAR is your campaign. It's easy to tie in. Proven effective. No red tape. Get full details from your G-E tube distributor, now. Names of participating dealers must be in by August 27. General Electric Company, Distributor Sales, Electronic Components Division, Room 1748C, Owensboro, Ky.

Progress Is Our Most Important Product

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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windings. The lowest signal frequency occurs with the tuning capacitor fully meshed and no current flow in the control coil. The highest is reached at the point where the core saturates. When ac or varying dc is applied to the control winding, the signal winding's inductance decreases in relation to the current. Thus, the oscillator's frequency can be swept by varying the current in the control winding.

The dc bias voltage applied to the control winding is adjusted so the center frequency of the sweep corresponds to the frequency setting of the tuning dial. Thus, when ac is superimposed on the bias, the oscillator frequency swings above and below the frequency indicated on the dials. The sweep width is determined by the ac voltage applied to the control winding.

The G-32 circuit

The sweep generator's tuning ranges are 3 to 7, 6 to 14, 13 to 33, 35 to 85 and 80 to 213 mc on fundamentals. Sweep width is continuously variable and ranges from zero to 3 mc on the lowest band to 30 mc on the highest. A marker-adder circuit superimposes marker frequencies on the receiver's response curve so the markers are not affected by its tuning characteristics.

The schematic of the G-32 is shown in Fig. 3. V1 is a 6BQ7-A twin triode FM oscillator and cathode follower. The FM oscillator (V1-b) uses a five-band In creeker covering from 3 to 213 mc. The signal coils are connected in series across the tuning capacitor on the lowest range. As we switch to higher ranges, coils are progressively shorted out until the inductance on the highest range consists of two copper strips and the switch.

On the lowest range, a tapped coil is switched into the circuit. The tap is chosen for rf through R16 and C5. This rf ground improves the performance of a Colpitts oscillator at low frequencies. This rf network and R15-C4 eliminate unwanted phase shift that occurs when the inductance of the signal windings is varied at a 60-cycle rate.

The dc bias for the control winding is obtained from a small selenium rectifier operating off the power line. Bias current is adjusted so the resting frequency is midway between the frequencies obtained with zero bias and saturation current. On band E (80-213 mc) bias current is limited by R18. On the other bands it is determined by R17, R18 and the setting of R19. The sweep width control sets the amount of 60-cycle ac fed to the control winding.

V1-a is a cathode follower feeding the 50-ohm output network consisting of variable and step attenuators. The signals are tapped off the arm of the output control and fed to the output terminal through a 20-db-per-step output attenuator.

The oscillator is disabled during the negative half of the 60-cycle sweep to blank out the return trace and provide a base line for the response curve. This is done by simultaneously driving the oscillator grid highly negative and reducing the plate voltage. The oscillator grid is direct-coupled to the blanker plate through isolating network R14-C6. The blanker cathode is connected to a voltage divider across half the secondary on the power transformer. When its cathode is positive with respect to the plate, blanker V2-a is cut off and V1-b develops normal operating bias across its 4,700-ohm grid resistor (R13).

As the blanker cathode swings negative, the diode conducts and develops a negative voltage across R14 and R13. The drop across R13 is sufficient to cut off the oscillator.

The negative pulse at V2-a's plate is capacitance-coupled to the two-stage agc amplifier. The amplified negative pulse appears at the plate of the second agc amplifier (V2-b) and the grid of V4. V4 is a series type voltage regulator supplying B-plus voltage to the oscillator plate. The negative pulse from the agc amplifier biases V4 to cutoff and removes plate voltage from the oscillator. Thus, the oscillator is cut off.
ANOTHER PRECISION SERVICE TIP FOR YOU.

PRECISION PETE

"IT'S AN OPEN AND SHORT CASE"

OM, PETE, MY TRANSISTOR RADIO DOESN'T WORK AND THE BALL GAME HAS ALREADY STARTED!

MAX, HAND ME MY PRECISION IC-60 IN-CIRCUIT CAPACITOR TESTER.

SURE, PETE!

THANKS TO MY PRECISION IC-60 I CAN SEE THAT MARRIS ISN'T THE ONLY ONE TO MAKE A HIT... THANKS TO MY PRECISION IC-60!

THE IC-60 TESTS CAPACITORS IN TUNERS, CONVERTERS, IF STRIPS, POWER SUPPLIES AND SYNC AND OUTPUT STAGES AS WELL AS ALL OTHER CIRCUITS. THAT'S TECHNICAL JARGON, MISS LOVELY. MEANS THAT MY ASSOCIATE AND I WILL HAVE YOUR SET READY IN A JIFFY.

RIGHT, MAX. FIRST, I'LL TEST FOR OPEN CERAMICS. MMMM, THAT ONE IS BAD. NOW FOR SHORTS, THIS ONE WILL HAVE TO BE REPLACED, TOO. AS FOR THE ELECTROLYTICS, THEY ALL MEASURE NORMAL IN-CIRCUIT CAPACITANCE. NOTHING WRONG THERE.

FREE SERVICE BULLETIN:

SERVICEMEN: FIND OUT THE SCORE ON TIME-SAVING SERVICE TIPS WITH THE PRECISION IC-60. WRITE FOR BULLETIN N-101. IT'S FREE!

PRECISION APPARATUS CO., INC.
70-31 84 ST., GLENDALE 27, NEW YORK
ALL PRECISION TEST EQUIPMENT GUARANTEED FOR ONE FULL YEAR.

$32.95 ALSO AVAILABLE IN KIT FORM AS PACO MODEL C-25: $19.95
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www.americanradiohistory.com
Build the finest professional color TV Set ever designed

WITH COLORED TV KITS

by TRANSMISSION ELECTRONICS, Inc.

"Deluxe" Color Chassis with controls mounted on panel in a vertical position.

Curved wall Installation of "Deluxe" Color Chassis with horizontal controls separated from chassis.

This Color TV Kit is designed around the most expensive, thoroughly engineered and newest RCA TV Color Receiver. Transmission has added improvements, features, and heavy-duty parts to this RCA licensed receiver in order to accommodate those who seek better quality than is commercially available.

WITH or WITHOUT REMOTE CONTROL

All critical circuitry is wired, aligned, and pre-tested by RCA. Anyone can assemble—no special knowledge required. Buy Assembly Manual and See Easy, Complete Instructions.

Exclusive Features: All controls are mounted separately from chassis for flexibility in custom installation. Only the finest quality oversized, extra-heavy-duty parts are used for long, trouble-free use, and they are FULLY GUARANTEED for ONE FULL YEAR.

The 21" Color Tube is RCA's newest and best tube. The safety glass is bonded to the tube face to reduce reflections and eliminate dust accumulation. NEVER OBSCURE—Your Transvision TV Color Kit is always up-to-date because circuit improvements in Kit form are passed on to the Kit builder as they occur.

Buy on Installment Plan. PAY AS YOU WIRE: $50 gets you started on this fascinating TV Color Kit project.

CHOICE OF MODELS:

- With Hi-Fidelity Sound System, complete with Color Tube
- With Special Circuit (no audio) for connecting into your Hi-Fi System, complete with Color Tube

$49.00.

Remote Control optional $65.00 additional.

Also available as WIRED CHASSIS. Full line of Cabinets.

START NOW—MAIL THIS COUPON.

[Blank coupon with details for ordering]

ASK ABOUT Group SUBSCRIPTION RATES to RADIO-ELECTRONICS

FREE Catalog

OF THE WORLD'S FINEST ELECTRONIC GOV'T SURPLUS BARGAINS

HUNDREDS OF TOP QUALITY ITEMS—Radio, Transistors, Microwaves, Inverters, Power Supplies, Motors, Phonos, Antennas, Receivers, Transformers, Amplifiers, Receivers, Control Boxes, Dynamometers, Test Equipment, Motors, Switches, Cables, Keyers, Chokes, Transformers, Radios, Radios, etc., etc. Send for Free Catalog—Dept. 90.

FAIR RADIO SALES
2133 ELIDA RD. • Box 1105 • LIMA, OHIO

VISIT US AT THE NEW YORK RTY'S SHOW, OCT. 3-7

ENGINEERING B.S. DEGREE IN SCIENCE MATH

U.S. NEEDS 50,000 NEW ENGINEERS A YEAR! EARN ACCREDITED B.S. DEGREE IN SCIENCE or ENGINEERING IN 36 MONTHS—year-round program optional. 27-month engineering diploma also available. Classes start September, January, March, June. QUALITY EDUCATION. Graduates employed throughout the U.S. and foreign countries. Government approved for veteran training. Students from 39 states, 40 countries, 25 countries. Government approved for training. Accredited by NLH. RADAR, ELECTRONICS, PHYSICS, ENGINEERING, MECHANICAL ENGINEERING departments. Employment help provided. SAVE TIME AND MONEY.
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Transverter powers Mobile Gear

By OLIVER WILLIAMS and EDMUND P. KELLY, Jr.*

Line ac or 12 volts dc, your mobile radio keeps right on working

With the increased use of mobile electronic equipment, especially for CB radio, need for a compact, easily transported power supply has increased. We have designed a unit that permits the use of mobile equipment with either a 12-volt dc power source or the home-side 117-volt ac power line.

While some available equipment contains a power supply that will work with both power sources, most electronic gear is built to operate from only one. Therefore, we felt that a moderate-price, portable power supply with a high power output, would have many applications. CB, amateur and other fixed-station radio operators, as well as PA technicians could find it useful.

Such a unit is described in this article. Starting with a specially designed transformer, the Stancor P-8195, we built a transistor power supply that weighs less than 8 lb (Fig. 1). It consists of the P-8195 transformer mounted on top of a 6 x 5 x 4-inch chassis with all other components, except transistors and heat sinks, under the chassis. The entire unit, including transformer and heat sinks, measures 8 x 8½ x 5 inches.

The unit packs a tremendous amount of power for its size. It will handle any equipment with power requirements up to 280 volts dc, at 150 ma. This means it will cover the majority of mobile audio and rf applications. All popular tube types, such as 6A9Q, 12AQ5, 6V6, 12V6GT, 12BY7, 5763, as well as any other tubes whose power requirements are 280 volts dc at 150 ma or less, can be handled.

The transverter is intended to provide excellent service under rugged conditions. It could be made at a somewhat lower cost by eliminating some of its features. However, we felt this would be false economy, since mobile equipment...

*Stancor Electronics, Inc.

Fig. 1—Circuit of the 2-transistor transverter.

1-transverter transformer; primaries: 12 volts dc, 117 volts ac, 60 cycles; secondaries: 280 volts dc, 150 ma, 12.6 volts ac, 3 amps (Stancor P-8195)

V1, V2—2N627

Fuseholders (1/8-fuse fuse 34001 or equivalent) (2)
Terminal board (Cinch-Jones K-1401C or equivalent)
Heat sinks (Motorola 5763 or equivalent) (2)
Aluminum bars, 7/2 x 1/2 x 1/6-inch (2)
Aluminum bar, 3/4 inch square (see text)
Chassis box, 6 x 5 x 4 inches
Battery clips (2)
Miscellaneous hardware
must work under severe operating conditions.

All smaller components are fastened to a separate mounting board (Fig. 2). This keeps the components securely anchored so they will not work loose or be damaged by vibration from movement of the vehicle. It also permits mounting all components vertically for best ventilation and cooling. In addition, this technique eliminates the need for insulating most of the component leads.

Another important feature of the unit is the input plug. When the supply is used with 117 volts ac, the transistors must be out of circuit. Otherwise they will be burned out. While an on-off switch or simple rotary switch could do this, the safety of the transistors would depend upon the operator remembering to throw the switch. With the plug and socket arrangement we use, the operator must automatically disconnect the transistors from the circuit when he plugs the 117-volt line cord into the transverter. Conversely, the transistors are reconnected when the 12-volt line cord is plugged into the input socket. If the wrong socket is inserted, no connection is made, and the circuit cannot be damaged.

**Construction notes**

Ventilation is very important. For this reason, holes are drilled around the transformer in the chassis top. It is important that the base of the power supply be raised from the mounting surface to permit free flow of air through the unit. We used two aluminum bars, each 1/8 inch thick by 7/8 inches long to lift the chassis away from the mounting surface and to provide a means of fastening the unit in place. This technique can be modified to suit your particular installation problem but the chassis must be raised from the mounting surface to permit adequate ventilation. The unit is self-ventilating since the normal heat of the transformer creates enough of an updraft to pull the air through the metal chassis.

Aluminum bar stock, 3/8 inch square, is available from many hardware stores. A length was bolted to the bottom of the chassis to provide additional strength and to support the mounting bars. If desired, use the same square stock for the mounting bars. The perforated metal bottom plate is not essential. However, some sort of protective device for the chassis base is advisable, particularly if the unit will be moved frequently.

Construction is extremely simple. Wiring should take about an hour. The largest amount of time will be spent drilling the chassis.

The terminal-board layout is shown in Fig. 2. It is fastened to the chassis with 6-32 by 2 1/4-inch round-head machine screws with 1 1/8-inch spacers made of metal tubing slipped over them. Put washers on each side of the terminal-board mounting holes and a lockwasher under the nut. Lockwashers must be used with every bolt in the unit to keep them from loosening due to vibration. Drill a hole between the two smaller washers for attaching the capacitor clamps. Make sure they are installed before the diodes are soldered in position.

Insulate the heat sinks from the chassis. Insulated strips can be easily obtained by sawing lengths of the terminal mounting board. Use fiber washers under the head and at the nut end of the bolts, fastening the sink to the chassis. Be sure to drill holes large enough to keep the bolts from touching the chassis. Make the hole for the transistor leads on the side of the chassis about an inch in diameter to provide enough clearance for the transistor terminals.

All leads in 12-volt dc circuits should be No. 16 wire. No. 8 or 10 wire should be used for the battery cable. The 117-volt ac wiring may be No. 18. It is not necessary to cable any of the wiring although it does make for a neat appearance.

---

*Fig. 2—Details of parts layout on the chassis board. Parts shown dashed are under the board.*

*A look inside the chassis box. The perforated bottom plate and heavy bar supports are also shown.*
What's Your EQ? Solutions

Industrial Problem

The relay contacts were chattering at 120 cycles, and making contact at instances when the supply voltage was away from zero. This produced short pulses of extremely high peak current. These peaks were not measured on the meter, because of their short duration, but contributed to the total power, which was more truly indicated by the resistor than by the more sophisticated instruments.

Audio Service Stinker

Since the WA-P2 preamplifier has a 6-volt heater supply, the heaters for the two triode sections are in parallel (pins 4-5-9). There was a cold solder joint on pin 5, with the result that the heater in that triode section did not light.

Capacitive Cube

Junctions B, D and E are all at the same potential, as are F, C and H. Hence the network can be redrawn as shown. We now have, in effect, three capacitors, one of 15 µf, one of 30 µf, and another 15 µf, in series, calculating the total capacitance by the easiest formula to use in this case:

\[
C = \frac{1}{15} + \frac{1}{30} + \frac{1}{15}
\]

we find that \( C = 5 \) or 0 µf.
Let RCA help you find the answer with a profitable career in electronics

Now, you can put your finger on the electronics career of your choice, and RCA Institutes will help you train for it—right in your own home! RCA Institutes Home Training Courses can lead you directly to the kind of job you want! If you are looking for a career in electronics, here is your chance to plan a successful future for yourself—the RCA way—right down the line!

RCA Institutes offers both home training and classroom training—whichever best fits your needs. See the adjoining page for a dramatic example of how RCA can help you plan for the future you want! Licensed by the New York State Department of Education. Approved for Veterans.
### RCA CLASSROOM TRAINING
**IN NEW YORK CITY AND LOS ANGELES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDUSTRY DESIGNATED JOB TITLES</th>
<th>THIS IS THE RCA TRAINING THAT WILL HELP YOU GET IT!</th>
<th>QUALIFICATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engineering Aide, Lab Technician, Field Service Engineer, Test Engineer, Technical Instructor</td>
<td>Electronics Technology (T-3)</td>
<td>High School Grad with Algebra, Physics or Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Technician, Field Technician, Computer Technician, Broadcasting Technician, Customer Service Engineer, Instrument Technician</td>
<td>Industrial and Communications Electronics (V-7)</td>
<td>2 yrs. High School with Algebra, Physics or Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV Serviceman, Electronic Tester</td>
<td>Electronics and Television Receivers (V-3)</td>
<td>2 yrs. High School with Algebra, Physics or Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transistor Circuits Specialist</td>
<td>Transistors</td>
<td>Radio background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior &amp; Senior Detail Draftsman</td>
<td>Electronic Drafting (V-11, V-12)</td>
<td>2 yrs. High School with Algebra, Physics or Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color TV Service Technician</td>
<td>Color Television</td>
<td>Television background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hi-Fi Service Technician</td>
<td>Audio Hi-Fidelity</td>
<td>Radio background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Writer</td>
<td>Technical Writing</td>
<td>Electronics background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameraman, TV Film Editor, Video Technician, Director</td>
<td>TV Studio Production (S-1)</td>
<td>High School Grad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Console Operator, Junior Programmer</td>
<td>Computer Programming (C-1)</td>
<td>College Grad or Industry sponsored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Code Technician</td>
<td>Radio Code</td>
<td>8th Grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparatory</td>
<td>Preparatory Math &amp; Physics (P-1)</td>
<td>1 yr. High School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparatory</td>
<td>Preparatory Mathematics (P-0A)</td>
<td>1 yr. High School</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Free Placement Service.** RCA Institutes graduates are now employed in important jobs at military installations such as Cape Canaveral, with important companies such as IBM, Bell Telephone Labs, General Electric, RCA, and in radio and TV stations all over the country. Many have opened their own businesses. A recent New York Resident School class had 93% of the graduates who used the FREE placement service accepted by important electronics companies, and had their jobs waiting for them on the day they graduated!

**Note:** 3 additional locations. RCA Technical Institutes offers a limited selection of basic resident school courses in Electronics in Chicago, Philadelphia, and Cherry Hill, N. J. (near Camden). For complete information write the name of the city of your choice on the attached postcard.

### RCA HOME TRAINING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDUSTRY DESIGNATED JOB TITLES</th>
<th>THIS IS THE RCA TRAINING THAT WILL HELP YOU GET IT!</th>
<th>QUALIFICATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radio aligner, Repairman, Tester</td>
<td>Radio-Electronic Fundamentals</td>
<td>8th Grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black &amp; White TV Service Technician</td>
<td>Television Servicing</td>
<td>Radio Background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color TV Service Technician</td>
<td>Color Television</td>
<td>Black &amp; White Television</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automation Technician</td>
<td>Automation Electronics</td>
<td>Radio or Electronics Fundamentals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transistor Circuits Specialist</td>
<td>Transistors</td>
<td>Radio or Electronics Fundamentals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmitter Technician, Communications Specialist</td>
<td>Communications Electronics</td>
<td>Radio or Electronics Fundamentals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior Draftsman</td>
<td>Electronic Drafting</td>
<td>8th Grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coder, Programmer, Analyst</td>
<td>Computer Programming</td>
<td>High School Grad plus 1-year business experience</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Voluntary Tuition Plan for Home Training Courses.** This plan affords you the most economical possible method of home study training. You pay for lessons only as you order them. If, for any reason, you wish to interrupt your training, you can do so and not owe one cent. No other obligations! No installment payments required!
- **You get Prime Quality Equipment.** All kits furnished with home-training courses are complete in every respect and the equipment is top grade. You keep all the equipment furnished to you for actual use on the job, and you never have to take apart one piece to build another!

**SEND POSTCARD FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOK TODAY! SPECIFY HOME STUDY OR NEW YORK OR LOS ANGELES RESIDENT SCHOOL**

**RCA INSTITUTES, INC.** Dept. ZME-92
A Service of the Radio Corporation of America,
350 West 4th St., New York 14, N. Y.
Pacific Electric Bldg., 610 S. Main St., Los Angeles 14, Calif.

The Most Trusted Name In Electronics
Responder Circuit

Robert A. Kleit, Sunnyvale, and Clarence S. Jones, Los Altos, Calif. (Assigned to General Precision, Inc., Binghamton, N.Y.)

The circuit forms part of a system containing one interrogator and several responders. An interrogator (not shown) radiates a signal to the responder which instantly returns a coded signal. Each responder sends a different signal so it may be used to identify each car in a train, for example. The interrogator simply moves past a train of box cars, each containing a responder. The interrogator signal may be a 200-kc carrier with a number of audio sidebands. It is tuned in by the tank and detected by D. The dc output energizes a transistor oscillator, and the sidebands appear across C. Each responder contains a different set of piezo crystals which absorb certain sidebands.

The responder carrier (which has a different frequency from the interrogator) is now modulated by the audio sidebands which remain across C. This signal is reradiated to the interrogator. Since each responder is equipped with a different set of crystals, it transmits a signal different from that of the other responders.

DC Motor Control

Edwin G. Mills, Dallas, Tex. (Assigned to Texas Instruments, Inc., Dallas, Tex.)

This circuit is suitable for energizing small dc motors from the ac line. When point P is positive, D1 shorts out V1. D2 blocks so V2 conducts.

When point P is negative, V2 is shorted out while V1 conducts.

If R is center-tapped, equal and opposite currents flow into the motor M during one complete cycle and it does not rotate. If R is adjusted at a higher point, higher current will flow through V1 (during its active period) than through V2 during the next half-cycle. The further one sets R from center tap, the faster the motor will turn. To reverse it, R is set below center tap.

Lamp Flasher

George H. Rodgers, Elsinore, Calif. (Assigned to Marco Industries, Anaheim, Calif.)

Initially, C is uncharged, so there is no potential difference between V1’s emitter and base. This transistor blocks. V2 also blocks because there is no forward bias. C begins to charge and V1’s base goes positive until V1 conducts. Its current flows through R2 and generated forward bias for V2, which also conducts. The lamp lights because it is now across the battery through V2.

The circuit forms part of a system containing one interrogator and several responders. An interrogator (not shown) radiates a signal to the responder which instantly returns a coded signal. Each responder sends a different signal so it may be used to identify each car in a train, for example. The interrogator simply moves past a train of box cars, each containing a responder. The interrogator signal may be a 200-kc carrier with a number of audio sidebands. It is tuned in by the tank and detected by D. The dc output energizes a transistor oscillator, and the sidebands appear across C. Each responder contains a different set of piezo crystals which absorb certain sidebands.
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New Use for Neon Oscillator

Here is a new application for the old familiar neon oscillator circuit. A Pace X-Y plotter was being used with a small analog computer to record ground distance vs altitude for a traveling aircraft under simulated conditions. A simultaneous plot of the aircraft's velocity was also required. If 1-second marker blips could be superimposed on the distance trace, the interval between blips would show the velocity and how it would change (a).

A simple neon blinker circuit was constructed (b), with the output pulse taken from R1. R2 sets the firing rate of the NE-51 to 1 pulse per second. The resulting pulse is coupled to the plotter by adding it to the voltage used to represent altitude. One of the Philbrick summing amplifiers (c) on the computer served this function.—Jo-seph E. Kroeger

Amplified RF Relay

This circuit has proved its usefulness in the ham shack and on the hobby bench. Parts and layout are not critical. You can use any convenient RF diodes. The transistor shown was used because

But try us on Auto Radio Controls!

Although your Centralab distributor is your best source for auto radio controls, he won't be of much help to the character with the flat tire. The comprehensive Centralab auto radio control line only goes back to 1942 model automobiles.

From 1942 on, though, it's a different story. Centralab is the only control manufacturer offering a complete line of exact replacement auto radio controls... not to mention SP on/off switches. They cover 202 different automobile models, domestic and foreign.

Centralab auto radio controls are listed in Counterfacts and Photofacts, as well as in the Sams Industry Control Guide.

Changing tires is man's work, but changing auto radio controls is child's play—with Centralab exact replacements.
NEW SAMS BOOKS

Troubleshooting with the VOM-VTMV
Robert G. Middleton describes the operation of VOM's and VTMV, and shows in detail how to use these instruments for troubleshooting TV circuits. Tells how to check and interpret voltages; gives step-by-step procedures for analyzing every type of TV circuit. Also describes measurement and analysis of both AC and DC voltages, resistance, capacitance, and RF signals. Includes measurement and analysis of transistorized circuits. 160 pages. $5.25 x 8.5". Order TQV-1, only.

Howard W. Sams PHOTOFACT Guide to TV Troubles
By Heyrum and Oliphant. Causes of more than 90% of TV troubles can be isolated in minutes by following the procedures described in this book. Presents numerous actual picture screen photos showing which defective components cause the trouble. The many schematics included are accompanied by check charts showing where likely to be caused by various defective components. Outlines symptoms, analysis checks and where to look for trouble causes. 160 pages. $5.25 x 8.5". Order PFG-1, only.

Fundamentals of Magnetic Amplifiers
By Leo G. Sands. Here are the basic principles of magnetic communication, clearly explaining how radio signals are developed and transmitted and how they are received and converted into intelligible sounds. Black and white photos. Also includes measurements and analyses of all of the basic circuits and circuits that explain operation of both FM and AM transmitters and receivers. Chapter covers basic principles, carrier signal generation, carrier modulation, carrier radiation, carrier reception and demodulation, types of radiotelephone systems. 96 pages. $5.25 x 8.5". Order ABT-1, only.

Servicing Transistorized Two-Way Radio
This is the first complete volume describing servicing techniques for modern transistorized two-way designs by major manufacturers, such as GE, Motorola, RCA, and others. Covers circuit characteristics, design and components. 96 pages. $5.25 x 8.5". Order ASW-1, only.

TV Diagnosis and Repair
By the Editors of PF Reporter. Practical servicing procedures and cure for TV circuit troubles, adapted from PF Reporter articles. Covers important troubles in television service. 96 pages. $5.25 x 8.5". Order TDR-1, only.

JUST OUT—TUBE LOCATION GUIDE, VOL. 12
Latest edition covering 1969 through 1971 receivers. Shows tube location and serial-diagram diagrams. 96 pages, 5" x 8.5". Order TGL-12, only, $6.00.

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.

Order from your Sams Distributor today, or mail to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Dept. 1-23
4300 W. 62nd St., Indianapolis 6, Ind.

Send me the following: [ ] TW-1 [ ] FMA-1 [ ] TR-1 [ ] TGL-12 [ ] PFG-1 [ ] ABT-1 [ ] TDR-1 [ ] $1.25 ... enclosed. [ ] Send Free Book List

None

Address

City Zone State

IN CANADA: A. C. Simmonds & Sons, Ltd., Toronto 7
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it was available. The basic circuit consists of a half-wave voltage doubler biasing a transistor into conduction, thus producing a "no signal, no go" circuit. The potentiometer is an input level control to prevent strong r.f. signals from overbiasing the transistor. It also contributes to more stable operation by providing a dc ground path when no signal is being received.

Although the basic relay/amplifier is untuned, connecting the probe across a tuned circuit converts it to a tuned r.f. relay, trf receiver. When connected to the last i.f. stage in a broadcast receiver, it becomes a Conralad monitor. Many other uses for this instrument will no doubt occur to the experimenter.

The voltage-doubler portion alone is well worth the time required to assemble it. It makes an excellent demodulating probe for headphones or a multimeter—Claude C. Russell

Clock Timer for Your TV
Clock radios have been around for quite some time. Now clock TV's are also appearing. The clock will turn the set off after a certain time has elapsed. You can add such a system to your TV.

Pick up a basic clock timer. (They're sold by Lafayette Radio, Allied Radio, and several other mail-order houses.)

Insert it into the ac line circuit of your TV receiver, as shown in the diagram.

The matching plugs and jacks are a convenience. If you wish, you can wire the clock permanently in place and avoid them. Remove the set's on-off switch as it is replaced by the on-off-manual-automatic switch on the clock.

Now set the clock for, say, 6 pm and tune your TV to the station you'll be wanting to watch, and it will turn itself on at the proper hour. And when you're ready for bed, but want to watch a show till you drop off, set it to turn the set off in, say, 30 minutes. If you're asleep, the set goes off without any problems. And you don't get up in the morning to face a set that was running all night.—Warren Roy

Earphone Oscillator
Just a few years ago it was impossible to construct a complete code practice oscillator inside a conventional headphone. Now it is easy with subminiature components and a 2N1265 or equivalent audio transistor. I used the headphone coils as the inductor in a Hartley oscillator (see diagram). The phone is a low-impedance type with a dc resistance of 30 to 40 ohms.

Remove the cap and diaphragm and locate the twisted leads connecting the two coils. (In most phones this connection is between the coils at the bottom of the case.) Drill a 5/64-inch hole near the twisted connection. Push these wires into the hole along with a thin piece of tinned wire. Solder the case and wires together with enough solder to fill the hole. The third wire goes to the side of the battery. In a nonmetallic case, solder the wires together and anchor to the case with a drop of cement. A switch or key can be made from the leaves of a discarded relay and bolted to the side of the case.

Try to fit all parts into the case before you begin wiring. If you can't find a dry cell small enough, cut down a size AAA cell. Don't cut directly through the cell. Cut around it so the center carbon rod is untouched. Nick off the extending rod with nippers and add a flexible lead for the positive terminal. Dip the cut end in molten wax several times. (If the cell is weak because of an accidental short while cutting, give it a boost by connecting a size-D cell across it for a few minutes.)

The audio frequency depends largely on the values of R1 and C. Vary for the most pleasing tone. If you need more volume for group practice, simply place the oscillator close to a radio tuned to a dead spot on the lower end of the broadcast band.—Martin H. Patrick

[A standard key provides better keying practice. Why not replace the switch with a tiny jack such as Lafayette Radio's MS-83?]—Editor}

END

"Picture's been flopping for three months."
WORTH SHOUTING ABOUT!

Reaching New Peaks in Performance, Portability and Price

MI GHTY MITE II

They're shouting from the hill tops. Technicians, engineers and test labs all say that the original Mighty Mite finds the tubes that large expensive testers miss. And now . . . here is the new improved Mighty Mite! Designed for the present and far into the future. Tests all of your present tubes plus the new RCA Nuvistors and Novars, GE Compactrons and Sylvania 10 pin tubes.

A complete tube tester that is smaller than a portable typewriter yet outperforms testers costing hundreds of dollars. A real money maker for the serviceman and a trusty companion for engineers, maintenance men and experimenters. Even though the Mighty Mite weighs less than 8 pounds, new circuitry by Sencore enables you to use a meter to check grid leakage as high as 100 megohms and gas conditions that cause as little as one half microamp of grid current to flow. Then too, it checks for emission at operating levels and shorts or leakage up to 120,000 ohms between all elements. This analytical "stethoscope" approach finds troublesome tubes even when large mutual conductance testers fail. And it does all this by merely setting four controls labeled A, B, C, & D.

Check these plus Sencore features: Meter glows in dark for easy reading behind TV set • Stainless steel mirror in adjustable cover for TV adjustments • Rugged, all steel carrying case and easy grip handle • Smallest complete tester made, less than one foot square. Mighty Mite II will test every standard radio and TV tube that you encounter, nearly 2000 in all, including foreign, five star, auto radio tubes (without damage) plus the new GE Compactrons, RCA Nuvistors and Novars and Sylvania 10 pin tubes. Mighty Mite II also has larger, easy-to-read type in the set-up booklet to insure faster testing. Why don't you join the thousands of servicemen, engineers, and technicians who now own a Mighty Mite tube tester? Tube substitution is becoming impossible and costly with nearly 2000 tubes in use today. Ask your authorized Sencore Distributor for the New Improved Mighty Mite. Size: 10¼" x 9¼" x 3½" Wt. 8 lbs.

MODEL TC114

Sencore Sam says . . . "They all agree . . . the Mighty Mite is the real answer for the man on the go."

SENCORE

ADDISON, ILLINOIS

SEPTEMBER, 1962

www.americanradiohistory.com
92-page goldmine of practical information on electronic test equipment shows you how to select and use this equipment to the best advantage in many many applications. Invaluable reference tool for the electronic experimenter, amateurs, service technicians.

**ORDER TODAY — 10-DAY GUARANTEE**

Mail to your distributor, bookstore or order direct:

J. F. RIDER PUBLISHER, INC. (a div. of Hayden Publishing Co., 116 West 14th St., N. Y. 11, N. Y.)

I have enclosed $_____. Please send:

☐ $238, $4.00
☐ $289, $5.50
☐ $286, $5.50
☐ $253, $5.00
☐ FREE CATALOG

We guarantee satisfaction or return within 10 days for full refund.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY ZONE STATE

---

Cable TV A Threat? ? ?

Indianapolis, Ind.—According to the Hoosier Ten Probe, it is. Here are some quotes from the front page of a recent issue. The decision, you’ll have to make for yourself.

“Once established the cable TV system with a majority of the townspeople dependent on the cable, rates can go higher, new set sales could be accommodated over a 5- or 6-year period at slightly higher tuition services, and service can be monopolized in the biggest captives service setup over every visioned. . . .

In our neighboring state of Illinois, where they have had the cable in some areas for approximately a year, service technicians are required to stay out of business.

“Are cable company people doing the service work? The companies say no, but the surviving sericers and distributors say yes. One lady interviewed replied she was instructed by the man hooking up her home on the cable to call him for any service needed, whether it was for the antenna system or her set. When asked about her previous regular technician, she replied, ‘Oh, we don’t call him anymore.’”

Welcome!!!

Sioux City, Iowa—Sooland TESA is now in business representing local service operators. The group is not limited to Sioux City, but takes in all territory within a 30-mile radius. Sooland will meet the first Tuesday of each month. President of the new association is Millard Perry; vice president, Walter Freeman; secretary-treasurer, Bill Lawson.

Check Cashing

Seattle, Wash.—King County Prosecutor warns all merchants to be extremely careful about checking and cashing checks for visitors from out of town. Merchants (and this means TV techs, too) should require the best of identification before cashing even small checks, and visitors should be referred to banks for cashing.

Driver’s licenses. Social Security cards and membership cards are not the best means of identification. The best would be an official card bearing the person’s thumbprint and photograph.

And even this would not solve the problem of returning a visitor to appear in court once he returned to his home state.

The best advice is not to cash or accept checks unless you know the person well enough to loan him the amount of money represented by the check.—TSA Service News.

State Conference

Richland, Wash.—More than 100 members of the Washington State Electronics Council met at the Desert Inn Hotel for their annual convention. Among the highlights was a discussion of problems which have confronted the service industry and steps that have been taken to ease them.

State Senator Mike McCormick pointed out that any attempts toward licensing must follow the course of any other proposed legislation and that with proper consideration for the protocol of the proposals greater progress may be made.

Possible cooperation between West Coast groups was also discussed. Keith Kirstein pointed out that many problems encountered in California are similar to those facing the Washington association. Group insurance was also on the agenda.

Wrap-up of the very successful meeting came with elections. The list of new officers is headed by Ansel V. Heckman, chairman. Harold Hart, vice chairman, and Bob Mansfield, secretary-treasurer.

Lum Elected President

Sacramento, Calif.—The new officers list for the Sacramento chapter of the California State Electronics Association is headed by Diamond Lum, president. Other officers elected by the group are Edward R. Nelson, vice president, and Robert H. Schuetzle, treasurer. Directors elected this year are Victor H. Manley, outgoing president; Joseph Rodrigues and Floyd Marshall.

13,800,000 Radios Not Working

Washington, D. C.—There’s a lot of work awaiting the electronic technician. The Bureau of the Census has revealed that, out of 97,900,000 portable radios, floor models, table models, table radios, etc., only 13,800,000 are working.

---

**Goldmine of Practical Information**

helps you get the most out of test equipment

---

**Electronic Test Equipment**

by Larry Kien and Kevin Graeme
CSEA Fights Phony Advertising

California—In an effort to stop “phony” TV service advertising in the Yellow Pages, the California State Electronics Association has requested a hearing with the Public Utilities Commission. As part of its “Operation Cleanup,” the group is trying to put an end to “no fix, no pay,” “24-hour service” and multiple-ad layouts appearing in the phone book. CSEA met with the Pacific Telephone Co. who agreed to accept no further ads claiming 24-hour service unless positive proof were offered to support this claim. CSEA complained of one service company with seven quarter-page ads on one double page under five names with seven answering services.

Technicians Best Salesmen

Columbus, Ga.—“My TV technicians are better than a salesman on the sales floor.” These are the words of Curt H. Drady, advertising manager of Seban TV. To ensure technicians selling sets, Seben has a bonus plan under which a cash bonus is paid to technician salesmen who meet a predetermined sales quota.

Drady went on to say, “From past repair calls my technicians have gained the confidence of the customer. If the customer needs extensive repairs on an old TV, the technician can advise that in the long run it would be cheaper to junk the old set and buy a new one.”

[This is something we’ve known and advocated in our editorial pages for years. The technician is the best salesman of TV sets, TV accessories and other electronic devices.—Editor]

They’re Looking Under Rocks

Brooklyn, N. Y.—The newly formed Brooklyn Radio & Television Service Guild is being investigated by the New York State Attorney General’s office, according to Home Furnishings Daily. Members of the guild were alleged to have posted a series of signs in their windows indicating prices of service. The rates are alleged to be largely similar.

The president of the Guild, Charles Edward, expressed the groups willingness to talk to the Attorney General about the complaints and stated that there is no specific program on prices. He said that members set their own prices based on overhead and several other factors.

CSEA Fights Phony Advertising

California—In an effort to stop “phony” TV service advertising in the Yellow Pages, the California State Electronics Association has requested a hearing with the Public Utilities Commission. As part of its “Operation Cleanup,” the group is trying to put an end to “no fix, no pay,” “24-hour service” and multiple-ad layouts appearing in the phone book. CSEA met with the Pacific Telephone Co. who agreed to accept no further ads claiming 24-hour service unless positive proof were offered to support this claim. CSEA complained of one service company with seven quarter-page ads on one double page under five names with seven answering services.

Technicians Best Salesmen

Columbus, Ga.—“My TV technicians are better than a salesman on the sales floor.” These are the words of Curt H. Drady, advertising manager of Seban TV. To ensure technicians selling sets, Seben has a bonus plan under which a cash bonus is paid to technician salesmen who meet a predetermined sales quota.

Drady went on to say, “From past repair calls my technicians have gained the confidence of the customer. If the customer needs extensive repairs on an old TV, the technician can advise that in the long run it would be cheaper to junk the old set and buy a new one.”

[This is something we’ve known and advocated in our editorial pages for years. The technician is the best salesman of TV sets, TV accessories and other electronic devices.—Editor]

They’re Looking Under Rocks

Brooklyn, N. Y.—The newly formed Brooklyn Radio & Television Service Guild is being investigated by the New York State Attorney General’s office, according to Home Furnishings Daily. Members of the guild were alleged to have posted a series of signs in their windows indicating prices of service. The rates are alleged to be largely similar.

The president of the Guild, Charles Edward, expressed the groups willingness to talk to the Attorney General about the complaints and stated that there is no specific program on prices. He said that members set their own prices based on overhead and several other factors.

CONVERT TO COLOR TV

COLOREADTOR—A simple 10-tube circuit and rotating color wheel converts any size 3 1/2 W TV to receive colorable color.

COLOREADTOR—Extra assembly for TV sets does not affect normal operation, often built from spare components have good color. BRILLIANT COLOR!

Complete booklet—gives theory of operation, all construction details, schematic, and sample color filters. Add $1.25 for sets over 14".

COLOREADTOR—Includes all steel parts—coils, delay line, crystal, color filters. Add $1.25 for sets over 14".

COLOREADTOR—Includes all steel parts—coils, delay line, crystal, color filters. Add $1.25 for sets over 18".

END
50 WATT INTEGRATED STEREO AMPLIFIER

An outstanding performer of proven design. Only its price is modest. Features 25 watt power output on each stereo channel — 50 watts monophonic. Has complete stereo facilities including a separation control which customizes sound to your room; clutch type Volume/Balance control and separate Bass and Treble controls. Response, 15-40,000 cps ± .5 db (at normal listening levels). Housed in a distinctive 2-tone metal case with legs.

No Down Payment $99.50

LAFAYETTE'S VALUE LEADERS

2-SPEED STEREO PLAYBACK TAPE DECK
Built-in 6 Transistor Dual Playback Preamps

Hear the magnificent sonority of stereo tape now in your own home at less than the price of a good record changer. Designed to complement any custom high fidelity installation. Complete with 6 transistor dual playback preamplifiers — nothing else to buy! We invite comparison. Frequency response, 50-15,000 cps ± 2.5 db @ 7½ ips, 50-9,000 cps ± 2.5 db @ 3¾ ips; wow & flutter, 0.15% @ 7½ ips, crosstalk and stereo channel separation, 50 db. Signal-to-noise ratio, 50 db. Operating speeds, 7½ & 3¾ ips.

No Down Payment $59.50

FM TUNER WITH BUILT-IN MULTIPLEX

Enjoy the enhanced beauty of FM stereophonic sound (known as Multiplex) and FM monophonic broadcasts too with this new FM tuner from Lafayette. Quality engineering features include a tuned RF stage provided by a 3-gang tuning condenser, ratio detector with dual tuned limiters, 2 microvolts of sensitivity for 20db of quieting and full fidelity frequency response, 20-20,000 ± 2db at less than 1% distortion. 10 tubes plus 4 diodes. Complete with tuning meter. Handsome two-tone metal cabinet will grace any decor.

No Down Payment $76.50
The Largest Catalog in Our 42-Year History

It's New — It's Big —
It's Better Than Ever

It's From the
"World's Hi-Fi & Electronics Shopping Center"

Here it is — the exciting, all-new 1963 Lafayette Catalog. 388 giant-sized pages with thousands of different items for the audiophile, experimenter, technician, hobbyist, engineer, student, serviceman... fully illustrated... hundreds of manufacturers. It's the "World's Hi-Fi and Electronics Shopping Center" at your finger tips.

CHECK THESE OUTSTANDING LAFAYETTE BENEFITS

V SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED. Lafayette's 30-day Free Home Trial lets you try-what-you-buy at home. If you're not completely satisfied, the full purchase price will be refunded.

V LARGEST STOCK SELECTION. If it's in Electronics or Hi-Fi, it's in the Lafayette Catalog — Citizens Band; Tape Recorders; Hi-Fi Stereo; Ham and Amateur Equipment; Radio and TV Tubes, Parts, Antennas; and much more.

V EXCLUSIVE LAFAYETTE KITS. Easy-to-assemble kits designed by Lafayette engineers for at-home construction. Dollar for dollar the best value for your money today.

V LOWEST PRICES. You always save more with Lafayette's low, low prices.

V 24-HOUR SERVICE. Most orders fully processed within 24 hours after receipt.

V SPECIAL HI-FI SYSTEM PRICES. Select a hi-fi music system and get Lafayette's special money-saving price.

V EASY-PAY CREDIT PLAN. The Easy Way is with Easy-Pay. No Money Down, up to 24 Months to Pay.

MAIL ORDER HEADQUARTERS
SYOSSET, L.I., NEW YORK
111 Jericho Turnpike

OTHER LOCATIONS
SCARSDALE, NEW YORK
691 Central (Park) Ave.

PLAINFIELD, NEW JERSEY
109 W. 2 Street

JAMAICA, NEW YORK
165-08 Liberty Avenue

BRONX, NEW YORK
512 E. Fordham Rd.

PARAMUS, NEW JERSEY
197 Route 17

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
24 Central Avenue

NEW YORK, NEW YORK
100 6th Avenue

BOSTON, MASS.
110 Federal Street

Rush my FREE Giant Size, 388 Page 1963 Lafayette Catalog
Please send me # ________________________________________________________________________

I am enclosing $ ________________________________________________________________________

Name

Address

City.___________ Zone.___________ State.___________

FREE!

LAFAYETTE RADIO Dept. JJ-22
P.O. Box 10, Syosset, L.I., N.Y.
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NEW PRODUCTS

CLASS-D CB TRANSCEIVER, model HE-208. 5-watt input crystal-controlled transmitter operates on any 8 channels. Operating channel chosen by front-panel control. Superhet receiver section has 8 crystal-controlled receive positions, tunable over all 23 channels, sensitivity 1 µV.

VOLTAGE RATING 100 vac, insulation resistance 10¹⁰ ohms minimum at 25°C. Dissipation factor 0.2% maximum at 25°C. Long-term stability ±0.1% under all operating conditions.—Aero Electronics, Inc. Community Drive, Great Neck, N. Y.

TUBULAR THERMISTORS. Triple-anode selenium cells with true diffusion type p-n junction. Custom fabricated for new design or replacement for any selenium stack now in use.—Electro-Standards Labs, Inc., 387 N. W. So. River Drive, Miami 36, Fla.

Trio-Alligator selenium rectifiers. 22 color-coded plug-ins include input, inter-stage, driver, output, isolation transformers and choke. Each 0.410 x 0.310 x 0.465 inch. Line includes 4 choices, 3 each input, inter-stage and driver transformer and 2 isolation and 7 outputs.—Sioncer Electronics, Inc., 3501 Addison St., Chicago 18, Ill.

TRANSISTORIZED CB RADIO, Commarite ED-276. 6 channels, one plug-in crystal socket on front panel. Double-conversion superhet receiver; squelch and rf gain in single control; 3-stage age. 22 transistors, 8 diodes, 3 tubes.—Vocable Co. of America, Inc., Old Saybrook, Conn.

MINIATURE RHEOSTAT, R-12½-watt. For standard and special requirements. Variations in shafts, bushings, customer taper windings, etc., may be specified.—Tru-Ohm Products, 3426 W. Diversey Ave., Chicago 47, Ill.


CB ANTENNA, model HE-37WX. 48-in. continuously loaded glass fiber whip, for auto cowl or rear deck mounting. Substitutes for 4-wave whip and base-loaded types. Special rocker support for 8-point grounding. Fits 15½ to 1½-in. mounting hole.—Lafayette Radio Electronics Corp., 111 Jericho Turnpike, Syosset, N. Y.

WIRELESS INTERCOM KIT, catalog No. 83 Y 991. Portable, transistorized, 2-station unit plugs into any ac outlets or dc power source. Press-to-talk button on each station may be locked on for use as monitor or baby-sitter. Additional stations, catalog Y 992.—Allied Radio Corp., 100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, Ill.


80-98 Jericho Turnpike,

POLYSTYRENE CAPACITORS, type PE. 0.1 inch thick. Capacitance range .001 to .01 µf, higher values on special order. Tolerance range ±5% to ±.0025%. Solderable, weldable leads; internal lead attachment welded to capacitor insert.

and radio 30 watts. Noise level 30 db below rated output; output impedance 16 ohms. Power requirements 12.4-14.0, vdc. Operating current drain: 3 watts, sleep, 1 watt, siren, 350 ma.—University Loudspeakers, Inc., 80 S. Kensico Ave., White Plains, N. Y.

VHF CHANNEL TRAPS, for any channel from 2 to 13. Approximately 35-db attenuation on
See Only the Scale You Want...in the Exact Range You Want

just set the range switch
and the correct scale appears AUTOMATICALLY

in the new B&K VOM and VTVM

V O M A T I C 360
AUTOMATIC VOLT-OHM MILLIAMMETER

Greatly simplifies your VOM use. Individual full-size scale for each range—and only one scale visible at any one time, automatically. Once you set the range switch, it is impossible to read the wrong scale. Reading in the range you want is amazingly easy—and direct. No reading difficulties, no multiplying, no errors.

Sensitivity 20,000 ohms per volt DC; 5000 ohms per volt AC. Accuracy ±3% DC; ±5% AC; (full scale). DC Volts in 6 ranges 0-6000, AC Volts in 6 ranges 0-6000. AF (Output) in 4 ranges 0-300 volts. DC Current in 5 ranges 0-10 amps. Resistance in 4 ranges 0-100 megohms. Supplemental ranges also provided on external overlay meter scales. Meter protected against extreme overload and burn-out. Polarity reversing switch. Automatic ohms-adjust control. Mirrored scale. Complete with 1½-volt and 9-volt batteries, test leads, and easy-viewing stand.

DYNAMATIC 375
AUTOMATIC VACUUM-TUBE VOLTMETER

Once you set the range switch, you automatically see only the scale you want and read the exact answer directly. Saves time, eliminates calculation, avoids errors. Individual full-size direct-reading scale for each range. Simplifies true reading of peak-to-peak voltages of complex wave forms in video, sync and deflection circuits, pulse circuits, radar systems, etc. Includes DC current ranges, too.

Accuracy ±3% full scale AC and DC. Sensitive 100 microampere meter movement. DC Volts in 7 ranges 0-1500. AC Volts (rms) in 7 ranges 0-1500. AC Volts (peak-to-peak) in 7 ranges 0-1500. DC Current in 3 ranges 0-500 ma. Ohms in 7 ranges 0-1000 megohms. Utilizes single DA-AC ohms probe and anti-parallax mirror. Swivel stand converts to carry-handle. Includes 1½ volt battery. Operates on 117 volts 50-60 cycle AC.

Ask Your B&K Distributor for Demonstration, or Write for Catalog AP20-E

B&K MANUFACTURING CO.
DIVISION OF DYNASCAN CORP.
1801 W. BELLE PLAINE AVE * CHICAGO 13, ILL.
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold, Toronto 19, Ont.
Export: Empire Exporters, 277 Broadway, New York 7, U.S.A.
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Hot-dipped galvanized.—Robin Mfg. Co., PO Box 2009, Peoria, Ill.

LOW-BAND YAGIS. Series Y-104 (illus.) 10 element, twin-driven design. Range 43-88 mc.

ANTENNA INPUT COILS for exact replacement. Individually packaged in polyethylene containers, arranged on display board. Pre-assembled for immediate display.—Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., 415 N. College, Bloomington, Ind.

PATCH CORDS. Model X1-160 for Rever and Wollensack tape recorders. RCA phone pin plug on one end, standard short extension jack on other. 15-foot 2-conductor, white, shielded cable. Model AM-120, for Weber tape recorders. 3-conductor phone plug, internal resistor on one end, phone plug on other. 10-foot shielded cable.—Robins Industries Corp., 45-23 Prince St., Flushing, N.Y.

WHISPER FAN. For hi-fi and TV home entertainment. Moves 60 cubic feet of air per minute, works on 117 volts 60 cycles, draws 7 watts. Built-in venturi block, ½ in. deep x 4½/16 in. square. Screws or mounting clips, plus decorative grille, available as accessories. Noise level indiscernible at 2 feet.—Rotron Mfg. Co., Inc., Woodstock, N. Y.

TAPE PLAYER, Jeter P-200. Transistorized, 8-watt amplifier, wide-range 4 x 6-inch oval speaker. Continuous-play plastic tape cartridge, snap-on loading. Dual-track head, 2-track monaural playback at 3½ ips. Response 50 to 10,000 cycles, hum and noise 45 db below rated output, wow and flutter 0.4%, sensitivity 5-7 volt, for full power output.—OrrTronics Div. J. Herbert Orr Enterprises, 714 Wesley St., Opelika, Ala.

SUBMINIATURE MIKES for dictation machines, tape recorders, CB equipment, paging systems, transmitters, hearing aids. Pen model MC-61 (illus.): Response 300-6,000 cycles, impedance 200 or 2,000 ohms. Output level — 60 db. Shielded cord supplied in any length. Lapel model MC-23: Impedance 2,000 ohms, allows for matching to transistor circuits. May be used in base of ear as phone pickup.—Telephone Dynamics Corp., Sunrise Highway, Baldwin, N.Y.

INDUSTRIAL MICROPHONE, model 551. Heavy-duty sealed dynamic mike withstands rain, corrosive atmosphere, blasting. High or low impedance: shielded transformer, leaf type switch, coiled cable.—The Astatic Corp., 250 Harbor St., Conneaut, Ohio.


PICTURE SPEAKER, model 2024. 20 x 24 x 4½-in. enclosure, 6- or 8-in. speaker, or cutout for speaker. For wall-hanging, singly or in pairs, or as extension units. All models in various sizes and designs. Speaker specs: 10 watts, response 30-16,000 cycles, voice-coil impedance 8 ohms.—SPECO, Components Specialties, Inc., 9 Kees Pl., Merrick, N. Y.

BOOKSHELF SPEAKER SYSTEM, Senior 11. 12-inch Ultas, larger Response tweeter with rigid diaphragm. Sphericon Super Tweeter radiates highs to 40,000 cycles, ±2 db to 22,000 cycles. Impedance 8 or 16 ohms; response tracking pressure 3-5 grams for professional arrays, 2-4 grams for changers. Sapphire tips or diatonic sapphire stylus combo.—Sonotone Corp., Elmsford, N. Y.

TRANSITOR STEREO AMP, model AA-W-21. 35 watts per channel (50 watts/channel by 12F Standard); 13 to 25,000 cycles ± 2 db. 28 transistors, 10 diodes. Harmonic distortion at rated output: 1% at 20 cycles, 0.5% at 1 kc. 2.5% at 20 kc. Intermodulation distortion at rated output: 1% at 60 and 6,000 cycles, signal mixed 4:1. Hum and noise: tape head 40 db below rated output; mag phone, 45 db below rated output. Channel separation 40 db at 20, 55 db at 1 kc, 20 db at 20 kc. Input sensitivity (35-watt output per channel): 8-ohm load, tape head 0.2 mG, mag phone 3 mv, tuner 0.25 volt; FM stereo 0.25 volt. Input impedance: tape head 60,000 ohms; mag phone 30,000 ohms; tuner 100,000 ohms; FM stereo 100,000 ohms. Transformerless output circuit, multiple feedback loops. All controls on front panel, 6-position dual concentric input selector for mixing tape recording inputs; 5-position mode selector; dual concentric volume, bass, treble controls. Touch-operated on/off switch. Kit model AA-21: 5 circuit boards, preamp circuits in 6 epoxy-covered modules containing 70 resistors and capacitors, factory-wired and sealed.—Heath Co., Benton Harbor, Mich.

STEREO TAPE DECK, model 6-44. Record/playback 3-speed, 4-track. FM-MX filter input, free position switch, automatic microswitch tape stop, pushbutton control, individual recording controls, stop-start pause control. Equipped for sound-on-sound, echo effects, track adding, direct monitor and remote control. Erase head selectivity erases 1 or 2 tracks. Response at 7½ ips, 30-20,000 cycles; 3½ ips, 30-15,000; 1½ ips, 50-7,000. Flatter and wow 0.1% at 7½ ips; 0.2% at 3½ ips, 0.3% at 1½ ips.

STEREO CERAMIC CARTRIDGE, model 916T.A. Response 20-15,000 cycle: ± 2 db; Output voltage 0.4 mv; compliance 4.0 x 10^-5 cm/dyne; power-handling capacity 40 watts integrated program material. Optimum performance with 10-watt amplifier, 25 x 15½ x 12½ in.—University Loudspeakers, 80 S. Kenisco Ave., White Plains, N. Y.

47,000-100,000 ohms. Complete mu-metal shielding, 14 grams, mounting centers 7½ to 1½ in. —Pickering & Co., Sunnyside Blvd, Plainview, N. Y.

RADIO-ELECTRONICS
To help you get ahead and stay ahead in the competitive servicing field

WE INVITE YOU TO

Choose Any 3 IMPORTANT SERVICING BOOKS (value up to $10.35) FOR ONLY $2.00

with membership in the G/L Technician's Book Club

The Gernsback Library Service Technician's Book Club was designed to help you get ahead faster by providing a steady, expert source of vital, up-to-the-minute electronics servicing know-how—at a price you can afford!

To introduce you to this club, we invite you to choose any 3 of the fact-packed books on this page—values up to $10.35—for only $2.00. But please act quickly. Quantities are limited. First come first served!

Nowhere else can you find so many tips, short-cuts, and time-saving techniques at such low cost or find theory and fundamentals explained so clearly by top-notch technical writers—put it to work immediately! Gain a reputation as the most reliable service technician in your area—and make the money that goes with the reputation!

MONEY-MAKING SERVICING KNOW-HOW AT YOUR FINGERTIPS WHENEVER, WHEREVER YOU NEED IT MOST!

Choose the 3 books you want below for only $2.00:

- RAPID TV REPAIR by G. Warren Heath. Lists more than 500 TV troubles alphabetically for ready reference. Tells how to find and fix them in minutes. Cross-referenced. One of the most valuable TV repair books in existence. Regularly $4.60.

- TV AND RADIO TUBE TROUBLES by Sol Helfer. Through a surefire symptom-analysis method, you can find the source of any tube trouble in a matter of minutes. A simple approach to cure what statistically is 75% of a service technician's repair work. Regularly $4.60.


- HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR VOM by Tom Jacki. Find how to choose, build, work with and extend the use of your VOM. Get a complete analysis including theory and practical uses of this versatile test instrument. Regularly $4.60.

- PRACTICAL AUTO RADIO SERVICE AND INSTALLATION by Jack Greenfield. How to handle bugs in these specialized sets. How to service power supplies, various tube types, hybrids. Time-saving hints on installation and removal. Regularly $4.60.

- FUNDAMENTALS OF SEMICONDUCTORS by M. G. Scroggie. A must for understanding the entire field of semiconductors including theory, practical applications. Special emphasis on transistors, diodes, photocells, solar generators. Regularly $4.60.

- SERVICING RECORD CHANGERS by Harry Mileaf. In new reprint edition, Mr. Mileaf's book makes servicing changers a no problem. You are provided with complete test plus line drawings to explain intricate mechanisms clearly. No one else has a short wave set, but most everybody has a record changer. Regularly $4.60.

These are just a sample of the scores of top-notch electronics books—from leading publishers—that can be yours at savings (up to 27%!) as a member of the G/L Technician's Book Club.

Every month, you will receive a brochure describing a large assortment of the best electronic books. You needn't purchase a book each month—nor any particular book any month. Your only obligation as a member is to buy as few as 4 books within the next 12 months. You may cancel anytime thereafter.

Now—start moving ahead faster. Choose the 3 books you want for only $2.00 with membership. If you don't agree that they're worth their weight in tax deductions*, return them within 10 days and owe nothing.

Mail coupon today to Gernsback Library, Inc., Dept. 92B, 154 West 14th St., New York 11, N. Y. Send no money now, unless you wish.

*Books purchased for professional purposes are tax deductible.

---

S E P T E M B E R, 1 9 6 2

TECHNICIAN'S BOOK CLUB
Gernsback Library Dept. 92B
154 West 14th Street, New York 11, N. Y.

ONLY 3 BOOKS TO A MEMBER Please

Enroll me as a member of the G/L Technician's Book Club. Start my membership with the 3 books I've checked at the left for only $2.24 (including postage). Each month send me a brochure describing the current selections which I may purchase at special discount prices if I wish. I understand that my only obligation is to purchase at least 4 additional books within the next 12 months, and that I may cancel any time thereafter. I also understand that I may cancel immediately, simply by returning these first 3 books within 10 days.

THIS OFFER GOOD IN U.S.A. & CANADA ONLY

☐ BILL ME ☐ PAYMENT ENCLOSED

NAME ____________________________

ADDRESS ____________________________

CITY ____________________________ ZONE __________ STATE ________
SWITCHCRAFT AUDIO CONNECTORS

Audio Connectors
With "CAPTIVE DESIGN"
INSERT SCREWS
From Switchcraft!

Screws remain in inserts when removed for cable installation. Exclusive SINGLE AND DUAL MINIATURES provide complete grounding provisions. Many other unique features in this 3-pin line.

A3F-Male Panel Mount—U.S.A. List—$3.18
A3M—Male Panel Mount—U.S.A. List—$1.90
B3M—Male Single Hole Mount Receptacle—U.S.A. List—$2.90
C3M—Male Panel Mount Receptacle—U.S.A. List—$1.40

See Your Dealer Today or Write Us for Dealer Nearest You

SWITCHCRAFT, INC.
5579 N Elston Ave., Chicago 30, Illinois

INTRODUCTORY OFFER

FREE!

BONUS #1
$50
WORTH OF
RADIO-TV
LISTED BELOW

BONUS #2
$1
POLY PACK OF YOUR CHOICE

Both FREE with Every $10.00 Order

WORLD FAMOUS POLY PAK KITS—BRAND NEW PARTS

15 'Top Hat' Rectifiers, 70W, in all brands, 15 for $15
10 Micro Switches, 2-pole, 6V, 6A, 20 for $25
10 Transformer Primary Wires, 8/2, #4, 100 ft., 10 for $10
60 Microminiature Resistors, 100Ω, 90, 60 for $60
25 Panel Switches, power, reset, manual, 25 for $25
30 Micro Condensers, 10uF, 50V, 30 for $30
25 Precision Resistors, 250K, 1% tolerance, 25 for $25
25 Radio 'Top Hat' Resistors, 50Ω, 50 for $50
15 Famous Brand Transformers, C-722, 72V, 15 for $15
PNP Style, 1200V, 15 for $15
10 Volts Regulator, 100V, 10 for $10
12 Volt Batteries, 12 volt, 12 for $12
600V voltage regulator, 6 for $60
4 120VAC Transistor Supplies, 120VAC, 4 x $4.5
600V, 4 x $60

Write for Catalog. Cut out and mail with check or money order, plus postage. COD's 15%

POLY PAKS
P.O. BOX 9428
S. LYNNFIELD, MASS.
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25 ohms on 0-100 range. Meter protected against burnout—RD Instruments, Div. Hickock Electrical Instrument Co., 10514 Dupont Ave., Cleveland 8, Ohio.

**VOLT-OHM-MILLIAMMETER**, model 310-C. Fully enclosed lever-range switch; 20,000 ohms per volt dc; 15,000 ohms per volt ac. Polarity reversal switch for dc measurements. Removable test prod fits top of tester; manufacturer's model 10 adapter attachable to tester for quick-testing all line loads. Self-shielded. 2½ x 4½ x 1½/16 in. —Triplett Electrical Instrument Co., Harmon Rd., Bluffton, Ohio.

**RADAR SENTRY FIELD-STRENGTH METER**. 13-oz transistorized microwave receiver covers 1,000 mc in L-band to 11,000 mc in X-band. Audible warning of radiation. Checks leakage from wave joints on microwave transmitters.

Makes antenna gain test; measures antenna patterns, waveguide connection leakage, etc. Checks adjustment of radar-frequency diathermy machines. With or without calibrated meter.—Radartron, Inc., 232 Zimmerman St., North Tonawanda, N. Y.

**TRANSISTOR TESTER KIT**, model TR-115K. Kit form of model TR115 with improved meter design and one fewer switch. Checks leakage, beta current gain, shorts, opens. Beta read direct or on good-bad scale.—Sencore, Inc., 426 S. Wenquie Drive, Addison, Ill.

**PORTABLE FREQUENCY STANDARD**, model SC-101. For aligning 2-way radio networks, including transmitters, relay stations, receivers or transceivers. Works on 10 preselected frequencies within 10-nc to 480-nc range at temperatures —22°F to +104°F. Zero-beat indication. 10 oven-controlled quartz crystals, harmonic genera-

(Continued on page 106)

**NEW SONY STEREO TAPE DECK**

Now, for less than the cost of a good record changer, you can add a versatile new dimension to your hi fi system. —The Sony 262-D tape deck has a 4 track stereo erase head and 4 track stereo record/playback head. Heads are wired to six output and input facilities for connection of external electronics to play and record four track stereo. This is the same quality mechanism used in the most expensive Sony Superscope tape recorders.

$89.50

For literature or nearest dealer, write: Superscope, Inc. Dept. T Sun Valley, California.

SEPTEMBER, 1962

---

**FIX ELECTRIC APPLIANCES**

**PAYS $3 TO $5 AN HOUR**

Spare Time, Full Time • Learn at Home

**FREE BOOK** offered below shows how YOU can now have a good-paying business of your own, right in your home. No experience needed, just simple tools. Learn to repair Electric Appliances. Pays $3-$5 an hour!

$100 MILLION Appliances are in American homes right now. 76 Million MORE bought each year. People need them fixed, good times or bad. YOU make good money doing it in your basement, garage, even on your kitchen table. Quick Way To Get Started For less than 20¢ a day our easy, pictured instruction—taught by 43 years of success in home training—prepares you for top earnings in this booming field. Earl Reid of Thompson, Ohio says: "Made $510 in our mouth spare time. NR course is priceless." At no extra charge you even get all parts for your own Appliance Tester, too. Finds trouble-spots, speeds and checks your work. Get your FREE Book and FREE Sample Lesson! Mail coupon below, letter or postcard, now.

**FREE BOOK • FREE LESSON**

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Appliance Division Dept. F12, Washington 16, D. C.

Send Free Book, Free Appliance Repair Course Lesson. Am interested in:

☐ Spare Time Earnings  ☐ My Own Business

☐ Better Job

☐ Name ____________________________

☐ Address __________________________

☐ City ____________________________  State ________

☐ Accredited Member—National Home Study Council

NOW AVAILABLE!

Complete your 262-D stereo system: the long-awaited Sony YRA-2 stereo recording amplifier provides instant connection to the Sony 262-D stereo tape deck for complete 4-track stereophonic and monophonic recording. Two recording level indicators, track selector switch, record safety interlock, microphone and radio inputs. No modifications necessary.

$89.50

All Sony Stererecorders are Multiplex ready!
HOW TO MAKE $135

70 Watts, Heath Rating; 100 Watts IHFM Music Power

"Startling Realism ... Superb Dynamic Range ... Smooth, full power delivery ... Fast, effortless transient response ... Professional ... Convenient ... Takes full advantage of the state of transistor art ... Simple assembly" ... these are but a few of the enthusiastic comments of those who have heard and seen the new Heathkit AA-21 Transistor Stereo Amplifier.

Rated at 35 watts per channel by Heath standards or 50 watts per channel by IHFM music power standards, this Heathkit combination stereo preamplifier, power amplifier delivers full power over a range of 13 cycles to 25,000 cycles, ±1 db! No compromise in dynamic range, no faltering power at the important high and low extremes of response ... just the most satisfying solid sound you have ever heard. Its other specifications are equally impressive ... completely factual and guaranteed!

Featuring 28 transistors and 10 diodes, the latest, most advanced in RCA semi-conductor technology, the Heathkit AA-21 not only offers record-setting performance, but also provides operational characteristics unique with transistors ... cool operation with low power line requirements ... steady performance under wide, external temperature variations ... complete freedom from annoying microphonics ... instant operation.

More than two years in development, this pace-setting unit features transformerless output circuitry plus multiple feed-back loops for flat response and finest fidelity. All controls are front-panel mounted for operating convenience, with a 5-position, dual concentric input selector which permits "mixing" inputs for tape recording purposes, etc., a 5-position "mode" selector, plus dual concentric volume, bass and treble controls. A hinged lower front panel covers all input level controls, the tape-monitor input switch, a speaker phase reversal switch, and a loudness switch which converts the volume control to a loudness control for compensated low-volume levels. The right-hand section of the lower front panel is a unique On-Off switch ... touch to turn on, touch to turn off. All input and output connections are conveniently located on the rear chassis panel. Circuit safety is assured through the use of 3 new, fast-acting, bi-metal circuit breakers ... no more annoying fuse-fussing.

Kit assembly is fast and simple through the use of 5 circuit boards which eliminate most of the conventional, time-consuming point-to-point wiring. The preamplifier circuits are "capsulized" to reduce wiring ... 6 epoxy-covered modules contain 70 resistors and capacitors, all factory wired and sealed, ready for easy mounting on the preamplifier circuit boards.

Styling is in the Heathkit deluxe motif of luggage-tan vinyl-clad steel with polished, anodized aluminum trim, plastic upper front panel, extruded aluminum lower panel with matching vinyl inset, and soft, refracted panel-lighting.

Designed to set a new standard of value, this finest of all stereo amplifiers carries a surprisingly low price tag ... order yours now for early enjoyment.

Kit AA-21, 28 lbs., no money down, $13 mo.................. $134.95
Assembled AAW-21, no money down, $21 mo.................. $219.95
SOUND LIKE A MILLION!

Build This
New Heathkit
Transistor Stereo
Amplifier

Full Power, Wide-Range Sound As You Have Never Heard It

1. Eight germanium power output transistors mounted on four finned heat sinks. 2. Output circuit breakers. 3. Two power amplifier circuit boards containing four transistors and six diodes. 4. Two driver transistors. 5. Two preamplifier circuit boards containing six epoxy-sealed component modules and two transistors. 6. Two germanium driver transistors plus four electronic filter transistors. 7. Two 2,000-volt ceramic capacitors and four power supply diodes. 8. Two output terminal boards. 9. Stereo input jacks. 10. Tape recorder output jacks. 11. Power transformer. 12. AC power outlets. All primary and secondary controls accessible at front panel area.

SPECIFICATIONS—Power output (per channel): (Heath model) 35 watts 8 ohm load—20 watts 16 ohm load—18 watts 4 ohm load. (4 ohm music power output): 30 watts 8 ohm load—34 watts 16 ohm load. 25 watts 8 ohm load; THD 0.7%. Power response: ±3 db from 80 Hz to 20 KC @ rated output. (For 35 watts output per channel): 50 watts 8 ohm load; THD 1.0%. Intermodulation distortion (at rated output): Less than 0.1% @ 20 kc. 1.0% @ 1 KH, 20 kc. Harmonic distortion (at rated output): Less than 0.1%. 0.5% @ 20 kc. Phase response: 70 & 140 cycles. 1.0% at 70 cycles. Input sensitivity: (For 35 watts output per channel): 6 ohm load. Tape input: 2 mv. Microphone: 3 mv. Tuner: 25 & FM stereo. Phono: 3 mv. FM, stereo: 25 & FM. Input impedance: Tape: 50 K ohm. Mag. input: 10 K ohm. 10 K ohm. 10 K ohm. Tuner: 100 K ohm. FM stereo: 100 K ohm. Aux.: 100 K ohm. Tape monitor: 51 K ohm. Outputs: 4, 8, & 16 ohm and low impedance tape recorder outputs. Controls: 9 pos. Selector (dual-concentric). 5 pos. Tone switch. FM, stereo, 35 volt AC, 35 volt AC (no signal: 200 watts, 35 volt AC). Power requirements: 150-125 volts, 50-60 cycles AC, 35 watts standby, no signal: 200 watts, full power out: 6.150 volts with no load on AC receptacles. Power outlets: 2 AC receptacles, 1 switch, 1 unswitched. Dimensions: 195" W x 5" H x 14" D.

FREE 1963 HEATHKIT CATALOG
If you are not already on our mailing list, fill in and mail the coupon below right away to receive this new Fall & Winter edition of the world's biggest electronic kit catalog. More than 100 new electronic luxuries have been added since the last issue, more than 250 in all, completely described and illustrated. Send for your free copy today!

HEATH COMPANY
Benton Harbor 20, Michigan

Please send my FREE 1963 Heathkit Catalog

Name:

Street:

City:

State:

Tone:

Send to:

FREE CATALOG MAILING LIST!

Fill in the form below and send it to us today, and receive immediately our FREE 1963 HEATHKIT CATALOG.
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REPAIR ELECTRIC MOTORS!
Make
Spare Time
Pay Off
BIG!

The electric motor is the heart of all electrical appliances and machinery. Millions must be repaired every year and here's the secret that will save you 20 to 30% on this "gold mine." The famous ELECTRIC MOTOR REPAIR MANUAL is the field's best seller—the best and most complete book on the subject. Whether you want to train for a good, new motor repair job, or fix motors as a sideline or hobby, here's the book you need.

HANDLE ANY Job Large or Small
ELECTRIC MOTOR REPAIR shows you, step-by-step, how to do it. ALL repair jobs like an expert (including complete rewinding on practically any DC or AC motor or generator, from fractional to giant industrial motors). Test and related how-to-do-it diagrams are side-by-side, so you learn fast, easily and right! When a subliminal motor comes in for repair, you know the facts, the measurements, the practical things to do and how to do it. Price only $9.25.

Send ELECTRIC MOTOR REPAIR (#708735) for FREE EXAMINATION. If you decide to keep book, I will send you $9.25 plus postage in full payment. If not, I will return your book, no questions asked. Same 10-day guarantee with your money promptly refunded if you're not more than satisfied with the book.

Name
Address

OUTSIDE U.S.A. Price $9.75 each only.

All specifications are from manufacturers' data.

NEW BUSINESS GETTERS

NEW LITERATURE

Regular and iron-cored models, including conical, bent chisel and chisel shapes. Pretinned desoldering tip available.—SIDCO, P.O. Box 137, Wynco, Pa.

ELAPSED-TIME DIGITAL COMPUTER
Tymeter. Automatically calculates and registers elapsed time in hours. 10 minutes, minutes and seconds. Second-by-second digital readout, 24-hour.


3-WAY RADIO SERVICE FORM, No. 51. Triplicate, one-time carbon service order for billing and service records. Spaces provided for: name, address and telephone, description, etc. for transmitter and receiver (may be shown before and after repair), materials used, description of labor and adjustments, origin or service authorization, technicians time.—Oelrich Publications, 4308 Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, III.

RADIO/TV DATA; 48-page list covers available radio diagrams from 1926 to present; TV diagrams 1950 to present—Supreme Publications, 1760 Balsam Rd., Highland Park, Ill.

THREE MORE THAN 250 KITS pictured and described in Catalog Supplement 50/64. Includes stereo and hi-fi, marine equipment, amateur radio equipment, test instruments, miscellaneous electronic products.—Heath Co., Benton Harbor, Mich.

TELEVISION IN EDUCATION. 28-page illustrated booklet describes uses of educational TV. TV for home, hospitals, churches, temples, etc. TV is transmitted and received. Gives equipment requirements, installation plant.—Sylvania Commercial Electronics, 730 3rd Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

POWER EQUIPMENT, Bulletin 4-100. 6-page illustrated folder gives complete specs and dimensions for 31 power products. Includes 24, 50 or 130 volts output, operating from single- or 3-phase ac inputs; 4 constant current chargers; 6 constant-voltage chargers. Electro-Voice, Radio-Engineer Co., Utility and Communications Power Equip. Dept., Hookset Plant, Manchester, N. H.

NEW BUSINESS GETTERS

NEW LITERATURE

Any or all of these catalogs, bulletins, or periodicals are available to you on request direct to the manufacturer whose addresses are listed at the end of each item. Use your letterhead—do not use postcards. To facilitate identification, mention the issue and page of RADIO-ELECTRONICS on which the item appears. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED, ALL ITEMS ARE GRATIS. ALL LITERATURE OFFERS ARE VOID AFTER SIX MONTHS.

WINEGARD Transistor TV-FM TENNA-BOOST
Mounts on Any Antenna!

19 D.B. GAIN! CUTS SNOW, BOOSTS SIGNAL

Make any TV or FM Antenna work better—amplifies signals with the new Winegard Tenna-Boost.

19 D.B. gain—no peaks and valleys. Linear frequency response—extremely low VSWR. All AC power supply.

Because of its extra power, the Winegard Tenna-Boost can be used to operate up to 6 TV sets from one antenna. Works perfectly for black and white and color... plus FM and FM stereo.

There's a big difference in antenna amplifiers! Ask your distributor or write for technical bulletin.

1937-9 Scott, Burlington, Iowa.
Complaint of intermittent loss of picture and sound appeared due to an intermittent or open heater as all tubes would darken each time the set acted up. Any slight jarring, removing tubes for testing, using an ohmmeter to trace the open or other test would temporarily heal the intermittent

and the set would play for weeks at a time before acting up again. Often the customer would get the set going by just flicking the off-on switch to make and break the circuit. After making several repeat visits, replacing the filament choke between the picture tube and video output tube heaters cured the trouble.—George P. Oberto

Steelman Transitape and Airline 7111-M Recorders

Complaint: Rewind fails to work or work properly.
The rewind pulley turns when the slide bar brings the rewind yoke assembly up against the side of the flywheel. The rubber rewind belt is then friction-coupled to the flywheel and turns.

Use carbon or some other cleaner on the belt and the flywheel edge. Do not slosh the cleaner as some oil is necessary in the bearings. If the belt is worn, replace with Steelman part No. 930023. If the pulley hangs up, a new spring may be needed. Use part No. 678041. This is a fine spring and its tension is critical. If it is mishandled, the rewind action will never be correct.

If the rewind belt continually jumps from the pulley, a new design pulley should be installed. The new pulley has a riveted flange or a wider groove. The part number is 830140.—Max Alth

RCA T-120

This set had the usual symptoms of a defective picture tube, resulting in a weak intermittent picture accompanied by varying degrees of brightness. Tests indicated a short inside the picture tube plus weak emission. After replacing the
tube, the picture was very good and all other circuits performed well.

Several weeks later I got a callback—the set was giving the same trouble and the new tube was bad. A quick check showed a varying bias voltage on pin 2 of the picture tube—a positive voltage when the picture was bright to a negative voltage when the picture was too dark. In either case, the brightness control had little effect in restoring the picture to normal.

The cure was to replace an intermittent 2.2-megohm resistor and a .047uf capacitor which was leaky intermittently. The old picture tube was later tried in another set to prove a point and, lo and behold! The same intermittent condition as we started with!—George P. Oberto

**Philo T-75 Radio**

One trouble occurs rather frequently in these models, especially if the i.f.'s are adjusted too vigorously—an open coil in the 1st i.f. transformer. Unfortunately, there is no way to measure the entire winding with an ohmmeter and breaks at X or Y (Fig. 1) will not affect the transistor voltages, but the signal will drop to virtually nothing.

The circuit is an unusual one, employing bandpass coupling. Even though the transformer seems to be inductive.
IT'S NEW FROM QUAM
A mighty 8-inch ceramic magnet public address speaker!

Mighty narrow
(only 3 inches deep for in-wall mounting)

Mighty powerful
(easily handles 12 watts)

Mighty fine fidelity
(audible response from 55 to 13,000 cps
assures perfect music and voice reproduction)

Now you can have a speaker with
the shallow depth needed for in-wall
mounting PLUS full range, response
and angular coverage. Quam
recognized the industry need for a
speaker with these rigid specifications
and developed the new 8C6PA
which now joins the other fine ceramic
and Alnico V magnet speakers in
the Quam Public Address line.

Quam is the quality name in public
address speakers well known for
trouble-free operation, superior
workmanship and engineering, and
rigid quality control.

The brand-new up-to-date Quam
Sound System Catalog gives full
information on the 8C6PA and the
other fine Quam Public Address
speakers. Write for your free copy.

QUAM
QUAM-NICHOLS COMPANY
238 East Marquette Road • Chicago 37, Illinois

IF THE TREND CONTINUES WE'LL
change the name of this column to
New Semiconductors and Tubes. Al-
though this month there is one vacuum
tube and one special CRT in the list,
semiconductors dominate again.

Some of the more interesting items
are an epitaxial planar silicon transistor,
a couple of nanosecond diodes, a pen-
tode-diode tube combination, and a spe-
cial storage-type CRT.

2N2432
An n-p-n diffused epitaxial planar
silicon transistor specifically intended

for low-level high-speed chopper appli-
cations.

Maximum ratings of the Texas In-
struments 2N2432 at 25°C are:

V_{EB} 30
V_{CEO} 30
V_{EH} 15
V_{EO} 15
I_c (ma) 100
P_{total} (mw) 300
(at 25°C free air temp)
(at 25°C case temp)

“Universal” audio transistors
A series of five germanium alloy
transistors designed for radio and in-
dustrial applications. All five types
(2N2428, 2N2429, 2N2430, 2N2431
and AC132) have extremely flat beta
characteristics and uniformly high beta
over the entire operating current range.

The 2N2428 is a high-gain p-n-p
unit with a beta range of 80-170. The
2N2429 is similar to the 2N2428 but
has a higher beta range (130-300).
These two units are intended for use as
preamps, drivers, and low-wattage out-
put stages. The 2N2430 is an n-p-n
transistor with a beta range of 65-190.
It is also available as the AC127 in matched pairs and as AC132 in p-n-p/n-p-n complementary pair. The last type, the 2N2431, is a p-n-p medium-power unit that can handle up to 2-watts power output per pair. They are intended for use in class A and B audio output stages. All these transistors are made by Amperex.

**CGD1092, CGD1093**

Two nanosecond gold-bonded germanium diodes for high-speed computing circuits.

**CGD1092, CGD1093**

Maximum ratings of these Clevite units at 25°C are: **CGD1092, CGD1093**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V&lt;sub&gt;B&lt;/sub&gt; (continuous inverse operating voltage)</td>
<td>15 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;F&lt;/sub&gt; (continuous de forward current, ma)</td>
<td>80 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;R&lt;/sub&gt; (surge current for 1 second, ma)</td>
<td>300 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P&lt;sub&gt;co&lt;/sub&gt; (average power dissipation, mw)</td>
<td>80 80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Switching characteristics at 25°C are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t&lt;sub&gt;rr&lt;/sub&gt; (reverse recovery time, nsec)</td>
<td>8 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V&lt;sub&gt;peak&lt;/sub&gt; (forward recovery voltage)</td>
<td>1.5 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (capacitance μFf)</td>
<td>1.5 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**6KL8, 12KL8**

A pair of 9-pin miniature tubes housing a diode and sharp-cutoff pentode combination suited for use as combined i.f. amplifier and AM-detector in AM and AM/FM receivers. The pentode section might also be used as an rf or i.f. amplifier or limiter. Both RCA tubes are identical except for their heater ratings—6.3 volts, 300-ma for the 6KL8; and 12.6 volts, 150-ma for the 12KL8. Also, the 12K8 has a 17-second controlled-warmup time.

**6KL8, 12KL8**

Typical characteristics of the pentode section in class A1 amplifier service are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V&lt;sub&gt;p&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3 (connected to cathode at socket)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal shield</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V&lt;sub&gt;ge&lt;/sub&gt; (supply)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&lt;sub&gt;de&lt;/sub&gt; (bypassed, megohms)</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&lt;sub&gt;e&lt;/sub&gt; (k ohms)</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gm (mhos)</td>
<td>4.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;r&lt;/sub&gt; (ma)</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;ao&lt;/sub&gt; (ma)</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**AS-17-21**

A storage-type cathode-ray tube that can retain an image for a time variable between a few seconds and several hours. The maximum writing rate is about 30,000 centimeters per second. The tube is electrostatically focused and electromagnetically deflected.

The trace appears as a dark purple line on a light background. The image can be erased within 10 seconds by applying a current across two socket ter-

---

**Radio-Electronics**

**Halloween**

*RADIO-ELECTRONICS OCTOBER ISSUE OFFERS FOLLOWING TRANSMISSIONS TOWARD OFF EVIL STATIC:*

- SAFETY VALVE FOR SENSITIVE METERS
  - Transistor unit connects across your meter. Bypasses overloads, prevents burnouts.
- ADAPTER FOR TUBE TESTERS
  - Test newest tubes in your old unit. With complete schematics.
- NEW SOLID-STATE I.F. TRANSFORMERS
  - How new ceramic filters are used in i.f. stages of transistor S-W receivers. Full details on future applications.
- TROUBLESHOOTING WITH A COLOR BAR GENERATOR
  - Bob Middleton makes color TV service simple with a minimum of test equipment.
- TRANSISTOR STEREO PREAMP AND CONTROL CENTER
  - Build a professional piece of audio equipment. Has refinements of most advanced preamps.

**Radio-Electronics ON SALE SEPTEMBER 19 AVOID VOODOO IMITATIONS**

SEPTEMBER, 1962

---
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TV Tuner Problems?

Simply send us your defective tuner complete: include tubes, shield cover and any damaged parts with model number and complaint.

Send for details and FREE Mailing Kit

CASTLE TV TUNER SERVICE, INC.

5715 NORTH WESTERN AVENUE, CHICAGO 45, ILLINOIS
653 PALISADE BLVD., CLIFFSIDE PARK, NEW JERSEY
IN CANADA: 136 MAIN STREET, TORONTO 13, ONTARIO

Tubes and Major Parts Extra

OUT OF SPACE?

You bet we'd be... if we were to tell you all about AUDION's "Out of this World Hi-Fi Valves"...

Write for free Catalog

audion

25-B Oxford Road
Massapequa, New York

COMPONENTS, TAPE RECORDERS

Write for our full line catalog on your choice of components. Save more on "packages"! All factory sealed. Send for "Monthly Specials" bulletin.

HI-FI RECORDING TAPE

Optimal Pre-1930's Quality tape, 30-50,000 cps. 15-day money back guarantee.

1200' FF $1.75 1250' FF $2.25
1600' FF $2.25 1750' FF $2.75
2000' FF $2.75 2250' FF $3.25
2500' FF $3.25 2750' FF $3.75
Can be Assorted. Add 15¢ Postage Per Reel.

125-RO East 88 St., New York 28, N. Y.

CARLTON Sales

Get ahead in SERVICING

Write for details about the GERNBACk LIBRARY TECHNICIANS BOOK CLUB

Gernback Library, Inc.

154 West 14th St., N.Y. 11

AUDIO unlimited

Specializes in SAVING YOU MONEY

Factory Fresh Components
Lowest Possible Quotations
Fast Delivery

We are franchised dealers for most Hi-Fi lines. Most orders shipped promptly from stock. RECORDING TAPE at Lowest Prices. FREE 95 page STEREO CATALOG

170-B Lay Ave., Sec. 32
St., New York 16, N. Y.

Visit Our Showroom

HANDY-TALKIE TRANSISTOR-PHONE

2 for $8.95

15" SPEAKERS...$9.95

6.8 oz. Magnet

15" WOOFERS...$16.95

with 1.4 lb. Magnet

15" WOOFER, 8" MID.R. and Horn Tweeter...$29.95

GM PHOTOELECTRONICS

623 So. Gay Street
Knoxville 2, Tenn.

minals. The CRT is made by International Telephone and Telegraph Components Div.

1N3712 through 1N3721

A series of 10 high-performance germanium tunnel diodes for low-level switching circuits and small-signal applications at high frequencies. Five of these units are premium types with very tightly controlled characteristics, making them desirable for use in level detectors and other applications where small variations may be critical.

The diodes differ in their peak-point current characteristic. In this series of G-E diodes are units with peak-point current ratings of 1.0, 2.2, 4.7, 10, and 22 ma. This parameter is held to 2.5% variation in the premium versions and to 10% in the others.

 Corrections

Reverse the polarity of the battery in the diagram of the precision frequency standard on page 76 of the July issue. The positive end of the battery goes to ground and the negative end to the collector supply line.

We thank Mr. I. C. Chapel, of Warsaw, Ind., for telling us about the error.

Mr. Lawson informs us of two errors in the schematic and parts list of his article "Put Electronic Ignition in your Car" in the July issue. C6 should be 1.0 µf, not 0.1 µf as in the parts list and diagram. It was made by paralleling two 0.5-µf bathtub type capacitors, as stated in the text. S1 is listed in the parts list as a 32-pole unit. Obviously, this is a 3-pole unit.

There is an error in the bill of materials for the CB ground-plane antenna on page 74 of the July issue. The radiator and radials are made from standard (10-foot) lengths of ½-inch aluminum electrical conduit. The lengths were listed erroneously as 8 feet. Note well that this is a thick-wall type of conduit, not the thin-wall type that requires compression fittings. We thank Mr. Sheldon Rosenberg of New York City for calling this to our attention.

There is a typographical error in the table of the article "Handling the Metric Prefixes" on page 80 of the July issue. To convert units to pico-units, multiply by 10^-12, not 10^-16 as indicated. We thank Mr. Basil De Selin, of Elizabeth, Ill., for pointing out this error.
Curing Audio Amplifier Oscillation

High-quality audio amplifiers using a large amount of negative feedback often break into high-frequency oscillation when speaker leads are extended beyond the critical length, especially if they are shielded. This oscillation is due to a phase shift in the output transformer (caused by the distributed capacitance of the speaker leads combined with the interelectrode and other stray capacitances within the amplifier), resulting in positive feedback in the neighborhood of 100 kc. It can often be cured by connecting a small air-core choke in series with the hot or ungrounded lead between the output transformer and speaker. The choke gives an opposite phase shift and maintains negative feedback at much higher frequencies, usually eliminating the tendency to oscillate. A suitable choke coil can be made of 40 turns of No. 20 dec wire wound on a 3/4-inch form 3 inches long. To determine whether a particular amplifier is oscillating, connect a 0.05-µf paper capacitor across the output terminals and observe the waveform with a scope. Speaker and leads should be in their usual positions during this test for an accurate analysis.—Warren J. Smith

Microphone Plug Adapter

With the increasing popularity of miniature mike connectors, I found it useful to make an adapter that will quickly and easily connect a miniature mike plug to a standard phone jack. This simple shielded adapter will be useful to experimenters, audiophiles and service technicians.

Fig. 1 shows its simplicity. Remove

the hardware from a miniature mike chassis unit and remove the metal barrel from a standard shielded phone plug.

There's just one... but that one has a big plus... the years-ahead concept of modular flexibility, an exclusive feature of University's new professional line of omnidirectional and cardioid broadcast microphones. Each modular microphone is uniquely designed for use with any of several interchangeable adapters... with and without switches, for cables with and without cannon plugs, for screw-on or slide-on stands. Thus you buy only the features you actually need—and need never compromise on quality just to meet a price. That's true modular flexibility, and you get it only from University.

In their sleek modern styling, in their laboratory standard of performance, University's modular microphones are without peer. They achieve a clean and exceptionally wide-range response—from as low as 30 cps to as high as 20,000 cps. They transmit both voice and music with clarity and faithfulness that serve as a tribute to the initial engineering concept and the painstaking care and custom construction lavished upon them at every stage of manufacture. For full information about this truly outstanding new line of professional microphones, write Desk J-9, University Loudspeakers, Inc., White Plains, N. Y.
No more fix one, fix 'em all. No more do this and that and the set is repaired. Radio has been discovered all over again and in a big way. What sort of radio? All sorts, sizes, shapes, and types. Now we have clock radios, portable radios, short wave radios, marine receivers, FM, AM, transistor receivers, Citizens Band receivers, and many others. The question is, are you prepared to repair these expensive receivers, which now, more than ever, are big profit-making jobs?

RADIO SERVICING MADE EASY is a new Gernsback Library, two-volume set. It costs $7.20 complete. Can you afford not to buy it? The service technician is provided a treasury of servicing information on every known radio type that television-tired people are buying today. Fill in the coupon below today or buy the set at your parts dealer, soon. After you read the set, you'll be able to look any new-fangled radio in the face and say (and mean it), "See here, No nonsense out of you!!"


Ten banana jacks are mounted on the top of a 6 x 4 x 1-inch case. The five diodes are connected across these terminals as shown. By using these test leads—banana plugs on one end and alligator clips on the other—we can sub-

Insert the threaded shank of the miniature chassis unit into the opening on the end of the phone plug barrel and lock the two units together using a hexagon nut inside the barrel. Connect one end of a short length of hookup wire to the center electrode terminal on the phone plug. Pass the other end of the wire through the eylet in the center of the miniature chassis unit; screw the barrel onto the phone plug and solder the end of the wire to the eylet in the miniature chassis unit. The ground lead is automatically made when the chassis unit is joined to the metal phone plug.
Hi-Fi Tuner Hints

To boost the bass in the output of your hi-fi tuner (AM or FM), this simple but effective circuit may be used. Your tuner must have a level control and the output must be more than adequate. Simply open the ground lead of the level control and insert a .01 to .1-mf capacitor in its place (smaller values give more bass). Then wire a 470,000-ohm or 1-megohm resistor from the slider of the control to ground. This replaces the resistance of the control in the circuit. The boost depends on how far down the control is turned. If the control is turned down too far, the treble will be removed entirely.

If the noise rejection of your FM tuner is not quite sufficient, you can sometimes substitute a higher-transconductance tube for the limiter. Usually a 6AU6 tube is used in this stage. In this case, a 6AH6 may be substituted with no wiring changes. However, alignment may need touching up. Sometimes the same substitution may be made for 6AU6's in the i.f. stages, but be careful here as the higher gain may cause regeneration or oscillation. Realignment may be necessary here also.

Another improvement for an FM tuner is to peak the r-f circuits for a desired station. This is useful in localities where there is only one receivable station or where there are one or more strong stations and one weaker station. —Clyde E. Wade, Jr.

ELECTRONICS

Engineering Technicians

Bachelor of Science Degree, 30 Months
Save Two Years' Time

Heald's Microwave and Radar Laboratory Equipment.

The Nation's increased demand for Engineers, Electronic Technicians, Radio TV Technicians is at an all-time high. Heald Graduates are in demand for preferred high paying salaries. Train Now for a lucrative, satisfying lifetime career.

HEALD'S
ENGINEERING COLLEGE
Established 1863
Van Ness at Post, RE
San Francisco, Calif.

Write for Catalog and Registration Application, New Term Starting Soon.

How to Publish Your Book

Join our successful authors in a complete and reliable publishing program: publicity, advertising, handsome books. Speedy, efficient service. Send for FREE manuscript report & copy of Publish Your Book.

CARLTON PRESS Dept. REI
84 Fifth Ave., New York 11, N.Y.

TAPE RECORDERS

Unusual Values Ever $3.00

MERITAPE
Low cost, high quality recording tape, in boxes or cans.

ON OFF

Turn ON the QUIET
Turn OFF the NOISE

with QUIETROLE... zoo Kj

The quality, proved lubricant for effective silencing of noisy controls and switches on TV, radio and electronics instruments. And the FREE EXTENDER TUBE makes those once pesky places easy to reach. Put quality QUIETROLE in your repair kit and see how quickly and easily you satisfy more of your customers.

5 CORES
WETS FASTER
MELTS FASTER
Solders Better

QUIETROLE COMPANY
Spartanburg, South Carolina

For information, write Department AAA872

6 Oz. SPRAY PACK CAN
(with FREE Extender Tube)
2, 4, 8 oz. Bottles
(with Dropper)
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YOU SAVE MONEY!

RUSH US YOUR LIST OF HI-FI COMPONENTS FOR A SPECIAL QUOTATION
WRITE FOR FREE AUDIO DISCOUNT CATALOG A-15

New low prices on amplifiers, tuners, tape recorders, speakers, etc.

KEY ELECTRONICS CO. 120 LIBERTY ST. NEW YORK 6, N.Y.

Ask By Name For GENUINE "NOISE" PRODUCTS

NO-NOISE Volume & Contact Restorer with Perma-Film $2.25
Not a Carbon Tet. Solution

NO-NOISE TUNER-TONIC with Perma-Film $3.25

FREE with every ELECTRONIC CHEMICAL products
S Plastic Extender & Push Button for Point Applications
S Brass, Not Copper Bows

Electronic Chemical now formula EC-44
Lubricates conditions, cleans, all electrical contacts, economical...a little does a lot,
Spray can $3.50

ELECTRONIC CHEMICAL CORP.
813 Communipaw Ave. Jersey City 4, N. J.
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NEW BOOKS


A 10-lesson course by a veteran in the field. Starts with "Semiconductor Theory," and goes to "Special Circuits." An appendix is included, covering parameters, and a monthly supplement service to update the student is offered at $6 per year.

COMPUTER BASICS, 5 Volumes, by Technical Education & Management, Inc., Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 1720 E. 38 St., Indianapolis 6, Ind. $5.50 x 8 1/2 in. 1,250 pages; $4.95 per volume.

Covering computer fundamentals, the five volumes are: Introduction to Analog Computers: Analog Computers...Mathematics and Circuitry; Digital Computers...Mathematics and Circuitry; Digital Computers...Storage and Logic Circuitry, and Computers-Organization, Programming and Maintenance.

THE ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENT MANUAL, by Alan Douglas, Printers Publishing Corp., 2 W. 45 St., New York, N.Y. $5.50 x 8 1/2 in. 291 pp. $8.50.

Fourth edition of this standard and almost the oldest work on electronic keyboard instruments in the field. Completely revised and updated to describe recent equipment.

THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING, by Parry Moan. Dover Publications, 180 Varick St., New York 14, N.Y. $5.50 x 8 1/2 in. 596 pp. $2.85.

For the illumination engineer. Complete coverage of the basic theoretical principles and the elements of design, vision and color, with practical hints on measuring and calculating.


Well illustrated, highly informative book for students, technicians and engineers on such topics as telephone systems, filters, transmission lines, etc.


Complete treatise on the subject, aimed at the freshly graduated engineer entering the semiconductor field.


Systematic coverage of theory and math for college students and engineers.


A sort of British "Electronics Master" for subminiature components, containing listings, specifications, photos, drawings and dimensions of British manufacturers' products.

FM MULTIPLEXING FOR STEREO, by Leonard Feldman. Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 1720 E. 38 St., Indianapolis, Ind. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2 in. 157 pp. $2.50.

A well written and clear description of the why and how of the technique. Will help many who have not been able to understand previous treatises on the subject.


This college text deals with measurements, circuits and electromechanical systems.


An advanced mathematical study of electromagnetic fields and waves.

ANALYSIS OF BISTABLE MULTIVIBRATOR OPERATION, by P. A. Neeteson. 2nd ed. John F. Rider Publisher Inc., 166 W. 14 St., New York 11, N.Y. 6 x 6 in. 92 pp. $2.90 hard cover.

The Eccles-Jordan flip-flop is analyzed in detail for computer and other engineers.

Correction
Our reviewer goofed last month. Ed Bukstein's book (near bottom of page 103) is Industrial Electronics Measurement and Control, not Industrial Electrons.

30 YEARS AGO

HUGO GERNBAC, Founder

Radio-Electronics

Hugo Gernsback Publications

In Gernsback Publications

Hugo Gernsback

Modern Electrics 1908

Radio-Technical Experimenter 1912

Radio News 1919

Rider Book Co. 1920

Practical Electrics 1921

Television 1927

Radio-Craft 1929

Short-Wave Craft 1930

Television News 1931

Some larger libraries still have copies of Modern Electrics on file for interested readers.

In September, 1912, Modern Electrics


Electrolytic Revolving Magnet, by H. B. Dailey.

Loud Acoustical Reproducer, by M. E. Armstrong.

A Modern Amateur Wireless Station (Supplement).

Improved Rotary Spark Gap, by H. R. Searing.
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GET INTO ELECTRONICS


TRI-STATE COLLEGE
2402 College Ave. Angola, Indiana

B.S. DEGREE IN 36 MONTHS
INDUSTRY & GOVERNMENT NEED


INDIANA TECHNICAL COLLEGE
Valparaiso, Indiana


FREE! ELECTRONICS CAREER KIT

If you're interested in breaking into a good-paying job in Radio-TV-Electronics, I.C.S. will send you absolutely free a famous Career Kit with 3 famous booklets that have helped thousands of others - just like yourself - on the road to real success. Includes: 1 "HOW TO SUCCEED" Career Guide - 36-page gold mine of career tips and information. 2 "JOB CATALOG" of opportunities in your field of interest. 3 "SAMPLE LESSON" (math) to demonstrate the famous I.C.S. method. Send today for your free I.C.S. Career Kit with these 3 famous booklets. There's no obligation. This may be the big break you've been waiting for. Mark and mail the coupon today.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

FREE CAREER BOOKLET

to guide you to a successful future in ELECTRONICS RADIO-TV COMPUTERS ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

This interesting pictorial booklet tells you how you can prepare for a dynamic career as an Electrical Engineer or Engineering Technician in many exciting, growing fields: MISSILES · RADAR · RESEARCH ELECTRICAL POWER · ROCKETRY AUTOMATION · AVIONICS SALES · DEVELOPMENT

Get all the facts about job opportunities, length of study, courses offered, degrees you can earn, scholarships, part-time work - as well as pictures of the Milwaukee School of Engineering's educational and recreational facilities. No obligation - it's yours free.

MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

MAIL COUPON TODAY!

MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Dept. RC-992, 1025 N. Milwaukee St.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Please send FREE "Your Career" booklet. I'm interested in □ Electronics □ Radio-TV □ Computers □ Electrical Engineering □ Mechanical Engineering (PLEASE PRINT)

Name

Address

City Zone State

Age

Age

I'm eligible for veterans education benefits. Discharge date
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September, 1962
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SERVICES

GERMAN HI-FI, TAPE RECORDERS repaired by German specialists. GERMAN HI-FI SALES, 1574 Third Avenue, New York 28, N. Y.

ATTENTION ENGINEERS: Printed circuit cards and allied subassemblies, fast service. PALMYRA INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS, Palmyra, Pa.

TV TUNERS—rebuilt or exchanged, $9.95 complete—all types—fast, guaranteed service. Send tuner with all parts to: L.A. TUNER EXCHANGE, 46 W. Jefferson Blvd., Los Angeles 16, Calif.

TRANSISTORIZED products dealers catalog, $1. INTERMARKET, CPO 1717, Tokyo, Japan.

ALL MAKES OF ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS AND TESTING equipment repaired. New and used instruments bought, sold, exchanged. HAZELTON INSTRUMENT CO., 128 Liberty St., New York, N. Y.

TV Tuners—rebuilt or exchanged, $9.95. Most tuners shipped same day received. VALLEY TUNER SERVICE, 18530 Parthenia, Northridge, Calif.

SPEAKER RECONING. Satisfaction Guaranteed. C & M RECONO CO., 255 Tioga St., Trenton, N.J.

All makes of Elec. kits wired-written. Write for estimate. CROSSROADS SERVICE, 4319 East Lewis, Wichita, Kans.

TRIPLET OBSESSO METERS—Equipment repaired. Free Catalog. BIG-LOW ELECTRONICS, Bluffton, Ohio.

FOR SALE

Electronics

ELECTRONICS PARTS, equipment. Cutting down stock after 35 years business at fraction cost. Retail; wholesale. Sorry, no catalog; state your needs. LEOTONE RADIO CORP., 65 Dey St., New York 7, N.Y.

U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS—Jeps, $264.00, radios, $2.53, guns, typewriters, cameras, tools, thousands of items. Fabulously low surplus prices. Complete information sent immediately. Send $1.00 to: SURPLUS, PO Box 50512, Dept. N N, New Orleans 50, La.

ELECTRONICS, radios, amplifiers, recorders. Everything Japanese. UNIT INDUSTRIES, 545 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N.Y.

MODERNIZE YOUR OSCILLOSCOPE to display wide bandwidth and DC with easy-to-assemble, inexpensive, stable, direct-coupled amplifier. Install in scope and module or use externally. Operates off scope supply. PLANS $1.95! R. A. CANFIELD, 1117 S. Topeka, Wichita, Kans.

TV camera—low cost. Schematics, instructions 50c.

DENSON ELECTRONICS, Rockville, Conn.

DIAGRAMS for TV, $2.00; for radio, $1.00.

HIET DIAGRAMS, Box 816, Laredo, Tex.

DON'T buy Hi-Fi components or Electronic Equipment until you get our return mail quotation. "We guarantee not to be undersold." Send 10c for Catalog. HI-FIDELITY SERVICE CENTER 220-20 E. 38th St., N.Y. 10, N.Y.


HORIZONTAL OUTPUT SYSTEM. Complete new, tested technique. $2.95 postpaid. M. A. SCHWARTZ, publisher, 21 E. Bank St., Petersburg, Va.

POCKET-SIZED, low-impedance, square wave generator. Variable frequency, 200 to 4000 cycles. Build it yourself for $9. Send $1.00 and stamped envelope for schematic to ACE, 1150-K NW 7th Ave., Miami, Fla.

TRANSISTOR IGNITION COIL—Instructions. SPECIAL—$5.50.

ANDERSON ENGINEERING, 16 Williams, Wrentham, Mass.

FREE LIST. Do-it-yourself circuits for building many economical miniaturized shop equipment items. Voice relays, signal generators, etc. Send stamped addressed envelope. DEPT-27, 11500 NW 7th Ave., Miami, Fla.

ELECTRONIC SURPLUS CATALOG, 5,000 items. Send 10c.

BILLY SLEEP CO., Drawer 178R, Ellenton, Fla.

FREE BRAND-NEW FAMOUS-BRAND TUBES CATALOG. Discounts to 75% from list. Picture tubes at $75 inch up; parts, kits at 1/10 original cost. Phonograph needles, tube testers, silicon, seleniums, TV bench test tube—$6.99—and more.

ARCTURUS ELECTRONICS CORP., 502 22nd St., Union City, N.J.

INVESTIGATORS, write for free brochure on latest subminiature electronic listening devices. DEPT. 9C, 11500 NW 7th Ave., Miami, Fla.

PRECISION RESISTORS, carbon-deposit. Guaranteed 1% accuracy. Millions in stock.

1/2 watt, 8e; 1 watt, 12e; 2 watt, 15c. Leading manufacturers. ROCK DISTRIBUTING CO., 902 Corwin Rd., Rochester 10, N.Y.

2" MONOCOPE TUBE, RCA Type 1698 Electrostatic Deflection, $5.00 plus PR. 931 Photocells $4.00, 6196 $5.00 (Grade B). Many other types of industrial tubes in stock. Write your requirements. SPERA ELECTRONICS, 37-10 33 St., Long Island City, N.Y.

BEFORE YOU BUY Receiving Tubes or Hi-Fi Components send now for your giant FREE Zalytron current catalog—featuring nationally known Zalytron First Quality TV-Radio Tubes, Hi-Fi Stereo Systems, Kits, Parts, etc. All priced to save You Zalytron TUBE CORP., 220 W. 42nd St., N.Y.C.

CONVERT ANY TELEVISION TO SENSITIVE, Big-screen oscilloscope. Only micro changes necessary. Plans $1.95.

RECO, Box 10563, Houston 18, Texas.

SAVE DOLLARS on Radio, TV-Tubes. Brand new. Parts at less than manufacturer's cost. 100% Guaranteed. No reference number required. Request bulletin Magnet OFFICIAL RADIO, Box 1000-R, Newark, N.J.

TV CAMERA PARTS available for Camera described in May & June issues of this magazine. SPERA ELECTRONICS, 37-10 33 St., Long Island City, N.Y.

PROFESSIONAL ELECTRONIC PROJECTS—Organs, Timers, Computers, etc.—$1 each. List free. PARKS, Box 1665, Lake City, Seattle 55, Wash.

SUPERSENSITIVE DIRECTIONAL MICROPHONE picks up faint sounds at 300 feet. Detects sound through ordinary walls. Easily built for $7.00. No electronic experience necessary. Illustrated plans, $2.00.

DECO, Box 7263-A, Houston 8, Tex.

DIAGRAMS FOR REPAIRING RADIOS, $1; television $2. Give make and model.

DIAGRAM SERVICE, Box 672 RE, Hartford 40, Conn.

G-R, H-P, L&N, etc., tubes, manuals, military electronics. ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES, 434 Patterson Road, Dayton 19 Ohio.

Audio—Hi-fi

BASF—Germany's finest tape for studio use. CATALOGUE. GERMAN HI-FI SALES, 1574 Third Ave., New York 28, N.Y.

WRITE for quotation on components, recorders. FREE catalog. HI-FIDELITY SUPPLY, 2817-XC, Third Ave., New York City 55.


SAVE 30% Stereoraphic music on tape. Request tape, retailer Catalog R-1.

SAXITONE TAPE SALES, 1776 Columbia Rd., Washington 9, D.C.

RENT STEREO TAPES—over 2,500 different—all major labels—free catalog.

STEREO-PARTI 811-RE, Centinela Ave., Inglewood 3, Calif.

SILITE HI-FI enclosure. Sixteen 5-inch Hi-Fi speakers—construction prints—only $24.95 postpaid. Money order to: TECHSERVICES, C.P.O. Box 849, Tokyo, Japan.
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SALE ITEMS—TAPES—RECORDERS
Component quotes. Bulk tapes. BAYLA CO., Box 131-RE, Wantagh, N.Y.

APPLIANCE, LAMP, vacuum parts wholesale. Send 25c for illustrated catalogue. SECO 112 South 20th St., Birmingham 3, Ala.

NEW—16 TESTED TRANSISTOR plans—25c, half-experiments, catalog. LABORATORIES, 1131-B Valota, Redwood City, Calif.

LISTEN-IN-COIL picks up any telephone conversation in vicinity. No connection to telephone necessary. Easily concealed. $2.95 complete. ACOUSTICAL RESEARCH, 512-E 80 St., New York City.

UNDERSTANDING TRANSISTORS, book $1 ppd. BAKER, 129 Cooper, Santa Ana, Calif.

TREASURE FINDER locates deep buried, sunken metals. Build your own. Inexpensive. No electronic experience necessary. Illustrated plans. 100 DEF DESIGNS, Box 7263-E Houston 8, Tex.

DISC CAPACITIVE CIRCUITS. New, unused. Leading manufacturer. Most popular capacitance. Assortment of 30 capacitors for only $1.00. ROCK DISTRIBUTING CO., 902 Corwin Rd., Rochester 10, N.Y.

TRANSFER IGNITION. Transistor electronic. Save gas, tune-ups. Points, plugs last 50,000-100,000 miles. Improved cold-starting high-speed performance. Parts, complete conversions, kits from $34.95. PALMER ELECTRONICS, RE-1, Carlsile, Mass.

WIRE—Electronic, auto, boat. Military quality, assorted sizes, up to 550 ft.—$1.50.
VENTURA ELECTRONICS, Box 1182, Thousand Oaks, Calif.

ELECTRON TUBE BOXES!!! New, unmarked. Mark your own type numbers. Protect those stray tubes around your shop. Assorted sizes. High quality. 20 for $1.00.
MELCO, Box 54, Weatherford, Okla.


MISCELLANEOUS
MAIL IN YOUR BOX. Many unique offers. Name listed. 50c, CW, Box 1066-RE, South Lorain, Ohio.

SELL super brilliant diamond faceted gems. PHILIPS GEMS, Brady Lake, Ohio.

MODEL RELEASES Forms 100—$1.00.
STUDIO, Box 1143-F, Santa Barbara, Calif.

HOME BREWING! ... Beers ... Wines. Complete Instruction Manual. $1.00 (guaranteed). CRYSTAL'S 28-BK3S, Millburn, N.J.

BUSINESS AIDS
PERSONAL Stamp, 3 lines $1.00.
CHUCK'S, Box 343-RE, Lorain, Ohio.

BUSINESS CARDS, LABELS, RUBBER STAMPS. Send for free descriptive literature, HEIGHTS INDUSTRIES, 6121 C Street, Capitol Heights 27, Md.

SEPTEMBER, 1962

EDUCATION/INSTRUCTION

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP. Hypnotize with your recorder, phonograph or amazing new Electronic Educator endless tape recorder. Catalog contains free. SLEEP-LEARNING ASSOCIATION, Box 24-RD, Olympia, Wash.

NEW CONCEPT OF LEARNING SELF-HYPNOSIS! Now on tape or record! Free literature. McKinley-Smith Co., Dept. T5, Box 3038, San Bernardino, Calif.

PLATINUM electronic scrap bought. NOBLE METALS CO., Box 543, Los Angeles 9, Calif.

WANTED
CASH PAID! Sell your surplus electronic tubes. Want unused, clean radio and TV receiving, transmitting, special purpose, Magnetrons, Klystrons, broadcast types, etc. Want military & commercial lab/test and communications equipment such as G.R., H.P. AN/UPM prefix. Also want receivers and transmitters. For a fair deal write BARRY, 512 Broadway, New York 12, N.Y. Walker 5-7000.
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RAD-TEL SAVES YOU MONEY WHY PAY MORE!
RAD-TEL'S QUALITY BRAND NEW TUBES FOR TV, RADIO, AND HI-FI
1 YEAR GUARANTEE
UP TO 75% OFF*
1-DAY SERVICE • OVER 500 Types in Stock

GUARANTEED
RAD-TEL HAS THE LATEST TUBE TYPES. THE SIGN OF RAD-TEL'S RELIABILITY FOR OVER 15 YEARS

FREE!
Send For New Tube & Parts Catalog & Trouble Shooting Guide

POWER TRANSISTORS
PNP Replacements
TO-3, AF Power amplifier, auto radio, 2N1205, 2N1256, 2N1257, 2N1296, 2N234, 2N235, etc.
No. 140 $1.49 ea.
No. 141 79c ea.

50% OFF on Nos. 140 & 141 in lots of 25 assorted.
*Each Diode and Transistor Performance tested on an American TV set.

500 Ma. Silicon Diode Epoxide Construction
 replaces top-Hat type directly.
PIV 450 Volts max. 1.3 mA
AC — RMS input. imput.0V.
No. #147 .45c ea.
Lots of 10 .35c ea.
Lots of 20 .30c ea.

RAD-TEL TUBE CO. TV, RADIO AND HI-FI
56 CHAMBERS STREET, NEWARK 5, NEW JERSEY
TERMS: 25% deposit must accompany all orders. balance C.O.D. Orders under $5 and $1 handling charge plus postage. Orders over $5. Postage for Approx. 8 tubes per 1 lb. Subject to prior sale. No C.O.D.'s outside continental U.S.A.

RADIO-ELECTRONICS
Jensen's new HS-1 Stereo Headphones are ready for you. We think you will agree with the experts who say they are the finest ever. Reasons? They cover the frequency range with extra smoothness because they have new fluid-damped transducers developed by Jensen. And they are good to look at, easy to adjust, comfortable to wear. Cord comes out one side...you don't get tangled up. Impedance 8 ohms. Complete with Jackbox for connecting to any stereo amplifier. Write for Brochure MH.  

**HS-1** With 3 conductor plug and accessory jack box  ................ Net $24.95  

**HS-1L** With 4 spade lug terminals ................................. Net 22.50  

Jensen Manufacturing Co., 6601 S. Laramie Ave., Chicago 38, Ill. / Canada: Radio Speakers of Canada, Ltd., Toronto
This many picture tubes from one box?

YES!
Because RCA Universal Silverama® Picture Tubes Make Possible Multiple Replacements!

78 Universal Silveramas replace virtually every type on the market

Every time you open an RCA Universal Silverama Picture Tube carton, you get the equivalent of many replacements—not just one!

RCA—pioneer of the Universal Picture Tube concept—has today achieved the greatest simplification of picture tube types.

First in the RCA Universal series—the 21CBP4A that replaces 19 industry types...or just about 25% of your replacement needs.

Next in the series, a family of four Universal Picture Tubes (the 21CBP4A, 21AMP4A, 21ZP4B, and 21YP4A) to replace 33 industry types—about half your replacement needs.

Now, 78 Universal Silveramas to replace 291 industry types—covering nearly any picture tube need. This makes for an inventory simple enough that your RCA Distributor can easily keep a full stock. For you, this means no more lost time hunting high and low for special, unusual, or infrequently-used types.

The whole story is conveniently set out for you in a handy slide-guide. Simply look up the Universal Silverama type you want and the guide shows you all the standard types it replaces. In addition, look up the industry type you find in your customer's set, and the guide shows you its RCA Universal counterpart. Be sure to get a Silverama slide-guide from your Authorized RCA Silverama Distributor.

RCA ELECTRON TUBE DIVISION, HARRISON, N. J.

The Most Trusted Name in Television